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Prologue

The work presented in this Thesis characterizes the properties of cosmic defects and explores
their observational effects. The different projects that give rise to this Thesis are done in collab-
oration with my supervisor Jon Urrestilla and our collaborators: A. Achúcarro, A. Avgoustidis,
B. Hartmann, M. Hindmarsh, A.M.M. Leite, J. Lizarraga, C.J.A.P. Martins, A.S. Nunes and K.
Sousa.

The cosmological standard model and the standard model for particle physics are the main
theories to understand the Universe. The standard model for particle physics gives us the high
energy description of the universe, while the cosmological standard model provides a successful
description for many of the cosmological observations we have nowadays. Nevertheless the con-
nection between these two theories still has some unanswered questions. That is, the physics
governing several processes taking place at the early universe which lie in this connection are un-
known. Cosmic defects are one of the most promising candidates to answer those questions. They
are predicted in many high energy theories and they could be formed in cosmological symmetry
breakings that took place in the early universe. They could also survive the cosmological evolution
and/or have observational consequences nowadays. Thus the analysis of the properties and obser-
vational consequences of cosmic defects would provide the connection between the cosmological
standard model and the standard model for particle physics.

This Thesis is divided in two parts: Introduction and Results. In the Introduction (Part I)
the theoretical background is given. We will start by describing in Chapter 1 the cosmological
evolution of the universe and pointing out the physical processes where cosmic defects could form.
Then, in Chapter 2 we will describe in detail the cosmic defects. To do so, we will take the most
analysed cosmic defect type, the local cosmic string, and we will describe its main characteristics.
Then, we will turn to the defect models that we will analyse through this Thesis. These two
Chapters are based on previous articles, reviews and books in the literature.

The original research performed during the PhD is presented in Part II, where each Chapter
contains the following:

Chapter 3
The work of this Chapter is centered on the survival of the zero modes present on some defect
models after coupling them to gravity. Some defect models have a uniparametric family of
solutions with the same energy which is associated with a zero mode. Although, the total energy
of each of these configurations is the same, the energy density could change. So, taking in mind
that gravity is a local property, we analyse if those models preserve the zero mode after coupling
them minimally to gravity. The procedure and results of this Chapter are published in the following
paper:

• Gravitating cosmic strings with flat directions
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B. Hartmann, A. Lopez-Eiguren, K. Sousa and J. Urrestilla, JHEP 1303 (2013) 152.
arXiv:1212.6502.

Chapter 4
This Chapter analyses the numerical simulations of global monopoles in order to measure their
velocities. Global monopoles have some interesting properties, for example, the force between
a well separated monopole and an antimonopole is independent of their distance. This example
shows offbeat dynamics. For this and other reasons the analysis of them could be of great interest.
We perform the biggest and most accurate field theory simulations of global monopoles to date and
we extract relevant information. Using this information and a new method to measure velocities,
firstly presented here, we give the most accurate values for the global monopole velocities. We
also use the information obtained from the simulations to calibrate the analytical models for global
monopole evolution. This Chapter is based on the following article:

• Measuring Global Monopole Velocities, one by one

A. Lopez-Eiguren, J. Urrestilla and A. Achúcarro, JCAP01(2017)020. arXiv:1611.09628.

Chapter 5
In this Chapter we characterize the networks of Semilocal strings. Although Semilocal strings share
many properties with ordinary local strings, they are not purely topological and will therefore have
different properties. For example, this kind of strings can have ends, which behave as global
monopoles. Using the biggest and most accurate field theory simulations of semilocal strings
to date we characterize and extract detailed information of their properties. In the analysis of
these properties the pioneering method to measure monopole velocities, which will be presented
in Chapter 4, is also used. The data obtained will be used to calibrate the analytical models of
the evolution of semilocal string networks in a future work. The work done in this Chapter can
be found in the following two papers:

• Evolution of semilocal string networks: Large-scale properties

A. Achúcarro, A. Avgoustidis, A.M.M. Leite, A. Lopez-Eiguren, C.J.A.P. Martins, A.S.
Nunes and J. Urrestilla, Phys. Rev. D89 (2014) no.6, 063503. arXiv:1312.2123.

• Evolution of semilocal string networks: II. Velocity estimators

A. Lopez-Eiguren, J. Urrestilla, A. Achúcarro, A. Avgoustidis and C.J.A.P. Martins,
arXiv:1704.00991, Submitted to Phys. Rev. D

Chapter 6
This Chapter presents the energy-momentum correlators and the CMB power spectra for global
strings and global monopoles. We perform field theoretical simulations to obtain the energy-
momentum correlators and then those are evolved in radiation dominated era, in matter dominated
era and across the radiation matter cosmological transition to get the source functions required
for the CMB power spectra calculations. Finally the CMB power spectra predictions and the
parameter constraints obtained using parameter fitting are shown. The procedure and results of
this Chapter are shown in the following paper:

• Cosmic Microwave Background constraints for global strings and global monopoles

A. Lopez-Eiguren, J. Lizarraga, M. Hindmarsh, and J. Urrestilla, In preparation
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Chapter 7
Finally, in Chapter 7 we present the general conclusions obtained from the work we carried out
during this Thesis.
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Introduction
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1 Cosmological Evolution

1.1. Introduction

In this first Chapter of the Thesis we will described the Hot Big bang model [48, 113], which
describes the evolution of the universe from its initial stages until nowadays. The model is so well
tested that now it has become the standard cosmology.

The initial stage from where the model starts its description is not very clear. In the literature
several definitions for the Big Bang can be found, but from the point of view of this Thesis the
precise initial point of the description is not a crucial aspect. However, the evolution described
by the model is of great interest for the analysis of the cosmic defects, because although they are
created in the symmetry breakings that take place at early universe, they can last until nowadays.

Therefore, in this Chapter we will start giving some historical precedents of the Hot Big Bang
model. Then, we will analyse the dynamics of the universe given by the theory, investigating also
some problems that the theory had and how they were solved. Once we will have described the
evolution we will give information about the most important events on the history of the universe.
Finally, we will study the most used observational tool to analyse the early universe, the Cosmic
Microwave background (CMB). The description of the standard cosmological model that we will
give in this Chapter will be centered on the information that will be useful for the analysis of the
cosmic defects that we will make throughout this Thesis. We will refer the reader interested in
other aspects to the detailed analysis in the literature.

1.2. Historical Precedents
Most of the civilisation that has lived in this world has tried to understand the cosmos and give
a logical explanation to events related with it. Most early civilisations interpreted the cosmos in
an anthropomorphic way, using human characteristics to explain events. For some of them the
physical world was animated by wilful beings who could help or obstruct mankind, for others the
physical world itself was inanimate but could be manipulated by gods.

The Greeks had their own gods and myths. But they started to identify the causes and
effects of events and also to give a description and an explanation to observed phenomena using
mathematical or geometrical terms. The identification of cause and effect is still an essential
component of scientific theories.

Much of the knowledge acquired by the Greeks was lost to Christian culture during the dark
ages, but the restriction of cosmological thinking during the Middle Ages in Europe did not freeze
the construction of the mathematical structure of Cosmology. People like Nicolaus Copernicus,
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1.2 Historical Precedents

Johannes Kepler and Tycho Brahe gave the indispensable pieces to Isaac Newton, who provided
the first theories with the mathematical structure which successfully predict the dynamics of
celestial bodies and their orbits.

With the publication of Einstein’s general theory of relativity in 1915, cosmology entered a new
era. The consistent mathematical description of the entire Universe given by Einstein’s theory
opened the doors to the study of the Universe as an entity. Cosmology was provided with the
ideal mathematical framework to develop a predictable and reliable model for the description of
the Universe.

Moreover, in 1929 Edwin P. Hubble discovered that distant galaxies were all moving away from
the Milky Way. Not only that, the farther away he observed, the faster the galaxies were receding
as it is shown in Fig. 1.1. He found the relationship that shows that the universe is expanding,
which is now known as Hubble’s law [77]: the recessional velocity of a galaxy is proportional to
its distance from us. The equation looks like this:

v = Hd, (1.1)

where d is the physical distance to the galaxy and H is the Hubble’s parameter. At the time that
Hubble made this discovery he thought that the proportionality factor H was constant but the
precise analysis of the evolution equations of the universe showed that it depends on time, as we
will see.

Figure 1.1.: This figure shows the diagram that Hubble used to explain his discovery, where in the x-axis
the distance to the galaxies are displayed and the velocities of those galaxies in the y-axis.

If the Universe has been expanding it must have been smaller in the past. Consequently, if we
extrapolate late enough we will arrive to a very important conclusion: the Universe must have
initiated from a singular state, the big bang singularity. The Hot Big Bang model assumes that
the current evolution of the Universe started from a very energetic region and evolved and cooled
down due to the expansion. This evolution shows an expanding and cooling universe and it is
realistic to think that symmetry breakings could have happened during this cooling stages. These
symmetry breakings could have given rise to cosmic defects. Therefore, the analysis of the defects
could help to reveal the high energy physics of the early universe.

The Hot Big Bang model is based upon a simple assumption, known as the cosmological
principle, which says that our large-scale Universe possesses two important properties, isotropy
and homogeneity:

• Isotropy: The Universe looks the same in all directions; it has rotational invariance and all
directions are equivalent. There are no privileged directions.

4



Chapter 1. Cosmological Evolution

Figure 1.2.: In this figure we can see two images showing isotropy and homogeneity. The image in the left
pane shows isotropy: every direction looks the same from the center. The right pane shows
homogeneity: there is translational invariance, all points are equivalent.

• Homogeneity: The Universe looks the same at each point, this means, it has translational
invariance and thus all points are equivalent. There are no privileged points in the Universe

These do not automatically imply each another. For example, a Universe with a uniform
magnetic field is homogeneous, as all points are the same, but it fails to be isotropic because di-
rections along the field lines can be distinguished from those perpendicular to them. Alternatively,
a spherically-symmetric distribution, viewed from its central point, is isotropic but not necessarily
homogeneous. However, if we require that a distribution is isotropic about every point, then that
does enforce homogeneity as well. In Fig. 1.2 we show homogeneity and isotropy in a more visual
way, as well as the issue that one does not imply the other.

As we have indicated above homogeneity and isotropy are characteristics of the large-scale
Universe. This principle does not hold locally and must be considered as a global feature of
the Universe at very large scales. Therefore, it is desirable to define our Universe as isotropic
and homogeneous except for local irregularities. A very robust evidence of the isotropy and
homogeneity of the Universe is given by the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB), which we
will analyse later.

1.3. Dynamics of the Universe
In order to analyse the dynamics of the Universe we have to solve the field equations given by
Einstein in his general theory of relativity. These equations describe a geometrical theory, where
the space-time is perturbed by the matter content of it, but at the same time the space-time
dictates how matter has to move. The Einstein equations are:

Gµν = Rµν −
1
2Rgµν = 8πGTµν , (1.2)

where G is the Newton’s constant and gµν is the metric of the space-time. Gµν is the Einstein
tensor, R is the Ricci scalar and Rµν the Ricci tensor, these quantities are calculated using the
metric of the space-time. Tµν is the energy-momentum tensor of the constituents of the Universe.
We will start by analysing the metric describing the Universe with the properties we have described
above. Then we will consider energy-momentum tensors, Tµν , that will typically be encountered
in cosmology.

A metric is the basic ingredient of the space-time sector of general relativity, which dictates
how distances have to be measured. In relativistic cosmology the most general space-time metric
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1.3 Dynamics of the Universe

consistent with homogeneity, isotropy and expansion is the Friedmann-Lemâıtre-Robertson-Walker
(FLRW) metric. The line element in FLRW metric reads,

ds2 = −dt2 + a2(t)
[ dr2

1−Kr2 + r2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2

)]
, (1.3)

where we have used spherical polar coordinates (r, θ, φ), since spatial isotropy implies spherical
symmetry about every point in each time slice. Note that the signature chosen is (−,+,+,+),
which will be used throughout all this Thesis. These coordinates are comoving, which means that
distances in these coordinates do not change in time due to the expansion of space. The function
a(t) is called the scale factor, which rescales the comoving spacial slices at constant cosmic time
of the metric and it is directly related with the expansion. The time coordinate t is the cosmic
time measured by a comoving observer, the one at constant spatial coordinates. During this thesis
we will also use the conformal time τ , which is obtained by the transformation dt2 = dτ2/a2(τ).
Using conformal time the comoving distance that light has travel in time τ is simply τ . The
metric with conformal time reads,

ds2 = a2(τ)
[
− dτ2 + dr2

1−Kr2 + r2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2

)]
. (1.4)

The parameter K describes the curvature of the spatial slices at constant cosmic time, see
Fig 1.3:

• K < 0 Hiperbolic space or open Universe

• K = 0 Flat space

• K > 0 Spherical or closed Universe

Figure 1.3.: The different spatial curvatures depending on the value of K.

For the analysis of the matter content of the Universe we will consider the energy-momentum
tensors Tµν of the species that will be typically encountered in cosmology. In order to describe
those species the perfect fluid form for the energy-momentum tensor is the most useful one
because it is consistent with our previous hypothesis. This form is

Tµν = (ρ+ p)UµUν + pgµν , (1.5)

where Uµ is the fluid four vector, ρ is the energy density in the rest frame of the fluid and p is the
pressure in that same frame. The pressure is necessarily isotropic, for consistency with isotropy
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Chapter 1. Cosmological Evolution

and homogeneity. Similarly, fluid elements will be comoving in the cosmological rest frame, so
the normalized four-velocity in the coordinates of (1.3) will be

Uµ = (1, 0, 0, 0). (1.6)

The energy-momentum tensor thus takes the form

T =


−ρ 0 0 0
0 g11p 0 0
0 0 g22p 0
0 0 0 g33p

 , (1.7)

where gii represents the spatial metric components including the factor of a2.
Armed with this description of matter and the FLRW metric (1.3), we are now ready to apply

Einstein’s equations (1.2) to cosmology. Using (1.3) and (1.5), one obtains two equations. The
first one is known as the Friedmann equation,

H2 ≡
( ȧ
a

)2
= 8πG

3
∑
i

ρi −
K

a2 , (1.8)

where the dot denotes a derivative with respect to cosmic time t and H is the Hubble parameter,
which, as we anticipated, generally depends on time. The subindex i refers to all different possible
types of energy in the Universe. Using the Hubble parameter one can define the comoving Hubble
radius, (aH)−1, which is the characteristic length scale of the universe and it can be understood
as the distance to galaxies that are receding from as at the speed of light. This equation relates
the rate of increase of the scale factor, as encoded by the Hubble parameter, to the total energy
density of all matter in the Universe. The second equation, which is an evolution equation, is

ä

a
+ 1

2
( ȧ
a

)2
= −4πG

∑
i

pi −
K

2a2 . (1.9)

At this point it is convenient to define, at any given time, a critical energy density,

ρc ≡
3H2

8πG, (1.10)

and the dimensionless energy densities

Ωi = ρi
ρc
, (1.11)

which are defined in terms of the critical energy density. These definitions lead us to write the
Friedmann equation as

Ωtotal − 1 = K

(aH)2 , (1.12)

where Ωtotal counts for all the energy densities. Nowadays it is robustly confirmed by observations
that Ωtotal is certainly within three orders of magnitude of one, so K = 0 and the spacial slices at
constant cosmic time are flat. In the rest of this Thesis, unless stated otherwise, K will be zero.

Energy conservation is expressed in general relativity by the vanishing of the covariant divergence
of the energy-momentum tensor,

∇µTµν = 0. (1.13)
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1.3 Dynamics of the Universe

Applying this to the FLRW metric (1.3) and the energy-momentum tensor (1.5) we can obtain a
single energy conservation equation,

ρ̇+ 3H(ρ+ p) = 0. (1.14)

This equation implies that the expansion of the Universe can lead to local changes in the en-
ergy density. Note that there is no notion of conservation of ”total energy”, as energy can be
interchanged between matter and the space-time geometry.

Most of the relevant fluids in cosmology obey the barotropic equation of state: p = ωρ. A
constant ω leads to a great simplification in solving our equations, where the energy density and
the scale factor evolve as:

ρ ∝ a−3(1+ω), (1.15)

a ∝ t
2

3(ω+1) . (1.16)

The ordinary matter content of the Universe is composed by ultra-relativistic particles or radi-
ation and non-relativistic particles. One can prove that for ultra-relativistic particles ω = 1/3, so
(1.15) and (1.16) take the form

ρr ∝ a−4, (1.17)

ar ∝ t1/2 ∝ τ. (1.18)

For the non-relativistic matter, the pressure is negligible comparing to the density, and thus
ω ∼ 0. Therefore,

ρm ∝ a−3, (1.19)

am ∝ t2/3 ∝ τ2. (1.20)

Equations (1.17) and (1.19) show that the radiation dominates over other species at early times,
while non-relativistic matter becomes more important at latter times.

The evolution equations show a Universe that initially was very hot and dense, which then
expanded and cooled during its evolution. This picture opens the door to connect the ideas
from particle physics and cosmology, which is the main objective behind our research. Matter in
the early universe would be described by a unified theory based on a continuous group G. As
a result of the extreme temperatures of the early universe, the vacuum state would respect the
full symmetry of the Lagrangian. But as the universe cooled the gauged theory would undergo a
series of spontaneous symmetry breakings, which schematically can be represented by

G→ H → ...→ SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1)→ SU(3)× U(1). (1.21)

The group G is known as the grand unified gauge group and the initial breaking G → H is
expected to have taken place at 1016GeV. The U(1) describes the electromagnetism and its
unification with the weak nuclear force gives the electroweak theory which is described by the
group SU(2) × U(1). The strong nuclear force is associated with the group SU(3) and the
mathematical theory describing these interactions is known as quantum chromodynamics (QCD).

A direct consequence of these symmetry breakings are cosmic defects, which could be created
at those symmetry breakings. Their properties are directly related to the characteristics of the
symmetry breaking where they are formed and they evolve, in the cosmological background, until
today. Therefore the analysis of their properties will give specific information about symmetry
breakings that took place in the early Universe and also about the evolution of the Universe.
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Chapter 1. Cosmological Evolution

1.4. Problems and Solutions
The equations that we have analysed in the previous section describe the evolution of the Universe
very well. However, this description leaves a range of crucial questions unanswered. In this section
we will describe some of those questions and we will analyse the solutions proposed to solve them.

1.4.1. The concordance model: ΛCDM
Until the mid nineties, the accepted scientific understanding of the Universe said that the cosmos
was in a non-accelerated or decelerated expansion. But, in 1998 two independent groups of cos-
mologists, the Supernova Cosmology Project [112] and the High-Z Supernova Search Team [119],
made a startling finding. The Universe is not only expanding, its expansion is also accelerated.
They measured the luminosity of distant type Ia supernovas and they found that they were dimmer
than predicted by a non-accelerated or decelerated expansion. Nowadays several experiments have
confirmed the accelerated expansion; supernovae experiments [58, 63, 68, 126], measurement of
cluster properties [21, 22, 53, 134], anisotropies of the CMB [11, 12, 75], cosmic shear measured
by weak lensing [116, 132] and Lyman-α forest absorptions [40, 100].

In order to account for the accelerated expansion shown by the measurements, the theory had
to be extended because acceleration cannot be explained using ordinary species of the standard
model. The most accepted extension of the theory can be done by adding a new ingredient
known as dark energy, an energy component with negative pressure that would counteract the
gravitational attraction and drive the accelerated expansion.

Dark energy can be simply described adding a term to the Einstein equations. This term (Λ)
is known as the cosmological constant and it describes a perfect fluid with ω = −1. The Einstein
equations with the cosmological constant read

Rµν −
1
2gµνR = 8πGTµν + Λgµν , (1.22)

and consequently the modified Friedmann equations look like( ȧ
a

)2
= 8πG

3
∑
i

ρi + Λ
3 , (1.23)

ä

a
+ 1

2
( ȧ
a

)2
= −4πG

∑
i

pi + Λ
3 . (1.24)

Using the dimensionless energy densities (1.11) we can rewrite (1.23) as

(Ωm + Ωr + ΩΛ)− 1 = 0, (1.25)

where ΩΛ = Λ/(3H2) and Ωm = Ωb + Ωc is the sum of the baryonic and dark matter energy
densities. Baryonic matter counts for ordinary matter that can interact electromagnetically. Dark
matter, on the other hand, was hypothesized to account for discrepancies between the motion
of large astronomical objects and theoretical predictions based on ordinary matter composition.
Nowadays it is indispensable for the standard model and would account for most of the non-
relativistic matter of the Universe, though the fundamental physics behind it is still unknown.

During the last years several dark matter candidates were proposed [60, 80, 140]: the weakly
interacting massive particle (WIMP), which would be completely different from the type of matter
we know and would only interact gravitationally; the axion, a particle with a very low mass which
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1.4 Problems and Solutions

does not have charge and only interacts via weak interaction or gravitationally with other matter;
the massive astrophysical compact halo object (MACHO), which is composed by ordinary matter
but it emits very little to no light and it can be a neutron star, a brown or white dwarf, ... Among
the dark matter candidates one can also find cosmic defects [71, 72, 81]. It is worth noting that
although the main objective of this thesis is not the characterization of dark matter the analysis
and characterization of defects could lead to the understanding of the properties of dark matter.

1.4.2. Inflation
Many of the unanswered questions come under the heading of initial condition problems and
require a more complete description of the sources of energy density in the Universe. One of the
most severe of these problems eventually led to a radical new picture of the physics of the early
Universe: cosmological inflation [61, 93].

The fundamental idea behind inflation is that the Universe undergoes a period of accelerated
expansion, defined as a period when ä > 0, at early times. This can also be understood as
d(H−1/a)/dt < 0, which says that the Hubble radius, as measured in comoving coordinates,
decreases during inflation. At any other time, the comoving Hubble radius increases. Now we will
describe shortly the problems arising from the Hot Big Bang model and how inflation can solve
them:

• The flatness problem

Using the definition of the density parameter, the Friedmann equation for any value of K
can be written as,

|Ω− 1| = K

(aH)2 . (1.26)

During the standard big bang evolution, (aH)2 is decreasing, and so Ω moves away from one.
For example, in radiation domination |Ω− 1| ∝ t and in matter domination |Ω− 1| ∝ t2/3.
So Ω = 1 is an unstable critical point. Since we know that today Ω is certainly within three
orders of magnitude of one it must have been much closer in the past. Using the appropriate
behaviours of matter and radiation eras one can see that at nucleosynthesis (t ∼ 1 sec)
|Ω− 1| < O(10−16) or at electro-weak scale (t ∼ 10−11 sec) |Ω− 1| < O(10−27).

Inflation solves the flatness problem more or less by definition. This means, if we assume
that the early Universe was dominated by the inflaton field, which can be define as a fluid
with negative pressure or ω = −1/3, equation (1.23) can be written as,

H2 ≈ Λ
3 , (1.27)

and solving it we have that,

a(t) = exp
(√Λ

3 t
)
⇔ |Ω− 1| ∝ exp

(
−

√
4Λ
3 t
)
. (1.28)

Therefore with the above expression there is no need to fine tune the initial conditions.
Regardless of the initial value of the curvature, inflation forces it to be very small.

• The Horizon problem

Photons emitted from opposite sides of the sky appear to be in thermal equilibrium. The
most natural explanation for this is that the Universe has indeed reached a state of thermal
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Chapter 1. Cosmological Evolution

equilibrium, through interactions between the different regions. But unfortunately in the
Hot Big Bang model this is not possible. There was no time for those regions to interact
before photons were emitted because they were far from each other.

The way to view how inflation solves this problem is to remember that inflation corresponds
to a decreasing comoving Hubble length. The Hubble length is ordinarily a good measure of
how far things can travel in the Universe; what is telling us that the region of the Universe
we can see after inflation is much smaller than the region which would have been visible
before inflation started. Hence, casual physics was perfectly capable of producing a large
smooth thermalized region.

• The relics problem

In the initial stages of the universe some objects that are diluted by expansion slower than
radiation, as a−3 instead of a−4, could form and they could become the dominant material
of the Universe, in contradiction to observations.

The fast expansion of the inflationary stage rapidly dilutes the objects that could dominate
the Universe, because the energy density during inflation falls off slower, as a−2 or slower,
than the density of those objects. Very quickly their density becomes negligible.

Some cosmic defect types, such as, magnetic monopoles or domain walls, can show this
behaviour at the early stages of the universe and they can end dominating the energy
density of the universe. But defect networks show a scaling solution, where the fraction of
the energy density of the defect remains constant (see Section 2.3.2) and their evolution is
cosmologically viable. However, every kind of defect created before inflation will be diluted
away. But some inflationary models predict cosmic defects to be created at the end of the
inflationary period, and in addition symmetry breakings can take place after inflation.

We have seen that an exponentially accelerated epoch in the early stages of our Universe
will solve the problems of the Hot Big Bang model. In order to describe this behaviour with our
theory we have to add an extra component, a component with negative pressure, the inflaton. The
inflaton is a scalar field and its vacuum energy is responsible to drive the exponential expansion.
That is, the inflaton has a self-interacting potential and rolling slowly through it towards its ground
state acquires negative pressure.

The theory of inflation does not only solved the problems that we have pointed out. This
theory can give a explanation of the origin of density fluctuations that lead to the observed large-
scale structure. These fluctuations could also be explained using the creation and evolution of
cosmic defects [137], and during some time both theories were in confrontation. But the modern
and accurate observations exhibit that inflation contribute the most to the origin of the density
fluctuations, as we will see in Section 1.6.

1.5. History of the Universe
After analysing the general aspects of the dynamics of the Universe we will briefly summarise the
most important events in the history of the Universe, see Table 1.1.

• Inflation

As we have described in the previous section inflation is an epoch of exponentially accelerated
expansion of the universe driven by a field with a negative pressure. It solves the flatness,
horizon and relics problems.
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1.5 History of the Universe

Event time t temperature T

Inflation 10−34s (?) -
Reheating ? ?
Baryogenesis ? ?
EW phase transition 20 ps 100 Gev
QCD phase transition 20 µs 150 MeV
Dark matter freeze-out ? ?
Neutrino decoupling 1 s 1 MeV
Electron-positron annihilation 6 s 500 keV
Big Bang nucleosynthesis 3 min 100 keV
Matter-radiation equality 60 kyr 0.75 eV
Recombination 260-380 kyr 0.26-0.33 eV
Photon decoupling 380 kyr 0.23-0.28 eV
Reionization 100-400 Myr 2.6-7.0 meV
Dark energy-matter equality 9 Gyr 0.33 meV
Present 13.8 Gyr 0.24 meV

Table 1.1.: The most important events in the history of the Universe in a chronological order.

• Reheating

The large potential energy of the inflaton field decays and fills the Universe with particles,
starting the radiation dominated era of the universe. (For some, the starting point of the
Big Bang.)

• Baryogenesis

Relativistic quantum field theory requires the existence of anti-particles. Particles and anti-
particles annihilate through processes such as e+ + e− → γ + γ. If initially the Universe
was filled with equal amounts of matter and anti-matter then we expect these annihilations
to lead to a Universe dominated by radiation. However, we do observe an overabundance
of matter over anti-matter in the Universe today. Models of baryogenesis try to derive
the observed baryon-to-photon ratio from some dynamical mechanism, without assuming a
primordial matter-antimatter asymmetry as an initial condition.

• Electroweak symmetry breaking

At 100 GeV particles receive their masses through the Higgs mechanism. This leads to a
drastic change in strength of the weak interaction.

• QCD symmetry breaking

While quarks are free at high energies, below 150 MeV, the strong interactions between
quarks and gluons become important. Quarks and gluons then form bound quark systems,
called baryons and mesons.

• Dark matter freeze-out

Since dark matter is very weakly interacting with ordinary matter we expect it to decouple
relatively early. Choosing natural values for the mass of dark matter particles and their
interaction cross sections with ordinary matter reproduces the observed relic dark matter
density surprisingly well.
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Chapter 1. Cosmological Evolution

• Neutrino decoupling

Neutrinos only interact with the rest of the primordial plasma through weak interaction.
Estimations show that they decoupled at 0.8 MeV producing the cosmological neutrino
background, which is still not measured.

• Electron-positron annihilation

Electrons and positrons annihilate shortly after neutrino decoupling. The energies of the
electrons and positrons gets transferred to photons, increasing the temperature of them.
After that, a tiny excess of electrons over positrons were left in equilibrium with photons.

• Big Bang nucleosynthesis

Neutrons and protons first combine to form D, 4He, 3He and 7Li nuclei. The theory for
this is very well developed and agrees very well with a variety of observations.

• Matter-radiation equality

Transition from radiation dominated Universe to matter dominated Universe happens when
the energy densities of radiation and matter became equal.

• Recombination

At early times the CMB photons are easily energetic enough to ionize hydrogen atoms and
therefore the Universe is filled with a charged plasma, and hence opaque. This phase lasts
until the photons reshifted enough to allow photons and electrons to combine e− + p+ →
H + γ, during the era of recombination.

• Photon decoupling

Before recombination the strongest coupling between photons and the rest of the plasma
is through Thomson scattering, e− + γ → e− + γ. The sharp drop in the free electron
density after recombination means that this process becomes inefficient and the photons
decoupled in the last scattering surface. They have since streamed freely through the
Universe and are today observed as cosmic microwave background (CMB), which we will
review in Section 1.6.

• Reionization

The predominant dark matter begin to collapse into halo-like structures through its own
gravitational attraction. Ordinary matter is also pulled into these halos, eventually forming
the first stars and galaxies, which, in turn, release large amounts of ultraviolet light. This
light is energetic enough to strip the electrons out of the surrounding neutral matter.

• Dark energy-matter equality

Transition from matter dominated Universe to dark energy dominated Universe happens
when the energy densities of matter and dark energy became equal. If this equality took
place earlier, structures such as galaxies will never have time to form and life will never have
a chance to exist. This is known as the coincidence problem.

• Present

Baryons and the CMB are entirely decoupled, stars and galaxies have been around a long
time and clusters of galaxies are becoming common.
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1.6 Cosmic Microwave Background

1.6. Cosmic Microwave Background
The primitive radiation we observe in the Universe today has the form of an almost isotropic
blackbody spectrum, with temperature approximately 2.7K, known as the Cosmic Microwave
Background (CMB). The first measurements of the CMB over the whole sky made by the RELIKT-
1 experiment [84] on board the Prognoz 9 satellite and the COBE satellite [124] validate the main
assumptions of the Hot Big Bang model: homogeneity and isotropy in large scales of the Universe
as it can be seen in the left pane of Fig. 1.4. But most of the information of the CMB is not
in its homogeneity and isotropy. The small fluctuations in the temperature of the CMB are the
most investigated aspects of it, because they reveal a detailed information about the constituents
and mechanisms of the evolution of the Universe. In the right side of Fig 1.4 the temperature
anisotropies measured by the Planck mission [10] are shown.

Figure 1.4.: CMB measurements of the whole sky. In the left side of the figure one can see the measure-
ments made by COBE [124]. This shows that at large scales the homogeneity and isotropy
are obeyed. The right side the measurements of Planck mission [10] are shown, where just
the anisotropies are shown.

The origin of the CMB can be explained in terms of Blackbody radiation, a radiation emitted by
bodies in thermal equilibrium. The present Universe is certainly not in this state, and so without
an evolving space-time we would have no explanation for the origin of this radiation. However,
at early times, the density and energy densities in the Universe were high enough that radiation
was in approximate thermal equilibrium at each point in space, yielding a blackbody spectrum at
early times.

For a blackbody distribution at Temperature T, such as that generated in the early Universe,
the energy flux in the frequency range [ν, ν + dν] is given by the Planck distribution

P (ν, T )dν = 8πh
(ν
c

)3 1
ehν/kT − 1

dν, (1.29)

where h is Planck’s constant and k is the Boltzmann constant. Under a rescaling ν → αν, with
α =constant, the shape of the spectrum is unaltered if T → T/α. It is known that wavelengths
are stretched with cosmic expansion, and therefore that frequencies will scale inversely due to the
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same effect. We therefore conclude that the effect of cosmic expansion on an initial blackbody
spectrum is to retain its blackbody nature, but just at lower and lower temperatures,

T ∝ 1/a. (1.30)

This is what we mean by the Universe is cooling as it expands, as we have anticipated.
The CMB is not a perfectly isotropic radiation bath. Deviations from isotropy (at the level of

one part in 105) have developed over the last decade into one of our premier precision observational
tools in cosmology. The small temperature anisotropies on the sky are usually described by the
multipole expansion of the temperature field, which given the spherical symmetry can be expanded
in spherical harmonics:

∆T
T

(n̂) =
∑
l

l∑
m=−l

ΘlmY
m
l (n̂), (1.31)

where l is the multipole moment and n̂ is a unitary vector pointing in the line of sight. T
is the average temperature and ∆T are deviations from it. The coefficients Θlm describe the
temperature perturbation and obey,

〈Θ∗lmΘl′m′〉 = δll′δmm′Cl, (1.32)

where δll′ is the Kroenecker’s delta function.
In the Gaussian approximation, anisotropies can be fully characterized by the 2-point correlation

function of the power spectrum. The power spectrum as a function of the Cl’s is written as

〈∣∣∣∆T
T

∣∣∣2〉 = 1
4π

∞∑
l=0

(2l + 1)Cl. (1.33)

The coefficients of the spherical harmonic expansion, Θlm, are the analogous of the fourier trans-
form coefficients but in spherical surfaces. When we work on small patches of the sky, the
curvature can be neglected, thus the relation between angular wavelength and multipole moment
simplifies to: θ = 2π/l.

The anisotropies of the CMB can be divided in two different types: primary anisotropies and
secondary anisotropies. The primary ones are related to processes that took place at the last
scattering surface or before, and the secondary ones are related with the processes that occurred
between the last scattering surface and the observer.

The primary anisotropies are determined principally by two effects, acoustic oscillations and
diffusion damping. Acoustic oscillations come from the photon-baryon plasma in the early Universe.
The pressure of the photons tends to erase inhomogeneities, whereas the gravitational attraction
of the baryons, moving at speeds much slower than light, makes them tend to collapse to form
over densities. These two effects compete to create acoustic oscillations.

On the other hand, secondary anisotropies are produced by effects such as the Sunyaev-
Zel’dovich effect, where a cloud of high-energy electrons scatters the radiation, transferring some
of its energy to the CMB photons, or the Saechs-Wolfe effect, which causes photons from the
CMB to be gravitationally redshifted or blueshifted due to changing gravitational fields.

In Fig. 1.5 one can see a pictorial description of the CMB temperature power spectrum. For
large angular scales (l < 100), i.e. scales corresponding to super-Hubble modes at the time of
decoupling, the angular power spectrum can be estimated as a function of the characteristics of
the gravitational potential, which is constant in this regime. This part of the angular spectrum
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Figure 1.5.: A pictorial representation of the CMB power spectrum.

is usually called the Sachs-Wolfe plateau. The peaks of the angular power spectrum (100 < l <
1000) are the acoustic peaks and they contain interesting physical signatures. The angular scale
of the first peak determines the curvature of the Universe, the next peak the reduced baryon
density and the third one can be used to get information about the dark-matter density. The
position of the peaks also give important information about the nature of the primordial density
perturbations. On small scales (l > 1000) the free path of photons become of the same order of
magnitude as the wavelength of the perturbations, creating the characteristic damping tail.

As we said the analysis of the CMB anisotropies is a precise observational tool. Comparing the
observational data with the data coming from theoretical analysis one can analyse the contribution
of different processes to the CMB. In order to obtain the theoretical expectation of those different
processes, one is required to solve a set of linear differential equations,

Dac(a, ρ, ...)X̃a =
{

0 Passive (Inflation)

Sc Active (Defects)
(1.34)

where X̃a is the Fourier transform of the quantity of interest Xa, Dac is a differential operator
that depends on the cosmic scale factor a, the background density ρ and similar quantities. The
perturbations coming form the analysis of (1.34) are classified into density perturbations (scalars),
vector perturbations and tensor perturbations or gravitational waves, and they do not mix in linear
order. The perturbations created by the quantum fluctuations of the inflaton field are primary,
because they produce anisotropies before the last scattering surface and then they evolve passively.
On the contrary, perturbations created by cosmic defects are of both types, primary and secondary,
because defects create anisotropies during their whole existence.

In the inflationary case the vector perturbations are not considered because they decay very
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rapidly. On the other hand, the powers for scalar and tensor perturbations can be expressed as,

PR(k) = As
( k
k∗

)ns−1
, (1.35)

Pt(k) = At
( k
k∗

)nt
, (1.36)

where k∗ is the pivot comoving wavenumber. As and At are the scalar and tensor amplitudes, and
ns and nt represents the spectral index of both power spectra and determine the tilt of it. Note
the different definitions for spectral indexes, while ns = 1 gives the Harrison-Zel’dovich model for
scale invariant scalar perturbations [62, 141], nt = 0 gives the scale invariance for tensors.

Figure 1.6.: The temperature power spectra measured by the Planck experiment [10], where the dots
represents the measured data with their corresponding error bars and the green curve is the
best fit using the ΛCDM model, where the green pale area counts for variations.

For the case of cosmic defects the power spectra cannot be obtained so easily. In order to solve
the equation (1.34) the source functions, which are related with Sa, have to be obtained using
numerical simulations of the kind of defect we want to analyse. In Section 2.3.5 we show the
procedure that has to be used in order to obtain the source functions from numerical simulations
and then how the equations are solved using Einstein-Boltzmann (EB) solvers. Then in Chap-
ter 6 we use this procedure to obtain the power spectra for global O(2) strings and global O(3)
monopoles.

However, the power spectra obtained in both cases can be compared with the measured one
(see Fig. 1.6) in order to analyse the contribution of each one of the processes. In the left pane
of Fig. 1.7 we show an inflationary power spectra, while in the right pane we show a power
spectra for the Abelian-Higgs strings, one of the most analysed defect model that we will describe
in Section 2.3, obtained by [95]. One can clearly see that the inflationary one recreates the
peak distribution of the measured power spectra. On the other hand, the power spectra coming
from the Abelian-Higgs case does not show the peak distribution. So, one can think that the
contribution of the defects to the measured power spectra should be subdominant. This is shown
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Figure 1.7.: Temperature power spectrum for inflationary case (left). Temperature power spectrum for
Abelian-Higgs strings (rigth), picture courtesy of J. Lizarraga [95]

in [95], where they calculated that at l = 10 the contribution of Abelian-Higgs strings to the
measured power spectra is lower than 1.3 %.

It is customary to use 6 parameters to describe a cosmological model describing an isotropic
and homogeneous expanding universe. If we want to add the contribution of the defects to the
model we have to add a new parameter. In the following, we will analyse the six parameters
describing the Hot Big Bang model and we refer the reader to Section 2.3.5, where the analysis
of the parameter describing the defect contribution will be done. The six parameters needed to
describe the cosmological model without defects are:

1. Ωbh
2: Physical baryon density.

2. Ωch
2: Physical cold dark matter density.

3. θ: Approximation to the ratio of the sound horizon at recombination to the angular diameter
distance. It is directly related to the position of the first acoustic peak and is very sensitive
to changes in the geometry of the Universe.

4. κ: Reionization optical depth to last scattering. κ provides information about the ionization
state of the Universe and gives the probability that a given photon scatters once.

5. ns: Spectral index of scalar perturbations.

6. As: Amplitude of the primordial super-horizon power in the curvature. Usually re-parametrized
as ln(1010As)

In Table 1.2 we show the values for the parameters described above as determined by the Planck
experiment [10].
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Chapter 1. Cosmological Evolution

Ωbh
2 0.02225 ± 0.00016

Ωch
2 0.1198 ± 0.0015

θ × 100 1.04077 ± 0.00032

κ 0.079 ± 0.017

ns 0.9645 ± 0.0049

ln(1010As) 3.094 ± 0.034

Table 1.2.: The values of the parameters that describe the Hot Big Bang model determined by the Planck
experiment [10], where the parameter accounting for the contribution of defects is not taken
into account.
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2 Cosmic defects

2.1. Introduction
In the previous Chapter we have described the standard cosmological model. This model represents
a Universe that has expanded from a very dense and hot epoch to a more diluted and cooler era.
During this evolution we have seen that symmetry breakings could take place.

One of the most important consequences of these symmetry breakings is the possibility of the
creation of cosmic defects1. The defects are characterized by the symmetry breaking properties,
and as different kind of symmetry breakings could take place, different kind of defects could be
created. The properties of the defect are strictly related with the symmetry breaking pattern.

Therefore, the cosmic defect zoo is large and the detailed analysis of each one of the components
of this zoo will be a very hard issue. In this Chapter we will consider the most analysed defect
model, the Abelian-Higgs model [74, 137], and we will describe its most important properties.
We will concentrate on describing the aspects related to this Thesis, and we will refer the reader
interested in other aspects to the detailed analysis in the literature.

Once we have described the Abelian-Higgs model we will analyse the models that are relevant
for this Thesis. In this description we will highlight the properties that we will later analyse in
Part II and we will also try to describe the procedure we will use to do this analysis.

2.2. Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking
The essential features of spontaneous symmetry breaking can be illustrated using a simple model
called the Goldstone model [59]. This model is characterised by the following Lagrangian density,

L = (∂µφ)†(∂µφ)− λ

4 (φ†φ− η2)2, (2.1)

where φ is a complex scalar field, λ the self-coupling and η is the vacuum expectation value.
The potential of the model, the last term in the Lagrangian, is often called the mexican-hat
potential and can be seen in Fig. 2.1. The model is invariant under the group U(1) of global
phase transformations, φ(x) → eiαφ(x). Global indicates that α does not depend on the space
coordinates x. Otherwise, there are other models where the parameter of phase transformations

1Note that defects formed in symmetry breakings are usually called ”topological” defects, because they are formed
due to topological reasons. Since we will analyse some type of defects whose origin is not topological, we will
refer to defects formed in cosmological symmetry breakings as ”cosmic defects” or just ”defects”.
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2.2 Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking

α(x) depends on the spacetime location x. This kind of models are called local, due to the fact
that α(x) is locally valued.

Figure 2.1.: Mexican Hat potential. The red arrows describe the motion of the φ1 and φ2 fields.

The minima of the mexican-hat potential lie on a circle in the complex plane, |φ| = η, and the
vacuum state of the theory is characterized by a non-zero expectation value

〈φ〉 = ηeiθ, (2.2)

with an arbitrary phase θ. Similarly, the local maxima of the potential is located where the field
posses a zero expectation value 〈φ〉 = 0.

The potential shown in Fig. 2.1 is analysed using a fixed value of the temperature, but as we
have see in the previous Chapter, the universe in its evolution is expanding and cooling. In order
to study the symmetry breaking in terms of an expanding universe we can add thermal corrections
to the potential,

Veff = λ(|φ|2 − η̂2(T )) + f(T, η). (2.3)

The effective vacuum expectation value with temperature corrections up to second order is,

η̂2(T ) = η2 − T 2

6 , (2.4)

which as it turns out, it is not positive definite. It actually vanishes when the temperature reaches
its critical value, Tc, given by

Tc =
√

6η. (2.5)

As we can see in Fig. 2.2 at high temperatures (T > Tc), the effective potential has a unique
minimum localized at φ = 0. In this case, the vacuum state has the same symmetry as the
Lagrangian (2.1) and the symmetry is unbroken as long as the temperature is sufficiently high.
When temperature decreases due to the effect of another physical mechanism, such as, for instance,
the expansion of the universe, the shape of the potential changes until its minimum is no longer
at φ = 0. Then, the field will drop from the state of the unbroken symmetry to a specific vacuum
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Chapter 2. Cosmic defects

Figure 2.2.: Dependence of the potential with respect to the temperature.

state, determined by θ, spontaneously. It is evident that the new vacuum manifold, 〈φ〉 = ηeiθ, is
not invariant under the global phase transformation and the symmetry is spontaneously broken.

The broken symmetry vacua with different values of θ are all equivalent, so we can choose one
of them to study their properties. Choosing θ = 0 one can represent φ as perturbations around
the minima as

φ = η + 1√
2

(φ1 + iφ2), (2.6)

where φ1 and φ2 are real fields with zero vacuum expectation values. The re-parametrization
(2.6) can be substituted into the Lagrangian (2.1),

L = 1
2(∂µφ1)2 + 1

2(∂µφ2)2 − 1
2λη

2φ2
1 + Lint, (2.7)

where the interaction term Lint includes cubic and higher-order terms in φ1 and φ2. Analysing
the rearranged Lagrangian one can see that the φ1 field represents a particle with a positive
mass, mφ1 =

√
λη, and that φ2 is a massless field. The reason for this is intuitively clear from

Fig. 2.1: φ1 corresponds to radial oscillations about a point on the circle of minima, |φ| = η,
while φ2 corresponds to motion around the circle. The appearance of massless scalar particles,
called Goldstone bosons, is a general feature of spontaneously broken global symmetries.

A direct consequence of spontaneous symmetry breakings is the creation of cosmic defects. In
the Goldstone model the defects that arise are global strings; lets see how they form. As we have
shown, once the symmetry is broken the vacuum expectation value is given by,

〈φ〉 = ηeiθ, (2.8)

where θ may be chosen differently in different regions of space. The requirement that the vacuum
expectation value be single valued implies that around any closed curve in space the change ∆θ
in θ must satisfy,

∆θ = 2πn, n ∈ Z, (2.9)

where n is known as the winding number.
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2.2 Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking

If for a given loop we have n 6= 0, we can see that any 2-surface bounded by the loop must
contain a point where the field φ is in the local maximum of the potential. If not we can
continuously contract the loop to a point, implying that n = 0 which is a contradiction. At the
local maximum of the potential the phase, θ, is undefined and 〈φ〉 = 0. Furthermore, 〈φ〉 must
be zero all along an infinite or closed curve, since otherwise we can contract our loop without
encountering a singularity. We identify this infinite or closed curve of false vacuum as the core
of our string. As we have said the state where 〈φ〉 = 0 can be seen as the unbroken symmetry
state and thus strings can be understood as field configurations for which domains exist where
the symmetry is left unbroken. Since such configuration does not correspond to a minimum of
the potential, it contains a localized energy density around the points where 〈φ〉 = 0.

Figure 2.3.: Field distribution with n = 0 (left) and with n = 1 (right).

Another way to understand the formation of strings is representing the field φ by an arrow in
a complex plane. Then we can draw a closed path Γ in that complex plane and analysing the
behaviour of the fields inside the path we can see if we have a string there. Let us consider two
different field configurations, as shown in Fig. 2.3; one with n = 0 and the other with n = 1.
In the case where n = 1, we can see that inside the closed path Γ there is a singularity, that
is, a point where the field cannot be represented by an arrow. On the other hand, in the field
distribution with n = 0 in all points the field can be represented with an arrow.

In this specific model the cosmic defect that arises is a string, because the vacuum manifold
of the theory has non-contractible loops. In general, a field theory with a vacuum manifold M
posses a cosmic defect of some type if the vacuum manifold has a nontrivial homotopy group,

πi(M) 6= 1, (2.10)

for some i = 0, 1, ... . The homotopy group classifies distinct mappings of the n-dimensional
sphere Sn in the vacuum manifoldM. In Table 2.1 the different cosmic defects types created for
different values of i are shown.

However, in some cases even if the topology is not responsible for creating defects energy
considerations can give rise to them. In Section 2.4.2 we will analyse the semilocal model. In this
model the magnetic field is massive and magnetic flux conserved, which suggest the existence of
magnetic flux tubes when the magnetic mass is large.
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π0(M) 6= 1 Mdisconnected Domain Wall
π1(M) 6= 1 non-contractible loop in M Cosmic String
π2(M) 6= 1 non-contractible 2-sphere in M Monopole
π3(M) 6= 1 non-contractible 3-sphere in M Texture

Table 2.1.: Different types of cosmic defects.

2.3. Abelian-Higgs model
In order to illustrate the essential features of cosmic defects we will use the most analysed model,
the Abelian-Higgs model [64, 137], which is characterized by the following lagrangian density,

L = (Dµφ)∗(Dµφ)− 1
4FµνF

µν − λ

4 (φ†φ− η2)2, (2.11)

where φ is a complex scalar field and the covariant derivatives are given by Dµ = ∂µ − ieAµ.
The gauge field strength is Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ with Aµ a gauge vector field and e the gauge
coupling. The potential of the model, the last term in the lagrangian, is again the mexican-hat
potential and can be seen in Fig. 2.1. This model is invariant under the group U(1) of local gauge
transformations,

φ(x)→ eiα(x)φ(x), Aµ(x)→ Aµ(x) + e−1∂µα(x). (2.12)

Let us represent φ as perturbation around the minima φ(x) = η + 1√
2(φ1 + iφ2), where φ1(x)

and φ2(x) are real scalar fields. In this model we have a freedom to pick a gauge and we can use
this freedom to make φ2 = 0. Using this representation we have,

L = 1
2(∂µφ1)(∂µφ1)− 1

2λη
2φ2

1 −
1
4FµνF

µν + 1
2e

2η2AµA
µ + Lint, (2.13)

where Lint includes cubic and higher order terms. The term e2η2A2
µ shows that the gauge field

Aµ is massive with mv = eη, due to its interaction with the constant part of the field φ. The
φ1(x) term of the field φ is massive too, with mass ms =

√
λv, which can be seen as radial

oscillations about a point on the circle of minima, |φ| = η, see Fig 2.1. In this case there is no
massless particle.

Since the vacuum manifold is this model has a non-contractible loop and the symmetry of the
Lagrangian is local the cosmic defect that could arise in the spontaneous symmetry breaking of
this model is a local cosmic string.

As we have described previously, the Lagrangian of the Abelian-Higgs model has three parame-
ters; η, the vacuum expectation value, e, the gauge coupling and λ, the self coupling. Only some
combinations of these parameters are meaningful which can be seen under suitable rescalings
given by

φ→ η−1φ, Aµ → η−1Aµ, x→ ηex. (2.14)

Using the rescaling (2.15) the Lagrangian (2.11) takes the following form,

L
η4e2 = (Dµφ)∗(Dµφ)− 1

4FµνF
µν − β

2 (φ†φ− 1)2 (2.15)

where now Dµ = ∂µ−iAµ. One can see that the unique parameter governing the model dynamics
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is β = λ
2e2 = m2

s/m
2
v. The equations of motion can be obtained using the Euler-Lagrange

equations
∂(
√
−gL)
∂fi

− d

dx

(∂(
√
−gL)
∂′i

)
= 0, (2.16)

where fi are functions with a single independent variable x and the prime represents a derivative
with respect to that variable x. Note that in order to obtain the equations of motion we have to
choose the metric. In our case, we will use the FLRW metric (see Section 1.3) with comoving
cartesian coordinates and conformal time:

ds2 = a(τ)2[−dτ2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2]. (2.17)

Substituting the Lagrangian (2.15) into the Euler-Lagrange equations (2.16) and choosing the
temporal gauge (A0 = 0) one can obtain the following equations of motion,

φ̈+ 2 ȧ
a
φ̇−DjDjφ = −a2λ

2 (|φ|2 − η2)φ,

Ḟ0i − ∂iFij = −2a2e2Im(φ∗Djφ), (2.18)

where F0i = Ȧi, which are supplemented with the Gauss law constraint

− ∂iF0i = −2a2e2Im(φ∗φ̇). (2.19)

These model accepts a solution for a static cylindrically symmetric straight string with a arbitrary
winding number n. The ansatz that gives rise to that solution is

φ = f(r)einθ, Ai = n

er
v(r)θ̂i, (2.20)

where r and θ are the radial and azimuthal angle coordinates, respectively. This solution is known
as the Abrikosov-Nielsen-Olesen (ANO) vortex line [1, 103], and can be obtained by solving the
equations of motion that are calculated substituting (2.20) into (2.18),

d2f

dr2 + 1
r

df

dr
− n2f

r2 (v − 1)2 − βf(f2 − 1) = 0,

d2v

dr2 −
1
r

dv

dr
− 2f2(v − 1) = 0. (2.21)

The equations of motion (2.21) have to be solved subject to appropriate boundary conditions
that are obtained by using energy considerations. Moreover, there is no analytic solution to the
equations and numerical solvers have to be used in order to obtain solutions. One solution for
(2.21) is shown in Fig. 2.4 but we refer the reader interested in how the equations are solved to
Chapter 3 where similar equations of motion are treated. Fig. 2.4 shows the profiles for φ and Aθ
fields for a ANO string centered at r = 0 with n = 1. The string core is around φ = 0, and far
away of the string core, the fields acquire their vacuum expectation value of the broken symmetry
phase. Fig. 2.4 also shows that there are two different string core widths. On the one hand, we
have the string width related to the field φ, the scalar core, rs ∼ m−1

s . On the other hand, we
have the string width related to the gauge field Aµ, the gauge core, rv ∼ m−1

v . Once the profile
functions of the fields are obtained it is desirable to analyse the energy per unit length of the
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Figure 2.4.: Profile functions for the ANO case.

strings:

µ = η2
∫
dr r

(
(Dµφ)∗(Dµφ) + 1

4FµνF
µν + β

2 (φ†φ− 1)2
)
, (2.22)

where we have used the rescaled functions. One can observe that the energy per unit length is
strictly related with the symmetry breaking scale η, so the determination of the string energy
could help to obtain information about the energy scale where the symmetry breaking took place.
In the same way, it is important to analyse the magnetic flux around the string which is given by,

ΦB =
∫

BdS =
∫
C
dθ v = 2πn

e
, (2.23)

where dS describes a two dimensional section perpendicular to the strings and Bk = εijkFij/2,
where εijk is the Levi-Civita symbol. C is a closed circle around the string. To obtain the right
side term of (2.23) we have used the ansatz for the gauge field (2.20) and one can see that the
flux is concentrated around the string and also that it is quantized. This flux quantization is
a result of the vanishing of the covariant derivatives, enforced by the boundary conditions (see
Chapter 3), which determines v in terms of φ.

Using the string properties that we have analysed the strings can be detected in a numerical
simulation in three different ways:

• Computing the winding number around a closed path.

• Finding regions with concentration of potential energy.

• Finding regions with concentration of magnetic flux.

For the Abelian-Higgs strings the most used technique to detect strings is the one related to
the winding number, however, in other defect types magnetic flux is also used (see Chapter 5).

The stability of the strings depends on the value of β. When β > 1 the strings are unstable
and if n > 1 they tend to split into n = 1 strings [74, 103]. In this limit, the force between strings
is repulsive, because in this case the gauge core is bigger than the scalar core, and the force is
governed by the repulsion of the vector fields. On the other hand, vortices with β < 1 are always
stable and the force between strings is attractive, because in this case the scalar core is bigger.
When β = 1, the Bogomol’nyi limit, the strings are neutrally stable and the mass of the scalar
field and the mass of the gauge field become identical, which means that the scalar core and the
gauge core have the same size and none of the forces dominate.
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2.3.1. Strings in Cosmology: Kibble-Zurek mechanism
At this point, it is appropriate to discus how stochastic networks of defects can be formed at
cosmological phase transitions. In the cosmological context, the mechanism for the production
of defects is known as the Kibble-Zurek mechanism [82, 142, 143], which give a intuitive way
to understand the formation. The guiding principle here is causality, which imposes a maximum
correlation length: different regions of space that are separated by larger distances than this
correlation length are not causally connected and the field can choose different vacuum states
in each one of these regions. When the temperature of the expanding universe falls below the
critical temperature, Tc, the field φ in most regions will have acquired a non-zero expectation
value, but the phases in regions separated more than the correlation length will be uncorrelated.

In this process the field does not acquire the unbroken state in all space positions at the same
time. Some regions of space will acquire the unbroken phase firstly, in a process known as the
bubble nucleation [36, 38, 94], and then these bubbles will grow in size. In this procedure one
can expect that the choice of the phase inside each bubble to be the same, but the choice will be
different in bubbles separated by more than the correlation length. When two of these bubbles
meet, the values of φ across the boundary will tend to interpolate between those in the two
bubbles. But when three or more bubbles meet, a string could be trapped along their boundary,
depending on whether or not the phase change around it is a multiple of 2π or zero. The Kibble-
Zurek mechanism also gives an estimate value for the probability of trapping a string in those
boundaries.

The process that we have just explained is shown in Fig. 2.5. In the top row of this figure the
bubbles are shown, where the white region represents the broken symmetry state and the grey
one the unbroken state. The bottom row of the figure shows the corresponding phase choice.

Figure 2.5.: Pictorial description of the Kibble-Zurek mechanism. Picture courtesy of M. Hindmarsh [74].

In either case, the result is a random network of strings with some characteristic scale. Among
other things this characteristic scale can be the string separation or the total string length. This
characteristic scale will be interesting for the analytical model of the defect networks (see Sec-
tion 2.3.4)[98, 99, 101].
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2.3.2. Cosmological viability: Scaling
In Chapter 1, we have shown that the energy density of some cosmological objects could domi-
nate the universe, making these models non viable. Similarly, the energy density of some other
objects could be diluted away very rapidly, making these models non measurable. However, the
evolution of some type of defects, including local cosmic strings, exhibit a special regime called
scaling. In the scaling regime, the characteristic scale, grows linearly with time. In other words,
during the scaling regime the fraction of the energy density coming from defects remain constant.
Consequently, the defects will not dominate the universe, neither will they disappear.

As mentioned before in the Abelian-Higgs model the strings created should be infinite or closed.
In a realistic cosmological evolution for an expanding universe these infinite strings would be
stretched. This means that the energy of the strings would be proportional to the scale factor
a. In this scenario the energy density of strings is not a constant fraction and the strings would
end dominating the universe. However, strings show a scaling behaviour thanks to energy loss
mechanisms.

The energy loss mechanisms of string networks are strictly related to the probability of string
reconnection when different sections of strings cross. The probability or reconnection for the
AH strings was widely studied [102, 121, 133]. So when the infinite strings forming the network
intercommute loops can be generated. Soon after these loops are created, they radiate and they
decay. Therefore, the energy lost due to loop decays compensates the energy gain coming from
the stretching of the infinity strings, enabling the scaling regime.

In order to study networks of defects, numerical simulations are essential (as we will show in
Part II of the Thesis). For numerical simulations to be valid tools, scaling is an essential property,
since it allows us to use the simulations to analyse the defect properties. On the one hand, it is
impossible to perform simulations that cover the whole cosmological evolution of a given defect
type. On the other hand, it is very hard to simulate defects at the exact moment that they
are created, because it is not clear which model has to be adopted as the underlaying phase
transition model. However, scaling allows us to extrapolate numerical simulations to the required
cosmological scales. That is, in our simulations we can consider relatively small periods of time
and by repeating the simulations obtain a statistical sample of the observables. Then scaling
enables the extrapolation of such limited statistics to cosmological scales.

2.3.3. Some observational effects
The analysis of the gravitational properties of cosmic defects is of great interest. Defects interact
with cosmological objects mainly via gravitational interaction, and the properties of the obser-
vational effects created by them are characterized by the strength of the gravitational field of
defects, which is described by the dimensionless parameter Gµ. G is the Newton’s constant and
µ is the string tension for the case of the Abelian-Higgs model. The parameter µ gives information
about the energy scale of the symmetry breaking where the defect was produced. Therefore, the
determination of the value of Gµ will set the energy scale of the phase transition and help to
create the connection between the high energy physics and cosmology that we are looking for.

Let us analyse the gravitational field around a straight string in the Abelian-Higgs model. It is
known that in the Newtonian limit the Einstein equations become ∇2Φ = 4πG(ρ+ p1 + p2 + p3),
where Φ is the gravitational potential. For non-relativistic matter pi << ρ, so we can write the
Einstein equations as ∇2Φ = 4πGρ. In contrast, for a straight string lying in the z-direction,
p3 = −ρ and p1 and p2 vanish when they are averaged over the string cross-section obtaining
that the Einstein equations takes the form ∇2Φ = 0. This solution suggests that straight strings
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produce no gravitational force on the surrounding matter in the Newtonian limit.
The gravitational properties of cosmic strings were studied long ago when Vilenkin [136] cal-

culated the gravitational background around an infinitely thin cosmic string in the weak field ap-
proximation. He found that the space-time around a cosmic string is conical, that is, Minkowski
space minus a wedge,

ds2 = −dt2 + dr2 +
(
1− ∆

2π
)2
r2dθ2 + dz2, (2.24)

where ∆ = Gµ represents the deficit angle. As we have just mentioned to obtain these results
Vilenkin made use of two different approximations. The first one, the zero thickness approximation
gives rise to the conical singularity at the position of the string, r=0. The second one, the weak
field approximation, is only justified for small values of the string tension. However, if one considers
the full Einstein-scalar-gauge field equations for the gravitating Abelian-Higgs model, these two
problems are resolved. Firstly, the conical singularity is smoothed out by the finite size core of the
Abrikosov-Nielsen-Olesen vortex [103] and, secondly, it is possible to show that the deficit angle is
approximately proportional to the vortex tension ∆ ≈ µG, and that the metric far from the string
core behaves as (2.24). When the string tension µ is sufficiently large, the deficit angle could
become larger than 2π. The strings with such tension are called supermassive strings, which are
already studied [86, 108], and they have a singularity at a maximal value of the radial coordinate,
at which the angular part of the metric vanishes. Strings showing such a large tension in models
that can be understood as extensions of the AH model are studied in Chapter 3. Fig. 2.6 shows
the 2 dimensional conical space perpendicular to the string is a Minkowski space.

Figure 2.6.: Illustration of the space around a cosmic string. The blue region represents the string core.

Due to the conical spacetime of the strings several astrophysical observational signatures have
been proposed and studied, such as gravitational lensing, high-energy cosmic rays and gamma
ray burst [34, 82, 137], creation of cosmic magnetic fields [47] or generation of non-Gaussian
signatures in cosmological perturbations [55, 68, 70, 117]. However, one of the most studied
phenomena of defect networks is the generation of CMB anisotropies [29, 30, 95, 127]. As we
have said previously, defects can create anisotropies in the primordial photon-baryon plasma, but
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they can also create anisotropies during their cosmological evolution. The analysis of the CMB
anisotropies could set the value of the dimensionless parameter Gµ.

Moreover, in the last few years gravitational waves created by strings have attracted huge
interest [2, 46, 76, 105, 123, 131, 135]. As we have mentioned earlier, for the case of the Abelian-
Higgs model, the main energy loss mechanism of string networks is the production of loops that
soon after their production decay. During the decay of these loops gravitational radiation is
emitted2.

As we have seen, the analysis of the observational effects of defects could give us information
to create the connection between high energy physics and cosmology. To obtain that information,
in this Thesis, we will make a detailed analysis of the gravitational properties of some kind of
defects appearing in extensions of the AH model in Chapter 3. And we will also analyse the
CMB anisotropies that global defects could create in others to compare them with the latest
observations of the CMB in Chapter 6.

2.3.4. String Dynamics
As we have seen in the analysis of cosmological evolution, cosmic defects could be created very
early in the Universe evolution and they could last until today. Therefore, defect evolution is
a difficult problem involving physics from different energy scales. In order to deal with these
difficulties, two main techniques have been used: numerical simulations and analytical modelling.
On the one hand, field theory numerical simulations resolve the equations of motion of a given
defect type, under different levels of approximation, for a period of time. They require a high
computational cost and have limited accuracy and a limited evolution time. On the other hand,
analytical models are effective models that capture the properties of a network of defects into
simpler and more tractable evolution equations for a small number of physically meaningful macro-
scopic quantities that describe the network. In some sense, analytical models concentrate on the
thermodynamics of the network instead of on the details of the dynamics. However, the evolution
equations have some phenomenological parameters to be determined by the true microphysics of
the system. These two techniques can be complementary. On the one hand, the phenomenological
parameters appearing on the analytical models have to be calibrated using numerical simulations.
On the other hand, the parameter regions that analytical models show that are interesting, can
be analysed using numerical simulations.

Field Theory Numerical Simulations

In this section we will explain the procedure to reproduce cosmic strings in realistic cosmological
situation using field theory simulations. We will use the Abelian-Higgs model to give a detailed
description, but the theory and the procedures explained can be applied to any other scaling
defects.

In the previous Section, when we were analysing the properties of the internal structure of strings
we have obtained the equation of motion of the AH model in a spatially flat FLRW cosmology
with scale factor a and choosing the temporal gauge (A0 = 0), see Equation (2.18).

In order to analyse the evolution of string networks in a cosmological evolution the equations of
motion (2.18) are solved in a discretized lattice. The discretization procedure that we will use is
called the lattice link variable method [85, 102]. This method protects the gauge invariance of the
equations and recovers the original equations of motion in the limit where the lattice spacing goes

2In some models several high energetic and violent events can also occur due to kinks and cusps in the loops
giving bursts of gravitational radiation [32, 41–43, 106, 107, 122]
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to zero. In this procedure instead of obtaining the equations of motion and then discretising them,
the Hamiltonian of the system is discretised and the discrete equation of motion are obtained from
it. So lets analyse the Hamiltonian of the Abelian-Higgs model,

H = Π†Π+ 1
2E

iEi+
1
4FijF

ij+(Diφ)†(Diφ)+ β

2 (|φ|−1)2 +Ei(∂iA0)+iA0(Π†φ−φΠ), (2.25)

where the conjugate momenta are defined as

Π = ∂L
∂(∂0φ†) = D0φ, (2.26)

Ei = ∂L
∂(∂0Ai)

= F0i. (2.27)

In order to discretize the Hamiltonian with a lattice spacing l we define the lattice link operator,

Uk(x) = e−ilAk(x). (2.28)

This operator can be understood as the gauge field in the lattice, that is, it takes the nature of
gauge fields as affine connections which parallel transport the scalar fields. The link operators
will be valued at links, whereas the scalar fields will take values at grid points. Using the link
operator the covariant derivatives can be written as,

Dkφ = Uk(x)φ(x+ xk)− φ(x)
l

, (2.29)

where xk = lk̂. This covariant derivatives acquires the form of the continuum covariant derivatives
when l → 0. Using (2.29) the gradient term in the Hamiltonian, (|Dkφ|2), is gauge invariant
under the transformation

φ→ A(x)φ(x), Uk → A(x)Uk(x)A†(x+ xk). (2.30)

The lattice link operator can be also used to define the plaquette operators

Qij ≡ Uj(x)Ui(x+ xj)U †(x+ xi)U †(x), (2.31)

which are also gauge invariant. These plaquette operators are important because the expansion
for small lattice spacing l of their real part can be related to the term FijFij ,

Re(Qij(x)) = cos[−l(Yj(x) + Yi(x+ xj)− Yj(x+ xi)− Yi(x))] '

1− l2

2 (Yj(x+ xj)− Yj(x)− Yi(x+ xj)− Yi(x)) (2.32)

FijFij ∼
2
l4

(1−Re(Qij(x))) (2.33)

With all the ingredients that we have analysed we can write our discrete Hamiltonian,

H = Π†Π + 1
2E

iEi + β

2 (|φ|2 − 1)2 + (Diφ)†(Diφ)

+ 1
2l4

∑
i 6=j

(1−Re(Qij)) + iA0(Π†φ− φ†Π) + Ei(∂iA0). (2.34)
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As we have shown previously in Section 2.3 our gauge choice will be A0 = 0, and then, the
equation of motion corresponding to this field is a constraint for the evolution, which is the lattice
version of the Gauss’ law:

Π(x)†φ(x)− φ†(x)Π(x) = −i∂kEk = −i
l

∑
k

(Ek(x)− Ek(x− xk)). (2.35)

In order to discretize time we will use the staggered leapfrog method. In this method the scalar
and gauge fields live at integer time steps, whereas the time derivatives of both will live in half
integer time steps. We can illustrate this using an arbitrary function f(t):

ḟ(t+ 1
2δt) = 1

δt
(f(t+ δt)− f(t)), (2.36)

f̈(t+ δt) = 1
δt

(
ḟ(t+ 3

2δt)− ḟ(t+ 1
2δt)), (2.37)

where δt is the time step, and the updating procedure turns into

f(t+ δt) = f(t) + δtḟ(t+ 1
2δt), (2.38)

ḟ(t+ 3
2δt) = ḟ(t+ 1

2δt) + .... (2.39)

Now we will obtain the equations of motion for a string network in a expanding universe with
FLRW metric with comoving cartesian coordinates and conformal time (2.17). To do so we will
use the discrete Hamiltonian and the staggered leapfrog method. The equations of motion read
as follows,

φ(x, τ + δτ) = φ(x, τ) + δτΠ(x, τ + 1
2δτ),

Π(x, τ + 3
2δτ) =

(
a1/2
a3/2

)2
Π(x, τ + 1

2δτ)

−δτ
(
a2(τ)
a1/2

)2
β(φ†(x, τ)φ(x, τ)− 1)φ(x, τ)

+δτ
(

a
a1/2

)2(
− 6

l2φ(x, τ) + 1
l2

[∑
j Uj(x, τ)φ(x+ xj , τ) + U †j (x− xj , τ)φ(x− xj , τ)

])
,

Ai(x, τ + δτ) = Ai(x, τ) + δτEi(x, τ + 1
2δτ),

Ei(x, τ + 3
2δτ) = Ei(x, τ + 1

2δτ)

+δτ
(
− i

l

(
φ†(x, τ)Ui(x, τ)φ(x+ xi, τ)− φ†(x+ xi, τ)U †i (x, τ)φ(x, τ)

)
+
a2

1/2
l3
∑
j 6=i

(
ImQij(x, τ)− ImQij(x− xj , τ)

))
, (2.40)

where a is the scale factor and a1/2 and a3/2 represents a(τ + 1/2δτ) and a(τ + 3/2δτ).
The process to obtain the field values have to be done simultaneously in all L3

N lattice points,
where LN is the number of lattices in each space direction, because in the next time step the infor-
mation of the neighbouring points is necessary in order to solve the spatial derivatives appearing
in the equations for the canonical momentum.
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2.3 Abelian-Higgs model

The requirement of solving the equations simultaneously in all lattice points implies a huge
computational cost. In order to be able to perform simulations big enough to obtain reliable
information they have to be parallelized, that is, we have to divide our simulation is small boxes
and evolve all of them simultaneously in different processors, but always sharing information of
the points in the boundaries of the small boxes. In our case the simulations are parallelized using
the LatField2 library for parallel field theory simulations [44], which is based on C++.

The simulation boxes that we use have periodic boundary conditions and one have to notice
that there is an upper limit on the time that the system can be evolved before it feels the effects
of the periodic boundary conditions. The simulation can only be believed up to half light-crossing
time, i.e., if we sent a light ray in opposite directions in the box, the simulation is accurate up to
when the two rays meet again. Therefore, there is a clear compromise when choosing the values
for the space (∆x) and time (∆t) discretization in the lattice: finer lattice discretization would
mean that the solution is more accurate, at the expense of having a smaller dynamical range;
whereas if the discretization is coarser, the dynamical range increases, but the equations are not
solved accurately enough.

Another subtlety that one can find on the simulations is that the width of the string is a physical
constant. So in a simulation box where the physical coordinates are expanding the string width
can become very small and the lattice may not be able to resolve it. In order to be able to resolve
the string width throughout the whole simulation, we can modify the equation of motion so that
the physical width grows. This modification, called the Press-Ryden-Spergel algorithm [115], is
obtained by making the coupling constants time dependent in the following form,

λ = λ0
a2(1−s) , e = e0

a(1−s) , (2.41)

where s is the core growth parameter. Using these expresions the equations of motion (2.18) take
the following form

φ̈+ 2 ȧ
a
φ̇−DjDjφ = −a2sλ0

2 (|φ|2 − η2)φ, (2.42)

Ḟ0j + 2(1− s) ȧ
a
F0j − ∂iFij = −2a2se2

0Im(φ∗Djφ). (2.43)

These equations preserve Gauss’s law and one can see that when s = 1 we obtain the true field
equations. If s < 1 the physical width of the string is growing and when s = 0 the string width
is constant in comoving coordinates. Previous works using the algorithm [31, 45, 95, 101] prove
its validity.

As in many field theoretical simulations of defect dynamics the initial conditions are unknown.
It would be very hard to simulate the phase transition leading to the formation of the defects,
and in many cases it would not be clear which model to adopt as the underlying phase transition
model. However, this is not the goal in our case; instead, our aim is to study the asymptotic
behaviour of these networks. As we have seen previously the key property for the study of this
asymptotic behaviour is scaling. Therefore, it is desirable that our simulations reach scaling as
fast as possible. Once scaling is reached the system forgets its initial configuration, therefore, the
only importance of the initial configuration is to drive the system to scaling as fast as possible.
This way we would have a long dynamical range and we could estimate more accurately the
cosmic defect network properties. But the early phases of the simulations contain a huge amount
of excess energy induced by the random initial conditions, therefore the field distribution has to
be smoothed using a diffusive evolution, with the second derivatives removed from the equations
of motion, or introducing a high damping term.
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Chapter 2. Cosmic defects

In Fig. 2.7 we show a snapshop of a typical simulation of the AH case.

Figure 2.7.: Typical simulation box of AH network. Picture courtesy of N. Bevis [29]

Analytical Models:VOS

The first analytical study of topological defects networks was made by Kibble [83]. In the Kibble
model, known as ’one-scale’ model, the evolution of long-string segments is described using a sin-
gle meaningful macroscopic quantity, a length-scale which is usually called the ’correlation length’.
Solutions for this model were the first ones showing the existence and stability of scaling solu-
tions, subject to conditions on the loop production mechanism, which would be later confirmed by
numerical simulations of string network evolutions [16, 25]. In particular, these numerical simula-
tions showed that small scale structure takes a crucial role in the network dynamics. Simulations
revealed the existence of a significant amount of small-scale structure on long strings, with loops
being predominantly produced at the smallest scales that can be sampled numerically.

Due to these findings Austin, Copeland and Kibble developed a model [20] in order to account
for small-scale structure. This model made use of three different length scales: the length-scale
used by Kibble, which can be understood as the inter-defect distance; a length-scale which explic-
itly describes the small structure and a length-scale which introduces the effects of gravitational
radiation.

After all these attempts to build a model to describe the evolution of string networks, Martins
and Shellard realised that it would be relevant to take into account frictional forces due to particle-
string scattering, which are important for some time after the string-forming phase transition. The
model proposed by them, known as ’velocity-dependent one-scale’ (VOS) model [98, 99, 101],
is a simple generalisation of the ’one-scale’ model where the average root mean square (RMS)
velocity of the string becomes a dynamical variable. The description of the evolution of cosmic
string networks that can be obtained using this model is a fully quantitative description of the
complete evolution in the early universe.
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2.3 Abelian-Higgs model

Let us describe the VOS model for the Abelian-Higgs case presented in [101]. We will start by
considering that the network of strings is evolving in (3 + 1) space-time dimensions with RMS
velocity v and that they are non-interacting. Then the momentum per unit length of the strings
can be written as

p ∝ a−1 ⇒ vγ ∝ a−2, (2.44)

from which we get by differentiation

dv

dt
+ 2H(1− v2)v = 0. (2.45)

Under the above hypotheses, the average number of defects in a fixed comoving volume should
be conserved, which implies

ρ ∝ γa−2, (2.46)

and again, differentiating and using the velocity equation, we get

dρ

dt
+ 2H(1 + v2)ρ = 0. (2.47)

The hypotheses made to obtain the equations above are a bit unrealistic but we can use them
as the starting point to build the VOS model for the AH networks. The main property describing
a network of defects is its characteristic length. Let us start by defining a characteristic length
scale for the AH case using the string mass per unit length, µ, as

L2 = µ

ρ
. (2.48)

The equations we have obtained above do not count for the energy loss, and as we have seen
in Section 2.3.2 it is necessary for the system to achieve the scaling regime. We said that long
strings can intersect and produce loops, so in order to describe correctly the evolution of the
network, the energy loss due to the loop production has to be taken into account. This process
is ensured by a phenomenological term which characterises the loop production as(dρ

dt

)
to loops

= −cv ρ
L
, (2.49)

where c is the loop chopping efficiency parameter and v is RMS velocity of the string network.
The parameter c is expected to remain constant irrespective of the cosmic regime, because it is
multiplied by factors which determine the string network self-interaction rate. Its value has to be
determined using field theory simulations.

Defects will be slowed down by friction due to particle scattering. This can be characterized
by a friction length scale

lf ≡
µ

θT 3 ∝ a
3, (2.50)

where θ is a parameter counting the number of particle species (or degrees of freedom) interacting
with the defect.

We can also define an overall damping length which includes both the effect of Hubble damping
and that of friction due to particle scattering

1
ld

= 2H + 1
lf
. (2.51)
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It is important to compare the relative importance of the two effects. Since the friction length
scale will in most circumstances grow faster than the Hubble length, it is expected that friction
will be dominant at early times, while Hubble damping will dominate at sufficiently late times.

Putting together all of the above effects, we find the following evolution equation for the
characteristic length scale L and RMS velocity v

2dL
dt

= 2HL+ v2L

ld
+ cv, (2.52)

dv

dt
= (1− v2)

(
f − v

ld

)
, (2.53)

where in the latter we have included, with the f term, the possibility of further driving forces
affecting the defect dynamics. Note that f has the units of acceleration, i.e., it is force per unit
mass. For strings this driving force is the local curvature, and we have

f ∼ k

L
. (2.54)

We are implicitly assuming that our characteristic length scale is the same as the defect curvature
radius. The factor k is another phenomenological parameter that has to be calibrated using
numerical simulations.

2.3.5. CMB: UETC approach
As we have shown in Section 1.6 the CMB analysis is a good way to analyse the properties and
constituents of the early universe. In order to study the role of cosmic defects in the universe this
CMB analysis is also useful. As we have seen, the evolution of cosmic defect networks perturbs the
background space-time, and those perturbations evolve and affect the contents of the universe,
eventually creating CMB anisotropies. In contrast to the inflationary perturbations, which were
seeded primordially, and then evolved passively, defects induce perturbations actively during their
whole existence.

In the Section 1.6 we have shown that the CMB analysis is made through two-point correlation
functions, and that in order to determine the defect contribution to those correlation functions we
are required to solve a set of linear differential equations in which the defect energy momentum
tensor components act as source terms S̃a:

Dac(k, a, ρ, ...)X̃a(k, τ) = S̃c(k.τ). (2.55)

In the equation above X̃a is the Fourier transform of the quantity of interest Xa and it is written
in terms of the conformal time τ and the comoving wavevector k. D̂ac is a differential operator
that depends on the cosmology. The equation (2.55) cannot be solved analytically and Eintein-
Boltzman solvers, such as CMBeasy [49], have to be used. These solvers give a power spectrum
that can be compared with the measured one by ”cosmological experiments”, such as Planck [10].

The power spectrum at conformal time τ0 for defects can be described by Green’s function
Gac(k, τ0, τ) as :

〈X̃a(k, τ0)X̃∗b (k, τ0)〉 =
∫ τ0

0

∫ τ0

0
dτdτ ′Gac(k, τ0, τ)G∗bd(k, τ0, τ

′)× 〈S̃c(k, τ)S̃∗d(k, τ ′)〉. (2.56)

In the expression above, we can see clearly that the data required to calculate such two-point
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correlation functions is the source term, which is strictly related to Unequal Time Correlators
(UETC). The UETCs of the energy momentum tensor are defined as follows:

Uλκµν(k, τ, τ ′) = 〈Tλκ(k, τ)T ∗µν(k, τ)〉, (2.57)

where Tαβ(k, τ) is the energy momentum tensor of the defect.
In principle, considering all possible degrees of freedom of the energy momentun tensor, there

seem to be 1
210(10+1) = 55 such correlators that would be functions of 5 variables, 3 components

of k and two times. Fortunately, rotational symmetry simplifies the problem considerably and
reduces the UETC group to 5 independent correlators (three scalar, one vector and one tensor)
that depend on 3 variables: the magnitude of k (k) and two times (τ and τ ′).

The relation between the source term S̃a and the energy-momentum tensor Tµν , that we
anticipated, is,

S̃a(k, t) = Pµνa (k)Tµν(k, τ ′), (2.58)

where Pµνa (k) project onto scalar, vector and tensor parts. In principle there are two of each, but
the two vector components are related by parity for symmetric sources like cosmic defects, as well
as the two tensor components. Hence, we may consider that the indices a and b take four values
corresponding to the independent components of the energy momentum tensor: two scalar, one
vector and one tensor. We will denote scalar indices 1 and 2 (corresponding to the longitudinal
gauge potentials φ and ψ), the vector component with ’v’ and the tensor component with ’t’.

Thus we can write

Uab(k, τ, τ ′) = η4
√
ττ ′

1
V
Cab(k, τ, τ ′), (2.59)

where η is the symmetry breaking scale, V a formal comoving volume factor, and the functions
Cab(k, τ, τ ′) defined by this equation are dimensionless. Note that the scalar, vector and tensor
contributions are decoupled for linearised cosmological perturbations, and therefore cross correla-
tors between them vanish, except in the scalar sector: hence the 5 independent correlators.

A further simplification occurs when the times τ and τ ′ are both in epochs during which the
scale factor grows with the same constant power of conformal time, this is when they are in
scaling. In this case the correlation functions do not depend on k, τ and τ ′ separately, but only
on x, x′ = kτ, kτ ′. Scaling correlators can be written

Uab(k, τ, τ ′) = η4
√
ττ ′

1
V
C̄ab(kτ, kτ ′). (2.60)

Here, the overbar represents the scaling form of the UETC in a FLRW background. We will
sometimes write z = k

√
ττ ′, r = τ ′/τ . During scaling UETCs will depend on k and τ only

through the combination x.
In order to insert the UETCs as a source of perturbations into an EB solver we need to take a

”square root” of the UETCs as the EB solvers evolve the perturbation variables, not their power
spectra. To this end the UETCs, which are real and symmetric, can be decomposed into their
eigenfunctions cn(k, τ) defined through∫ τ0

τi

dτ ′C̄ab(kτ, kτ ′)cnb (k, τ ′) = λnc
n
a(k, τ). (2.61)
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The scaling UETC is recovered through the sum

C̄ab(kτ, kτ ′) =
∑
n

λnc
n
a(k, τ)cn∗b (k, τ ′). (2.62)

Using the eigenfunctions and eigeinvalues the power spectra and cross-correlators of a pertur-
bation in a cosmological variable Xa can be written as

〈X̃a(k, τ)X̃∗b (k, τ ′)〉 = η4

V

∑
n

λnI
n
a (k, τ)In∗b (k, τ ′), (2.63)

where

Ina (k, τ0) =
∫ τ0

0
dτGab(k, τ0, τ)cnb(k, τ)√

τ
. (2.64)

In practice we do not calculate this integral via Green’s function; instead we apply a Einstein-
Boltzmann integrator, which in our case it is CMBeasy. The power spectrum can then be con-
structed as the superposition of the results of integrating the source function,

san(k, τ) =
√
λn(k)can(k, τ). (2.65)

The total power spectra is reconstructed by taking the sum of the power spectra obtained for
each source function:

CTotl =
∑
n

λSnC
S
l,n +

∑
n

λVnC
V
l,n +

∑
n

λTnC
T
l,n. (2.66)

However, it should be noted that the above discussion requires a small change because scaling is
broken near the time of radiation-matter equality τeq, since τeq is a second dimensional scale which
enters the problem. We are required to take the UETC data in both the radiation and matter
eras, although the matter era data dominates the CMB results, and we then use interpolation in
order to model the transition.

Ideally, in order to compare the data obtained from the defects with the observed one, we will
expand the parameter space of the cosmological standard model and add a seventh parameter
related with the string contribution. Then using a Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) analysis
[91] we will estimate the best value of those parameters. In order to do this, we will have to
solve the equation (2.55) for every different choice of the parameters describing the cosmological
evolution which is time and computationally very consuming. But as we have anticipated in
Chapter 1 the contribution of the strings to the measured CMB spectra is subdominant and it
can be treated as perturbations of the theory. Instead of solving the EB for each different choice
of the seven parameters, we will solve it for the best values of the six parameters given by Planck,
see Chapter 1. Once we have the power spectra for the contribution of the defects we will use the
MCMC to obtain the best fit for the seven parameters, where the seventh one is the amplitude
of the power spectra of the defect contribution. All in all, using this approach we will solve the
EB for defects just once and then we will assume that the shape of the defect power spectra will
not change and that the unique difference will be the amplitude of it. In Chapter 6 we use this
approach to obtain the contribution of the global O(N) defects to the CMB.
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2.4. Defect models relevant for the Thesis
Now we will describe the defect models that we will use in Part II of this Thesis, using the
description of the AH string properties from this Chapter.

2.4.1. Global O(N) Defects
In this section we will analyse a model with a global symmetry O(N) where the defects are created
when the global O(N) symmetry spontaneously broke down to O(N-1). The simplest Lagrangian
that gives rise to these kind of defects is the following one,

L = 1
2∂µΦi∂µΦi − 1

4λ(|Φ|2 − η2)2, (2.67)

where |Φi| ≡
√

ΦiΦi and λ and η are real constant parameters. Φi, where i = 1, ..., N are real
fields. The potential of the model, the last term in the Lagrangian, is similar to the potential term
in the Goldstone model, but depending on the number of real fields N the dimensions of that
potential are different and the defect type formed will be different too. For example the N = 2
case is the Goldstone model presented in Section 2.2.

During this Thesis we will analyse two kinds of Global O(N) defects; global cosmic strings
N = 2 and global monopoles N = 3:

O(2) Global Strings

This model is the one we have used to describe the spontaneous symmetry breaking in Section 2.2.
The massless particle that has appeared in the symmetry breaking is responsible for the large range
interactions that global strings have. In contrast to the Abelian-Higgs case and due to the long
range interactions, the total energy of the strings is not confined to a finite region and the energy
density diverges when moving away from the center of the string. Although this could lead to
think that the energy density of global strings could rapidly dominate over the energy of the
universe that is not the case. The presence of other defects creates a cut off in the divergent
energy density and the network of global strings acquires the scaling regime.

Due to the different evolution of global strings compared with the Abelian-Higgs ones, we
use field theory simulations of the global string model to analyse the CMB contribution of global
strings for the first time. In Chapter 6 we obtain this contribution using the procedure we described
in Section 2.3.5.

O(3) Global Monopoles

When N = 3 we have a Global Monopole model. The model has a global O(3) symmetry
spontaneously broken down to O(2). The set of ground states is the two sphere |Φ| = η and,
since π2(S2) = Z, there are field configurations with non-trivial topological charge. For example,
a global monopole of unit topological charge can be described by the ”hedgehog” configuration
φi = φ(r)x̂i, where x̂i is a radial unit vector and outside the monopole core φ(r) ≈ η, which can
be seen in Fig. 2.8.

The analysis of the broken vacua leads to two Goldstone bosons and one scalar excitation with
ms =

√
2λη. Due to the presence of the Goldstone bosons the energy of a monopole is divergent

with radius but in a cosmological situation this divergence is not catastrophic, since there is always
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Figure 2.8.: Hedgehog field configuration of a monpole.

an antimonopole around that cuts-off the energy divergence. However, the force between a well-
separated monopole and anti-monopole is approximately independent of their distance [111]. For
example, simulations often show how a monopole-antimonopole pair that are nearby ’repel’ each
other, since they have found another partner to annihilate with somewhere else.

In the study of the stability of the global monopoles it was shown that if the core of the
monopoles was artificially fixed, they were unstable towards concentrating all the gradient energy
in the, say, north pole, and then decaying into the vacuum [57], pointing towards an instability3.
However, if the core of the monopole is free to move, it was argued in [118] that the core would
move upwards so as to compensate the increase of the concentration of gradients in the north
pole, and therefore there is no instability, just the translation of the monopole core.

In the monopole case we can also see a different evolution compared with the Abelian-Higgs
case. Therefore, we also use field theory simulations of the global monopole model to analyse the
CMB contribution of global monopoles for the first time. This analysis is also done in Chapter 6,
where the contribution is obtained using the procedure we described in Section 2.3.5.

Moreover, the analysis of the evolution of the global defects can be made also using VOS types
models. The model for global monopoles was firstly presented in [97] where the equations for the
length scale, L, and the RMS velocity, v, were obtained using a similar procedure as the one we
have presented in Section 2.3.4. In this case the the velocity and the density will depend on the
scale factor as

vγ ∝ a−1 ρ ∝ γa−3 (2.68)

and the characteristic length scale is defined using the mass of the monopoles as

L3 = M

ρ
. (2.69)

Using the same procedure as in Section 2.3.4 the characteristic length scale, L, and the RMS

3Global monopoles were proven to be stable to axisymmetric normalizable perturbations [3], though (surprisingly)
the energy barrier between different cosmic defects is finite.
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velocity, v, are described by the following equations,

3dL
dt

= 3HL+ v2L

ld
+ cv, (2.70)

dv

dt
= (1− v2)

[ k
L

( L
dH

)3/2
− v

ld

]
. (2.71)

The parameters H and dH are the Hubble parameter and the Hubble horizon size, and t is the
physical time. As in the local string case, the overall damping length which includes both the
effect of Hubble damping and of friction due to particle scattering is parametrised by ld, and c
and k are the parameters governing the phenomenological terms, which have to be calibrated
using numerical simulations.

In the case of global monopoles, the term involving c is associated with energy losses from
monopole-antimonopole annihilation; in some sense, it depends on short distance physics. The
term involving k is the acceleration due to the forces among monopoles. These forces are approx-
imately independent of distance but, because global monopoles have linearly divergent gradient
energy, the ”mass” at a given scale L grows linearly with L. The resulting acceleration term is
of the form ∼ k/L, and is corrected by a 1/

√
N factor to account for the combined effect of

interactions with multiple monopoles. In [97] the authors considered how sensitive the solutions
are to the modelling of the parameters, and found that the final characterization of the network
is much more dependent on details of the term involving k than those of the term involving c.

This analytical model has two different solution branches; one for luminal velocities and the
other one for subluminal velocities. In the literature one can find the first attempt to estimate
the velocities of global monopoles, which is done by Yamaguchi [139]. The averaged values for
the global monopoles velocities in radiation- and matter-dominated eras given by Yamaguchi are
vr = 1.0 ± 0.3 and vm = 0.8 ± 0.3, respectively. The method used in that work had a rather
large error, big enough that one cannot determine if the velocities were luminal or subluminal. To
determine whether the velocities of the global monopoles are luminal or subluminal is of great
interest for the determination of the VOS model solution branch. Due to this interest, in Chapter 4
we perform numerical simulations, following the procedure described in Section 2.3.4, for global
monopoles and using a nobel method to measure velocities we present more precise values of the
velocities.

As we have said, the parameters c and k governing the phenomenological terms have to be
calibrated by numerical simulations. The first attempt to calibrate those parameters was done in
[97] but that time it was not clear if the velocities of the monopoles were luminal or subluminal.
So after our precise measurement of the global monopole velocities we will use the data obtained
from the numerical simulations to calibrate the VOS model for global monopoles also in Chapter 4.

2.4.2. Extensions of AH

Semilocal Strings

Semilocal strings [4, 66, 129] were introduced as a minimal extension of the Abelian Higgs model
with two complex scalar fields—instead of just one—that make an SU(2) doublet. This leads
to U(1) flux-tube solutions even though the vacuum manifold is simply connected. The strings
of this extended model have some similarities with ordinary local U(1) strings, but they are not
purely topological and will therefore have different properties. For example, since they are not
topological, they need not be closed or infinite, and can have ends. These ends are effectively
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global monopoles (that we have just analysed) and they can make the segments grow or shrink.
The relevant Lagrangian for the simplest semilocal string model, the one we will use during this

thesis, reads

L = (DµΦ)∗(DµΦ)− 1
4FµνF

µν − λ

4 (Φ†Φ− η2)2, (2.72)

where Φ = (φ1, φ2) and Fµν = (∂µAν − ∂νAµ) is the gauge field strength. The covariant
derivatives are given as Dµ = ∂µ − ieAµ. It can be easily seen that when setting one of the two
scalar fields to zero, we recover the Abelian Higgs model (2.11).

The symmetry breaking pattern that leads to the formation of strings in this model is SU(2)global×
U(1)local → U(1)global so this model can be thought of as a particular limit of the Glashow-
Weinberg-Salam electroweak model in which the SU(2) symmetry is global, i.e. the Weinberg
angle is cos θW = 0 and there are no SU(2) gauge fields. The vacuum manifold is the three
sphere, so one would not expect strings to form if the dynamics is dominated by the potential
energy. On the other hand, the magnetic field is massive and magnetic flux is conserved, which
would suggest the existence of magnetic flux tubes when the magnetic mass is large.

The stability of the strings is not trivial, and it will depend on the value of the parameter
β = λ/2e2: for β < 1 the network is stable, for β > 1 it is unstable, and for β = 1 it is neutrally
stable [66, 129]. The β = 1 limit is known as the Bogomoln’yi limit. It is shown in [66] that
in this limit, the model has a zero mode, i.e. a uniparametric family of solutions with the same
total energy. Although the total energy is the same, the value of the parameter related with the
zero mode will change the distribution of the energy density. As we have shown in Section 2.3.3
the gravitational properties of defects are of great interest, and it is known also that gravity is
a local property. Taking everything into account one can realize that the analysis of the gravity
coupling of this model will be interesting. Therefore, in Chapter 3 after showing more precisely
the presence of the zero modes in the semilocal model, we coupled it minimally to gravity in order
to analyse the solutions.

Theoretical expectations, confirmed by numerical simulations, indicate that the dynamics of
semilocal string segments are different from those of local strings [4, 27]. While some segments
disappear, there is also a significant probability that segments merge and form longer segments.
This is due to the long range interactions of global monopoles at the end of the segments. As
we have pointed out in Section 2.3.4 the evolution of networks can be made in a simpler and
more tractable way by using analytical models of VOS type. In a recent paper [104] two different
analytical models describing the evolution of semilocal strings were presented.

These models focus on the behavior of the network as a whole, starting from the premise that
the semilocal network can be treated as a network of local strings attached to global monopoles.
Therefore previously analysed VOS models in Sections 2.3.4 and 2.4.1 for each of these cases can
be applied, with suitable changes, to this case. The models for the evolution of these networks
are based on explicitly modelling the dynamics and interactions of the monopoles. This is justified
since (as has been shown in work [8]) it is indeed the monopoles that control the evolution of
the network. The VOS model that capture the nature of the semilocal string networks can be
described by the following equations

dls
dt

= Hls − v2
s

ls
ld
,

dvs
dt

= (1− v2
s)
[ k
ls
− vs
ld

]
, (2.73)

where ls is the length of the segment under consideration, vs is the root mean square (RMS)
velocity, k a free parameter describing string curvature (to be calibrated), H the Hubble param-
eter and ld is the string damping length. Then those equations are modified in two possible
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phenomenological ways:
Scale-dependent Behaviour:
A simple generalisation of the equations (2.73) would be

dls
dt

= Hls − v2
s

ls
ld

+ σ
(
1− L

ls

)
v2
m,

dvs
dt

= (1− v2
s)
[ k
ls
− vs
ld

]
, (2.74)

where L is the characteristic scale of the monopoles, σ is a free parameter controlling the impor-
tance of the newly introduced term and vm is the velocity of the string ends (monopoles). The
new term was added on phenomenological reasoning that, to a first approximation, small segments
should shrink and large ones should grow and merge [67]. This can be intuited as a competition
between two characteristic timescales. Each segment will have an annihilation timescale, and
each monopole will have a characteristic timescale in which to find its (anti)partner and annihi-
late, thereby producing a longer segment. The second process is expected to become relatively
more likely as the segment size increases.

Balance Equation:
The following modification for the evolution equations is considered

dls
dt

= Hls − v2
s

ls
ld

+ dvs
( ls
L
− 1

)
,

dvs
dt

= (1− v2
s)
[ k
ls
− vs
ld

]
. (2.75)

In these we are assuming that the network of string segments has a Brownian distribution, some-
thing that can be tested in numerical simulations. The new term (including new free parameter,
d) accounts for the probability that different segments intersect, which depends both on the
length/number density and velocity of the segments.

Therefore, there are two different models proposed to describe the evolution of the semilocal
strings networks, and in addition, each one of the models has two parameters to be calibrated
using numerical simulations. In Chapter 5 we will show how we characterize the main properties
of the semilocal strings networks, such as the segment length, the segment velocity or the velocity
of string ends (where we implement what we have learnt from the monopole case), using field
theory simulations that we construct using the procedure we have described in Section 2.3.4. In
a future work we will use the data obtained from these simulations to calibrate the parameters
governing the phenomenological terms in the analytical models and also to specify which one of
the models describe the semilocal network evolution better.

Axionic strings

The model in question is a supersymmetric Abelian-Higgs model with a D-term potential coupled
to an axion-dilaton multiplet [114, 138]. However, axionic strings [33] arise in the low energy
effective theory of this supersymmetric model. The strings in question are axionic D-term strings
which are identified with the D-strings of type II string theory. The study of the original model
is beyond the scope of this work and we start our analysis from the bosonic part of the action of
the effective theory, that is,

LA = −|Dµφ|2 −KSS̄ |DµS|
2 − 1

4e
−2FµνFµν −

1
2e

2(ξ + 2δKS − q|φ|2)2, (2.76)

where φ is the tachyonic field and S = s+ ia where s is the dilaton and a the axion. The model
depends on three continuous parameters: the gauge coupling e, the charge of the axio-dilaton δ,
and ξ which determines the expectation value of the fields. K represents the Kähler potential
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and KS and KSS̄ the derivatives of the Kähler potential with respect to the fields S and S̄. The
choice of the Kähler potential in this case is

K = −M2
p log(S + S̄), KS = −M2

p

1
S + S̄

, KSS̄ = M2
p

1
(S + S̄)2 . (2.77)

The covariant derivatives in this case take the form,

Dµφ = ∂µφ− iqAµφ, DµS = ∂µS − 2iδAµ, (2.78)

where q is an integer which represents the U(1) charge of the tachyon. The associated Abelian
field strength is Fµν = ∂µAν −∂νAµ. Taking all this into account our Lagrangian takes the form,

L = −|Dµφ|2 −
M2
p

(S + S̄)2 |DµS|
2 − 1

4e2F
µνFµν −

1
2e

2(q|φ|2 + 2δ
M2
p

(S + S̄)
− ξ)2. (2.79)

Depending on the field that winds giving rise to trapped magnetic flux, this model can accom-
modate three different kind of strings:

• φ-strings (tachyonic strings): The tachyon field winds.

• s-strings (axionic strings): The axio-dilaton winds.

• Hybrid: Both fields wind.

One can see that the above Lagrangian (3.23) is similar to the semilocal model Lagrangian
(2.72). Axionic strings, as well as the semilocal strings in the limit β = 1, have a uniparametric
family of solutions with the same energy, so the analysis of the survival of the zero mode after
coupling the model to gravity will be of great interest. However, there is a main difference between
them; in the semilocal case, both fields are the same type but in the axionic case they are different.
This is the reason for having three different string types. This difference will create some different
behaviours on the properties of strings arising form the both models, but in general the behaviour
will be very similar. The analysis of the survival of the zero modes as well as the comparison
between the models is made in Chapter 3.
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3 Gravitating Cosmic Strings with Flat
Directions

As we have seen in Chapter 2, the analysis of the gravitational properties of defects is of great
interest. We have pointed out that the effects created by the gravitational properties of defects
are characterized by the dimensionless parameter Gµ. Moreover, the parameter µ contains infor-
mation about the energy scale of the symmetry breaking and, therefore, the determination of Gµ
will help in the analysis of the connection between high energy physics and cosmology.

We have also seen that defect models with flat directions exist: these kind of models admit a
uniparametric family of solutions with the same energy which is directly related with the zero mode.
In this Chapter, we study field theoretical models for cosmic strings with flat directions in curved
space-time. More precisely, we consider minimal models with semilocal, axionic and tachyonic
strings, respectively. In flat space-time, isolated static and straight cosmic strings solutions of
these models have a flat direction. We analyse the survival of these zero modes, and study the
role of the flat direction, when coupling the string to gravity. Even though the total energy of the
solution is the same, and thus the global properties of the family of solutions remain unchanged,
the energy density, and therefore the gravitational properties, will be different.

The Chapter is structured as follows: in Section 3.1 we describe the models in flat space-time
and we analyse their flat directions. Then in Section 3.2 we minimally couple the models to
gravity and we obtain the equations of motion. Finally, in Section 3.3 we discuss the numerical
results obtained solving the equations of motion and conclude in Section 3.4.

3.1. The Models and Their Flat Directions
In this section we will introduce our models, and we will analyse their static straight string
configurations without coupling the model to gravity in order to show their main characteristics,
specially the existence of families of configurations with the same energy.

The action for matter configurations in flat space-time reads,

S =
∫
d4x

√
−det gLm, (3.1)

where g is the metric consistent with static cylindrically symmetric configurations invariant under
boosts along the axis of symmetry which, without loss of generality, we can choose to be the
z-axis. The line element consistent with these symmetries that we will use is:

ds2 = −dt2 + dr2 + r2dθ2 + dz2, (3.2)

where (r, θ, z) are cylindrical coordinates.
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As we have mentioned before, we will study two types of matter Lagragians Lm with zero modes:
the semilocal model [4, 129] and the axionic D-term model [33], both presented in Section 2.4.2.
It is known that for stationary field configurations with a translational symmetry along the z-axis,
the definition of energy per unit length is the following:

E =
∫
d2x

√
−det gT 0

0 , (3.3)

where T 0
0 is the 00 component of the energy-momentum tensor defined as

Tµν = −2∂Lm
∂gµν

+ gµνLm. (3.4)

Taking this into account, the energy (3.3) can be expressed as,

E = −
∫

drdθrLm. (3.5)

3.1.1. Semilocal Strings
In this Chapter we will analyse the semilocal model that we have presented in Section 2.4.2, which
is described by the Lagrangian (2.72):

LSLm = −|DµΦ|2 − 1
4FµνF

µν − λ

2 (|Φ|2 − η2)2, (3.6)

where Φ = (φ1, φ2)T and φ1, φ2 ∈ C. Dµ = ∂µ − ieAµ, Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ and Aµ is an
Abelian U(1) gauge field. The parameter η gives the symmetry breaking scale, e denotes the
gauge coupling, and λ the self-coupling. As we have mentioned in Chapter 2, it is convenient to
reduce the number of parameters governing the model, in order to obtain meaningful information
about them. To do so we can use the following rescaling:

r = r̂

ηe
, Aµ = ηÂµ, Φ = ηΦ̂. (3.7)

This rescaling reveals that the only significant parameter in the model is the ratio of the Higgs
and vector masses, β ≡ m2

s/m
2
v = λ/2e2 (see Section 2.4.2):

LSLm
η4e2 = −|DµΦ|2 − 1

4FµνF
µν − β(|Φ|2 − 1)2. (3.8)

where now Dµ = ∂µ−iAµ. The parameter β governs the stability of the semilocal string solutions
[66, 67], as we have seen in Section 2.4.2.

In order to study the energy of a static vortex configuration with a translational symmetry
along the z-axis, we drop the z dependence and set Az = 0. Therefore, the vortex energy for the
semilocal case can be written using (3.5) as

E =
∫
drdϕr

(
|DrΦ|2 + 1

r2 |DθΦ|
2 + 1

2r2F
2
rθ + β(|Φ|2 − 1)2

)
. (3.9)

Significant advances in understanding the mathematical properties of vortices have arisen by
considering the critical coupling limit in which the Higgs and vector masses become identical,
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β = 1. The main simplification, realised by Bogomol’nyi [35], is that the energy (3.9) can be
rearranged in such a way that the second order field equations reduce to a more tractable first
order system.

One can rewrite the vortex energy (3.9) using the following identities,

|DrΦ±
i

r
DθΦ|2 = |DrΦ|2 + 1

r2 |DθΦ|
2 ∓ 1

r
(∂rJθ − ∂θJr)∓

1
r
Frθ(|Φ|2 − 1), (3.10)

1
2
(Frθ
r
± (|Φ|2 − 1)

)2
= F 2

rθ

2r2 + 1
2(|Φ|2 − 1)2 ± 1

r
Frθ(|Φ|2 − 1), (3.11)

where Jµ is the current defined as

Jµ = i

2
(
Φ(DµΦ)∗ − Φ∗(DµΦ)

)
+Aµ. (3.12)

Using the identities above the vortex energy (3.9) takes the Bogomol’nyi form [35]:

E =
∫
dr dθ r

{ ∣∣∣∣(Dr ± i

r
Dθ)Φ

∣∣∣∣2 + 1
2
(Frθ
r
± (|Φ|2 − 1)

)2}
±
∫
dr dθ Frθ

+ 1
2(β − 1)

∫
dr dθ r (|Φ|2 − 1)2, (3.13)

where we have defined Fµν = ∂µJν − ∂νJµ as the auxiliary field strength of the current (3.12).
The first integrand in (3.13) is positive definite. Considering that in the critical coupling limit
(β = 1) the last term vanishes, the second integrand implies a lower bound for the energy

E ≥ ±
∫
dr dθ Frθ. (3.14)

One can realize that the expression for the energy is very similar to the expression for the magnetic
flux we have analysed in Equation (2.23). Depending on the direction of the flux the integral will
be positive or negative, so the choice of the sign in the expression (3.14) is to ensure that the
energy is positive in whatever direction of the flux. Clearly, this bound will be saturated if, and
only if, the first integrand in (3.13) vanishes, implying the following first-order equations, known
as Bogomol’nyi equations:

(Dr ±
i

r
Dθ)Φ = 0, Frθ

r
± (|Φ|2 − 1) = 0. (3.15)

The most general ansatz for a static straight semilocal cosmic string lying along the z-axis is

Φ = (f(r)einθ, h(r)eimθ), Aθ = v(r), (3.16)

with all the other components of the gauge fields set to zero. Here n and m are the winding
numbers of the fields φ1 and φ2, respectively. In our case, without loss of generality, we will assume
that the winding numbers are positive and n > m; so the Bogomol’nyi equations (3.15) have to
be solved using the upper sign. The case n = m can always be rotated into a Nielsen-Olesen
string using a SU(2) transformation as shown in [4]. Using the ansatz (3.16) the Bogomol’nyi
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equations (3.15) take the from:

f ′ + v − n
r

f = 0, h′ + v −m
r

h = 0, v′

r
+ (f2 + h2 − 1) = 0. (3.17)

In order to obtain string-like solutions, we have to solve the Bogomol’nyi equations (3.17)
subject to appropriate boundary conditions. On one hand, we want finite energy configurations,
so we have to require that far away from the center of the string, the fields are in the vacuum,
and that the covariant derivatives of the fields vanish

|Φ|2
∣∣
r→∞ = 1, DµΦ

∣∣
r→∞ = 0. (3.18)

On the other hand, we want regularity of our solutions at the origin. Imposing both requirements
we have the following boundary conditions,

f2
∞ + h2

∞ = 1, v∞ = n, (3.19)

f(0) = 0, v(0) = 0, h′m=0(0) = 0 or hm 6=0(0) = 0, (3.20)

where the subscript ∞ denotes r =∞. We choose, without loss of generality, that the magnetic
flux trapped in the core of the string will be induced by the winding of the φ1 field, but due to
the symmetry of the equations the same results would be obtained if the winding responsible for
the trapped magnetic flux was in φ2.

As mentioned, the stability of semilocal strings was analysed by Hindmarsh [66, 67], where
he checked the stability of the solutions to small perturbations in h, by looking for negative-
eigenvalue solutions to the Schrödinger-like equation for a small perturbation around h = 0. In
the Bogomol’nyi limit, β = 1, he discovered that there is a zero-eigenvalue solution for the
Schrödinger type equation, i.e., a zero mode. This indicates that there is a degeneracy in the
solutions to the Bogomol’nyi equations, that is, there is a solution for any h(r) and not just
h = 0.

The existance of the degeneracy in the solutions can be shown directly analysing the Bogo-
mol’nyi equations (3.17). The first two equations imply that the profile functions f and h must
be related to each other:

log h = log f − (n−m) log r + κ⇒ h = c f r exp(m− n), (3.21)

and therefore, there is a one-parameter family of solutions characterized by a real constant κ =
log c. In this work, we will analyse the case m = 0, in which case the profile function of φ2, h(r),
can be non-zero at the core creating a “condensate”. Actually, the value of h(r = 0) will be
the free parameter related to κ and it is strictly related with the width of the string. The total
energy does not depend on the value of h(r = 0), as can be checked by inserting the ansatz for
the gauge boson (3.16) and its boundary conditions in (3.14)

E = ±
∫
dr dθ Frθ =

∫
dθAθ|r=∞ = 2πn. (3.22)

In Fig. 3.1 the behaviour of the profile functions is shown, where we have chosen the value of
h(r = 0) = 0.5. As we can see the profile functions for f and v are similar to the fANO and
vANO functions of the Abelian-Higgs model (Figure 2.4). In this case, however, there is an extra
function h which is responsible for the condensate.
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Figure 3.1.: Profile functions for semilocal string solutions where n = 1 and m = 0. The value of h(r = 0)
is the free parameter related to κ. In this case we choose h(r = 0) = 0.5 in order to show
the behaviour of the functions but any choice of the value of h(r = 0) will have the same
total energy.

3.1.2. Axionic Strings
In this section we will analyse the axionic string model. As we have said in Section 2.4.2, these
strings arise in a low energy effective model of the supersymmetric Abelian-Higgs model with a
D-term potential coupled to an axion-dilaton multiplet. The study of the supersymmetric model is
beyond the scope of this work, so we will start our analysis with the bosonic part of the Lagrangian
of the effective theory (2.76) that reads,

LA = −|Dµφ|2 −
M2
p

(S + S̄)2 |DµS|
2 − 1

4e2F
µνFµν −

1
2e

2
(
q|φ|2 + 2δ

M2
p

(S + S̄)
− ξ

)2

. (3.23)

As we did with the semilocal case, we are going to rescale the fields in order to obtain a meaningful
combination of the parameters in the model,

φ =
√
ξ

q
φ̂, s =

δM2
p

ξ
ŝ, a = 2δ

q
â, Aµ = e

√
ξ

q
Âµ, x = (e

√
ξq)−1x̂. (3.24)

After dropping the hats, the Lagrangian (3.23) reads:

LA

e2ξ2 = −|Dµφ|2 −
1
4
α2

s2 |DµS|
2 − 1

4F
µνFµν −

1
2(|φ|2 + s−1 − 1)2, (3.25)

with Dµφ = ∂µφ− iAµφ, DµS = ∂µS− 2iAµ, S = α−2s+ 2ia and α2 = ξ/(qM2
p ). α is the only

meaningful parameter of the theory.
To study the energy of straight vortices along the z-direction, we drop the z dependence and

set Az = 0. With all this we can write the vortex energy (3.5) as

E =
∫
drdθr

(
|Drφ|2 + 1

r2 |Dθφ|
2 + 1

4
α2

s2 (|DrS|2 + 1
r2 |DθS|

2) + 1
2r2F

2
rθ + 1

2(|φ|2 + s−1 − 1)2
)
.

(3.26)
As in the semilocal case, we can use the following identities to rewrite the vortex energy in the
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Bogomol’nyi form

|Drφ±
i

r
Dθφ|2 = |Drφ|2 + 1

r2 |Dθφ|
2 ∓ 1

r
(∂rJθ − ∂θJr)∓

1
r
Frθ(|φ|2 − 1), (3.27)

|DrS ±
i

r
DθS|2 = |DrS|2 + 1

r2 |DθS| ∓
1
r

(∂rIθ − ∂θIr)∓
1
rα2Frθs, (3.28)

1
2
(Frθ
r
± (|φ|2 + s−1 − 1)

)2
= 1

2
F 2
rθ

r2 + 1
2(|φ|2 + s−1 − 1)2 ± Frθ

r
(|φ|2 + s−1 − 1), (3.29)

where Jµ and Iµ can be understood as the currents of φ and S fields, respectively. These currents
are defined as

Jµ = i

2
(
φ(Dφ)∗ − φ∗(Dµφ)

)
−Aµ, (3.30)

Iµ = i

8α2 (S(DµS)∗ − S∗(DµS)). (3.31)

Using the identities above, the vortex energy in the Bogomol’nyi form is rewritten as follows,

E =
∫
dr dθ r

{
|(Dr ±

i

r
Dθ)φ|2 + 1

4
α2

s2 |(Dr ±
i

r
Dθ)S|2 + 1

2
(Frθ
r
∓ (|φ|2 + s−1 − 1)

)2}
±
∫
drdθFrθ, (3.32)

where we have defined the composite vector field Aµ and its field strength as

Aµ = i

2
(
φ(Dφ)∗−φ∗(Dµφ)

)
+ iα

2s2 (S(DµS)∗−S∗(DµS))−Aµ, Fµν = ∂µAν−∂νAµ. (3.33)

This Aµ can be understood as the overall current of the string.
As in the semilocal model, if we restrict ourselves to finite energy configurations, we have to

impose that far away from the string core the fields are in the vacuum, and that the covariant
derivatives vanish

(s−1 + |φ|2)|r→∞ = 1 Dµφ|r→∞ = 0, DµS|r→∞ = 0. (3.34)

With these boundary conditions we find a lower bound for the energy similar to (3.14),

E ≥ ±
∫
drdθFrθ = ±

∫
drdθFrθ. (3.35)

The choice of the sign in the above integral will be to ensure that the energy is positive. The
corresponding Bogomol’nyi equations, which ensure that the energy bound is saturated are,

(Dr ±
i

r
Dθ)φ = 0, (Dr ±

i

r
Dθ)S = 0, Frθ

r
± (|φ|2 + s−1 − 1) = 0. (3.36)

In order to solve the Bogomol’nyi equations we use the ansatz for the matter fields proposed
in [33], which represents a static straight cosmic string along the z-axis:

φ = f(r)einθ, s−1 = h(r)2, a = mθ, Aθ = v(r). (3.37)
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Substituting this ansatz into the Bogomol’nyi equations (3.36) we have,

f ′ + v − |n|
r

f = 0, h′ + α2 v − |m|
r

h3 = 0 v′

r
+ (f2 + h2 − 1) = 0. (3.38)

The signs of the winding numbers n and m are fixed by requiring f(r) to be regular and
h2(r) > 0 for r → 0. In this case, we can also use the first two Bogomol’nyi equations to find a
relation between the tachyon and the dilaton field

1
(αh)2 = −2(|m| − |n|) log r − 2 log f + k, (3.39)

and therefore the solutions are parametrized by an arbitrary constant κ, showing a existence of a
one-parameter family of solutions.

As we did in the semilocal case, in order to obtain string-like solutions we have to solve the
Bogomol’nyi equations (3.38) subject to appropiate boundary conditions. So using the energy
condition from (3.34) we have the following boundary conditions

(f2
∞ + h2

∞) = 1, f∞(v∞ − |n|) = 0, h∞(v∞ − |m|) = 0. (3.40)

Actually, we can see that the boundary conditions can be fulfilled by three different choices of
the field values at r → ∞. In this case, the fields in the model are not the same type as in the
semilocal model, so the symmetry does not imply that the three different choices give the same
result. Therefore, the model admits three different families of cosmic string solutions:

φ-strings (tachyonic)

In this type of strings the magnetic flux trapped in the core is induced by the winding of the
tachyon field, which must satisfy |n| > |m| in order to solve the Bogomol’nyi equations. The
profile functions have the following asymptotic behaviour

f∞ → 1, h∞ → 0, v∞ → |n|, (3.41)

so that the tachyon field acquires a non-vanishing expectation value far from the core while the
function h(r) tends to zero. For the solutions to be regular we also have to impose the following
boundary conditions at the core of the strings r → 0:

f(0) = 0, v(0) = 0, h′m=0(0) = 0 or hm 6=0(0) = 0. (3.42)

For tachyonic strings we will only consider the case m = 0, where the profile function of the
axion-dilaton, h(r), can be non-zero at the core creating a ”condensate”. Actually, the value of
h(r = 0) will be a free parameter related to κ, which determines the width of the string. This
family of solutions is degenerated in energy because the vortex energy is independent of h, as we
can show by inserting the ansatz for the gauge boson (3.37) and its boundary conditions in (3.32)

E = ±
∫
drdθFrθ =

∫
dθAθ|r=∞ = 2π|n|. (3.43)

In Fig. 3.2 the profile functions of tachyonic strings can be seen, where the value of the free
parameter is chosen to be h(r = 0) = 0.1. Here also, the f and h functions are similar to the
fANO and vANO functions of the Abelian-Higgs model (see Figure 2.4).
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Figure 3.2.: Profile functions of tachyonic strings with n = 1 and m = 0. With this choice of n and m
the value of h(r = 0) is a free parameter and it could take any value without changing the
value of the total energy. In this figure we choose h(r = 0) = 0.1. (α = 1)

s-strings (axionic)

In this case the magnetic flux inside the strings is induced by the winding of the axio-dilaton, S.
The behaviour at infinity is

f∞ → 0, h∞ → 1, v∞ → |m|. (3.44)

It is now the dilaton which acquires a non-zero expectation value far from the core, while the
tachyonic field tends to zero far from the core. Thus, the role of the tachyonic and the dilatonic
field is exchanged. These strings are solutions to the Bogomol’nyi equations provided |n| < |m|.
Regularity at the origin imposes the following boundary conditions

h(0) = 0, v(0) = 0, f ′n=0 = 0, or fn6=0(0) = 0. (3.45)

For axionic strings we will discuss the properties of this family of solutions for the case n = 0,
where the value of the profile function of the tachyon at the center of the string, f(r = 0), is a
free parameter related to κ and, as we will see, it is related with the width of the string. Again,
this family of solutions is degenerated in energy

E = ±
∫
drdθFrθ =

∫
dθAθ|r=∞ = 2π|m|. (3.46)

In Fig. 3.3 the profile functions of axionic strings are shown, where f(r = 0) = 0.5. The
profiles in this case are a bit different compared to the Abelian-Higgs model. The function v
is still similar to the vANO function of Abelian-Higgs case but due to the presence of the h3

factor the h function has a slightly different behaviour compared to the fANO function in the
Abelian-Higgs case (see Figure 2.4).

Hybrid-strings

In this case, both the tachyon and the dilaton field contribute to cancel the scalar potential far
away from the core, i.e., they both acquire a finite vacuum expectation value for r → ∞. This
can only happen provided the windings satisfy |n| = |m|. Thus, in this case we have the following
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Figure 3.3.: Profiles of a typical axionic string with n = 0 and m = 1. As we can see the f(r = 0) = 0.5
takes a non-zero value at the core of the string creating a condensate. (α = 1)

boundary conditions at infinity

f2
∞ + h2

∞ = 1, v∞ = |n| = |m|, (3.47)

Provided the previous constraints are satisfied the value of f∞, for example, can be a free param-
eter, which will be again related to κ. In this case κ, is related to the relative contributions of
the tachyonic and the axionic string to the tension of the string. The corresponding boundary
conditions at the core of the string are given by

f(0) = 0, v(0) = 0, h(0) = 0. (3.48)

The zero mode associated with the parameter κ is not normalizable and thus we will not discuss
it any further in this research. Indeed, if we promote the parameter κ to be time dependent the
corresponding effective action for the zero mode gets a quadratically divergent contribution Λ2,
where Λ is a cutoff which, in a cosmological setting, could be given by the distance to the closest
cosmic string.

3.2. Coupling to Gravity
Once we have revisited the models and their zero modes, we will analyse the survival of these
zero modes and the role of the flat directions when coupling the models minimally to gravity. The
models we have described in the previous section will be minimally coupled to gravity using the
following action:

S =
∫
d4x

√
−det g

(
− 1

2M
2
pR+ Lm

)
, (3.49)

where the gravitational strength coupling is given in terms of the reduced Plank mass M−2
p = 8πG,

where G is the Newton constant. R is the Ricci scalar.
As in the previous section, we are interested in static cylindrically symmetric configurations

invariant under boosts along the axis of symmetry which, without loss of generality, we can take
to be the z-axis. The most general line element in curved space-time consistent with these
symmetries is:

ds2 = −N2(r)dt2 + dr2 + L2(r)dϕ2 +N2(r)dz2, (3.50)
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3.2 Coupling to Gravity

where we have chosen gtt = −gzz due to the boost symmetry of the solution. N(r) and L(r) are
functions to be determined.

Using the non-vanishing components of the Ricci tensor one can compute the components of
the Einstein tensor (1.2), which read as follows:

Gtt = −N
2L′′

L
, Grr = N ′2 −NN ′′

N4 , Gθθ = L2(N ′2 −NN ′′)
N4 , Gzz = N2L′′

L
, (3.51)

where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to r. In the same way, using (3.4) the
components of the energy-momentum tensor can be computed

T rr = Tϕϕ = 0, T tt = Lm, T zz = −Lm. (3.52)

Thus, we have the following Einstein equations,

−N2L′′

L
= −M−2

p Lm,
N ′2 −NN ′′

N4 = 0, L2(N ′2 −NN ′′)
N4 = 0, N2L′′

L
= M−2

p Lm.
(3.53)

We have to impose regularity at the origin to solve these equations. This regularity will be
guaranteed by the conditions L(0) = N ′(0) = 0 and L′(0) = N(0) = 1. Making use of them the
metric functions take the next form,

N(r) = 1, L′′(r)
L(r) = M−2

p Lm. (3.54)

As we have shown in Section 2.3.3, the metric around a infinitely long straight string is a Minkowski
space minus a wedge, which is described by the deficit angle. For this type of metrics, it is
shown in [137] that the deficit angle, ∆, is determined by the asymptotic value of L(r) as
∆ = 2π(1− L′|r=∞), as we will see.

In order to discuss the existence of zero-modes in these theories we need an appropriate definition
of the energy which will be valid for our cases. That is, we have to ensure that the equations
that are obtained from the Bogomol’nyi procedure are the equations of motion of the entire
system, our models coupled to gravity, and consequently that they will extremize the action of
the system. We can use the definition in [52] where the appropriate energy is obtained by adding
a Gibbons-Hawking term to the action (3.49),

E = −S − SGH , E =
∫
M

√
−det g

(
− 1

2M
2
pR+ Lm

)
+M2

p

∫
∂M

√
−dethR̃ (3.55)

where R̃ is the Gaussian curvature at space-time boundary ∂M at r = 0 and r = ∞ on which
the metric is h. For the metric (3.50),√

−det g = L(r),
√
−det gR = 2L′′(r),

√
−dethR̃ = L′(r), (3.56)

and thus the energy can be written as,

E =
∫
d2x

√
det gLm −M2

p

∫
drdθL′′(r) +M2

p

∫
dθL′(r)|r=∞ −M2

p

∫
dθL′(r)|r=0. (3.57)

Clearly the term in the energy related to the Ricci curvature will be suppressed by the Gibbons-
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Chapter 3. Gravitating Cosmic Strings with Flat Directions

Hawking term. Then, the energy for our field configurations can be taken to be

E =
∫
d2x

√
−det gT 0

0 . (3.58)

3.2.1. Semilocal Strings
In order to obtain the energy of the semilocal stationary string we use the rescaling (3.7), the
semilocal model lagrangian (3.7) and the explicit form of the metric (3.50). But before putting
everything together we have to realised that now the metric function L(r) has to be rescaled as
L(r) = L̂(r)/ηe and that the metric function N(r) is equal to one, N(r) = 1. Taking everything
into account the energy of the semilocal stationary string with a translational symmetry along the
z-axis is:

E =
∫
drdϕL(r)

(
|DrΦ|2 + 1

L2 |DθΦ|
2 + 1

2L2F
2
rθ − β(|Φ|2 − 1)2

)
. (3.59)

One can see that the energy configuration that we have obtained for semilocal strings coupled
to gravity is almost equal to the energy configuration that we have obtained for the uncoupled
case (3.9). The only difference is that, in the coupled case, the metric function L(r) appears in
the place of the radial coordinate r in the uncoupled case. Therefore, all we learnt from the flat
case can be used here to obtain the Bogomol’nyi equations that read:

f ′ + (v − n)
L

f = 0, h′ + (v −m)
L

h = 0, v′

L
+ (f2 + h2 − 1) = 0, (3.60)

which have to be solved subject to appropriate boundary conditions that result from imposing
(3.18) and regularity at origin as in the flat case

f2
∞ + h2

∞ = 1, v∞ = |n|, f(0) = 0, v(0) = 0, h′m=0(0) = 0 or hm 6=0(0) = 0. (3.61)

The first two Bogomol’nyi equations (3.60) imply that the profile functions f and h must be
related to each other,

log h = log f − (n−m)
∫

dr

L(r) + κ → h = cf exp
(
(m− n)

∫
dr

L(r)
)
, (3.62)

and therefore, there is a one-parameter family of solutions characterised by a real constant κ =
log c. In the present work we are considering the m = 0 case, where the profile function of φ2,
h(r), can be non-zero at the core creating a ”condensate”. Actually, the value of h(r = 0) is the
free parameter related to κ and, as we will see, its value is related to the width of the string. This
family is degenerated in energy, i.e. the total energy does not depend on the value of h(r = 0),

E = ±
∫
dϕAϕ|r=∞ = 2πn, (3.63)

showing that the zero mode still exists after coupling the model to gravity. From this expression
we can also see that, in the Bogomol’nyi limit, the energy density, which will be very useful for
our analysis, is closely related to the magnetic field Frθ,

E = v′(r)
L

. (3.64)

Once we have obtained the equations of motion we need the expression for the metric function
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3.2 Coupling to Gravity

L(r) in order to solve them. Using (3.54) and by rescaling both sides of the equation, we obtain
the following,

L′′

L
= α2

(
|DrΦ|2 −

1
L2 |DθΦ|+

1
2L2F

2
rθ − β(|Φ− 1|2)2

)
, (3.65)

where α = M−1
p η is the vacuum expectation value of Φ measured in Plank masses. It is easy

to show that applying the identities (3.10,3.11), where r is substituted by L(r), and taking into
account that we are working on the Bogomol’nyi limit, this equation can be represented as

L′′

L
= αFrθ = α2∂rJθ. (3.66)

By integrating both sides of the equation above, we have the following expression,

L′ = 1± α2Jθ. (3.67)

In the context of supergravity theories this equation is known as the gravitino equation [52]. Here
the integration constant is fixed by the boundary conditions (3.61), since regularity also requires
that Jθ(0) = 0. Using the ansatz (3.16)

L′ = 1− α2((n− v)f2 + (m− v)h2 + v). (3.68)

Using the formula above and the boundary conditions (3.61) one can directly derive that the
deficit angle ∆ = 2π(1− L′|r=∞), which is

∆ = 2πnα2. (3.69)

Note that if the vacuum expectation value of Φ measured in Plank masses is sufficiently large,
corresponding to very heavy strings, the deficit angle becomes larger than 2π. The solutions with
the deficit angle greater than 2π are the so-called ”supermassime strings” [86, 108], and possess
a singularity at the maximal value of the radial coordinate, at which the angular part of the metric
vanishes.

Once we have the equations of motion we can analyse their form in the limiting cases. Close
to the core, the profile functions have the same form as in Minkowski background:

L(r) ≈ r + ..., f(r) ≈ f0r
n + ..., h(r) ≈ h0r

m + ..., v(r) ≈ 1
2r

2 + ... (3.70)

However, far away from the core, r →∞, the metric takes the form

ds2 ≈ −dt2 + dr2 + (1− nα2)2r2dϕ2 + dz2. (3.71)

Comparing this result with the space-time around a cosmic string we have shown in Section 2.3.3,
one can see that the equation above represents a conical space-time with a deficit angle ∆ =
2πnα2, ensuring that the deficit angle can be directly obtained using the value of the metric
function L at infinity. The behaviour of the profile functions in the same limit is given by the
following asymptotic expansion:

f(r) ≈ 1−1
2
( r
r0

) 2(m−n)
1−|n|α2 +..., h(r) ≈

( r
r0

) m−n
1−nα2 +..., v(r) ≈ n−(n−m)

( r
r0

) 2(m−n)
1−nα2

, (3.72)

where r0 is a parameter related with h0 which determines the width of the string core. Setting
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Chapter 3. Gravitating Cosmic Strings with Flat Directions

the constant α = 0 we will recover the expansions in flat space.
As we have said, the energy density in the Bogomol’nyi limit has a simple form E = v′(r)/L

and thus it is trivial to find the limiting form of the energy density

E(r → 0) ≈ 1
2 + ..., E(r →∞) ≈ 2(n−m)2

(1− nα2)2r2

( r
r0

) 2(m−n)
1−nα2 + ... . (3.73)

3.2.2. Axionic and Tachyonic strings

Using the same rescaling as in (3.24), and rescaling the metric function as L(r) = (e
√
ξq)−1L̂(r)

we can write the energy of the axionic stationary string with a translational symmetry along the
z-axis as,

E =
∫
drdϕL(r)

(
|Drφ|2+ 1

L2 |Dθφ|
2+ 1

4
α2

s2 (|DrS|2+ 1
L2 |DθS|

2)+ 1
2L2F

2
rθ+

1
2(|φ|2+s−1−1)2

)
.

(3.74)
Once again, one can realise that the only difference is that in the coupled case there is a

L(r) appearing in the places where the coordinate r appears in the flat case. So using the same
procedure as in the flat case, one can obtain the following Bogomoln’yi equations

f ′ + (qv − |n|)
L

f = 0, h′ + α2q
(v − |m|)

L
h3 = 0, v′

L
+ (f2 + h2 − 1) = 0. (3.75)

One can use the first two equations to find a relation between the tachyon and the dilaton field

1
(αh)2 = 2(|n| − q|m|)

∫
dr

L(r) − 2 log f + κ, (3.76)

and therefore the solutions are parametrized by an arbitrary constant κ. Before analysing the three
different families of cosmic string solutions we will analyse the equation for the metric function
L. As we did for the semilocal case, rescaling both sides of the equation (3.54) we get,

L′′

L
= α2

(
|Drφ|2+ 1

L2 |Dθφ|
2+ 1

4
α2

s2 (|DrS|2+ 1
L2 |DθS|

2)+ 1
2L2F

2
rθ+

1
2(|φ|2+s−1−1)2

)
. (3.77)

One can observe that applying the identities (3.27, 3.28, 3.29), where r is substituted by L(r),
the equation takes the form,

L′′

L
= α2Frθ = α2∂rAθ, (3.78)

from where we can obtain a first integral to the Einstein equations

L′ = 1± α2Aθ, (3.79)

which in the context of supergravity theories is known as the gravitino equation [52]. The integra-
tion constant is also fixed by the boundary conditions (3.34), since regularity also requires that
Aθ(0) = 0. Using the ansatz (3.37),

L′ = 1− α2((|n| − v)f2 + (|m| − v)h2 + qv). (3.80)

Finally, we will analyse the behaviour of the Bogomol’nyi and Einstein equations that we have
obtained in the two different families of cosmic string solutions that we will analyse:
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φ-strings (tachyonic)

This family of solutions is degenerated in energy

E = ±
∫
dϕAϕ|r=∞ = 2π|n|, (3.81)

and therefore the zero-mode survives the coupling to gravity. Using the expression (3.80) and
substituting the boundary conditions (3.41) we can obtain the deficit angle ∆ = 2π(1− L′(∞)),

∆ = 2π|n|α2. (3.82)

In this case we can also obtain supermassive strings when the value of α is sufficiently large.
These solutions share many properties with semilocal strings, the main difference being the

factor h3 in the equation (3.75) instead of the h in equation (3.60). This translates into the
function h tending to zero logarithmically. The tachyonic field f is responsible for the formation
of the string, whereas h is responsible for the condensate. Close to the core of the string the
profile functions behave as in flat space-time [33], in particular

f(r) ≈ f0r
|n| + ..., h(r)−2 ≈ h−2

0 − 2α2|m| log r + ..., v(r) ≈ 1
2r

2 + ... . (3.83)

The value h(0) is a free parameter, related to the string width, which leaves the total energy un-
changed and modifies the field configurations slightly. Actually, all the profile functions approach
their values at infinity logarithmically, as can be seen from their asymptotic expansions,

h2(r) ≈ (1− |n|α2)
2α2(|n| − |m|) log r + ..., f(r) ≈ 1− (1− |n|α2)

4α2(|n| − |m|) log r + ..., (3.84)

v(r) ≈ |n| − (1− |n|α2)2

4α2(|n| − |m|) log2 r
+ ... .

The term in the numerator of the three expressions (1 − |n|α2) was not obtained in the flat
space-time analysis done in [33], since this is a consequence of the asymptotic form, the conical
form, of the space-time metric

ds2 ≈ −dt2 + dr2 + (1− |n|α2)2r2dϕ2 + dz2. (3.85)

Comparing (3.85) with the expression for the metric around a infinity straight AH string obtained
in Chapter 2 the deficit angle can be derived directly, ∆ = 2π|n|α2. From (3.85) we can
immediately extract the form of the energy density far away from the core:

E(r) ≈
M2
p (1− |n|α2)

2(|n| − |m|)r2 log3 r
+ ... . (3.86)

s-strings (axionic)

Again, this family of solutions is degenerated in energy

E = ±
∫
dϕAϕ|r=∞ = 2π|m|, (3.87)
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and thus the zero-mode still exists after coupling the model to gravity. Substituting the behaviour
of the fields at infinity (3.44) at (3.80) the deficit angle is,

∆ = 2π|m|α2. (3.88)

In this case we can also obtain supermassive strings when the value of α is sufficiently large.
For this type of strings, the roles played by the tachyon field f and the dilaton field h are

interchanged, the latter being responsible of the formation of the strings, and the former giving a
measure of the width of the string. Close to the core, the approximate form of the profile functions
is also given by (3.83), but in this case |m| > |n|. f(0) plays the role of the free parameter which
fixes the width of the string. The following asymptotic expansion shows the behaviour of the
profile functions in the limit r →∞

f(r) ≈
( r
r0

) |n|−|m|
1−|m|α2 +..., h(r) ≈ 1−1

2
( r
r0

) 2(|n|−|m|)
1−|m|α2 +..., v(r) ≈ |m|− |n| − |m|

α2

( r
r0

) 2(|n|−|m|)
1−|m|α2

(3.89)
This result is slightly different than the one obtained in a Minkowski background [33], as can
be seen from the factor (1 − |m|α) in the exponents. From this factor the deficit angle can be
obtained directly, ∆ = 2π|m|α2. As in the case of the tachyonic strings, this correction is related
to the form of the space-time metric far away from the core of the string:

ds2 ≈ −dt2 + dr2 + (1− |m|α2)2r2dϕ2 + dz2. (3.90)

Using (3.89) we obtain the asymptotic expansion of the energy density far away from the core:

E(r) =
2M2

p (|n| − |m|)2

(1− |m|α2)2r2

( r
r0

) 2(|n|−|m|)
1−|m|α2 + ... . (3.91)

The energy density of these strings is similar to the semilocal or tachynic strings. There is a
concentration of energy next to the core, although at much shorter distances than in those cases.
The origin of this effect is in the factor Re(S)−2 of the kinetic terms of the axio-dilaton field,
which is responsible for the divergence of Re(S) at the center of the s-strings.

3.3. Numerical Results
As seen in the previous section, all the cases that are being studied have a system of four coupled
differential equations. In order to solve these equations numerically, we use a Fortran code named
colsys, written by Uri M. Ascher, J. Christiansen and Robert D. Russell [19]. Colsys is a code for
computing solutions for systems of ordinary differential equations with boundary conditions. This
code compute approximate solutions on a sequence of meshes until a user-specified tolerance is
satisfied.

In the colsys code one can choose the mesh distribution. In our case, the code uses 400 points
in the mesh, and we choose these points to be equidistant from each other. One can also choose
the range of integration depending on the information that one needs. We integrate our equations
up to where the fields acquire, or are very close to, their vacuum expectation value. This point
changes depending on the model and the free parameter related to the zero mode, therefore we
have to choose the correct range in each of the different solutions.
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3.3 Numerical Results

3.3.1. Semilocal Strings
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Figure 3.4.: Profiles of a typical n = 1 semilocal string solution uncoupled to gravity, with different values
of the free parameter: h(0) = 0.1 (left) and h(0) = 0.9 (right)

Fig. 3.4 shows two typical n = 1 cosmic string solutions to this model, when the value of α
is α = 0. The metric function takes the form L ≡ r and we recuperate the flat-space solutions
(see Fig. 3.1). These figures illustrate the effect of varying the value of the condensate h at the
center of the string r = 0, the free parameter of the family of degenerate solutions. For larger
values of h(r = 0) the profile functions reach their asymptotic values farther away from the string
center and thus, the width of the string core increases.
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Figure 3.5.: The profiles of a gravitating n = 1 semilocal string when we couple it to gravity (α = 0.5)
with the value of the free parameter: h(0) = 0.1 (left) and h(0) = 0.9 (right)

The form of the profiles when coupling to gravity, can be seen in Fig. 3.5. The figures show
that the metric function L does indeed depend on the value of the condensate. We can see the
dependence more clearly in the left plot of Fig. 3.6 where we have displayed the metric function L
for different values of the condensate keeping the value α constant. In the right plot of Fig. 3.6 we
show the profile function L in different cases where we keep the value of the condensate constant
and vary the value of the α parameter. Note that the deficit angle (3.69) increases with increasing
α, and also that as α approaches zero, the space-time becomes Minkowski, where L(r) = r.

One way of understanding this phenomenon is by looking at the energy density for each one of
these configurations, as shown in Fig. 3.7, where we only vary the value of the condensate. Even
though the total energy (the area below these lines) is the same, the energy density is different,
and affects the metric function with different strength. Indeed, since the width of the string
core increases with the condensate, the energy density spreads and the metric profile function L
reaches its asymptotic behaviour farther away from the string. Also keep in mind that the deficit
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Figure 3.6.: The function L for different configurations. On the left, α = 0.5 while we vary the value of
h(0); on the right h(0) = 0.5 while we vary the values of α .

angle for each of the configurations is exactly the same, and therefore the slope of the profile
function L in the limit r →∞ should be the same regardless of the value of the condensate.
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Figure 3.7.: Energy density for different values of the free parameter h(0), with fixed α = 0.5

A dramatic effect happens when considering supermassive strings. In this case the string is
massive enough to make the function L turn around and become zero at some finite value of r∗

(see Fig. 3.6 for the case with α = 1.02), in other words, the deficit angle ∆ becomes larger
than 2π. The value of the condensate in the core determines the extent to which this solution
exist; it decides the ”size” of the universe. Once again, the total energy does not change, i.e.,
the integral for the energy density curve from r = 0 up to the other point r∗ where L(r∗) = 0
is independent of the value of h(r = 0). In Fig. 3.8 we have depicted the values of r∗ for a
fixed coupling constant with respect to the value of the condensate at the core h(r = 0). As the
value of the condensate increases the string core (where space-time is approximately Minkowski)
becomes wider. In the limiting case where h(r = 0) → 1 the space-time becomes Minkowski
everywhere and the point r∗ tends to infinity.

3.3.2. φ-strings (tachyonic)
As we have seen in the previous section, the tachyonic string solutions share many properties with
semilocal strings, although there is a significant difference in the presence of the factor h3 in the
equation (3.75) instead of the h in equation (3.60). The presence of this term makes the function
h tend logarithmically to zero as we can see in Fig. 3.9. In this figure the profile functions for the
tachyonic strings are shown for two different values of h(r = 0), the free parameter related to the
zero mode.
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Figure 3.8.: Values r∗ at which the function L = 0 for a given coupling constant (α = 1.02) with respect
to the value of the condensate at the core h(0).
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Figure 3.9.: Profiles of a gravitating tachyonic string (α = 0.5) with the value of the free parameter
h(0) = 0.1 (left) and h(0) = 0.9 (right).

The effect created by the h3 factor in the equations is not only visible in the profile functions.
This factor also affects the behaviour of the energy density at infinity. As one can see in Fig. 3.10
the energy density reaches zero farther away from the core compared with the semilocal case. The
difference in the behaviour at infinity of the energy density does not affect the total energy of
the strings. The energies, for the three different values of h(r = 0), shown in Fig. 3.10 have the
same global value.
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Figure 3.10.: Energy density for different values of the free parameter h(0) with fixed α = 0.5.

The fact that the global energy, and thus the deficit angle, are independent of the value h(r = 0)
implies that the slope of L remains unchanged for large values of r. But as we have shown, in
the case of the tachyonic strings, the energy density is more spread and also the presence of
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the condensate spreads it more. This is why that the behaviour of the metric profile function L
changes close to the core, and in particular reaches its asymptotic behaviour farther away from
the string center (see Fig. 3.11).
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Figure 3.11.: The function L for different models: left, h(0) = 0.5 and various α; right, α = 0.5 and
various h(0).

Once again, the deficit angle increases with α, and in the supermassive string case, the metric
field develops a zero far from the core, making the space-time closed. Fig. 3.12 depicts the points
r∗ where the L develops a second zero for different values of the condensate at the core, keeping
α value fixed.
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Figure 3.12.: Values of the point r∗ at which the function L = 0 for a given coupling constant α = 1.1
with respect to the value of the condensate at the core h(0).

3.3.3. s-strings (axionic)
In order to analyse the behaviour of the profile functions of the axionic strings we have to keep in
mind that the roles played by tachyon field f and the dilaton field h are interchanged. In this case,
the dilaton field h is responsible for creating the string. As we have pointed out in the previous
section there is an h3 factor in (3.75) that creates the most significant difference between these
kinds of strings and the semilocal ones. In the axionic case this difference can be clearly seen in
the behaviour of the field h near the core of the string (see Fig. 3.13).

It is also clear that the swap of the roles of tachyon field and the dilaton field creates some
differences between the behaviour of the tachyonic string profile functions (see Fig. 3.9) and the
axionic string profile functions (see Fig 3.13). However, the main characteristics of the solutions
obtained from both cases are almost equal. The global energy of these configurations does not
change in respect to the value of the condensate at the core, the zero mode survives. This is why,
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Figure 3.13.: The profiles of a gravitating axionic string (α = 0.5) with the value of the free parameter
f(0) = 0.1 (left) and f(0) = 0.9 (right)

the slope of L does not change for large values of r, although it can change close to the core.
Solutions for supermassive strings that have a closed space-time associated with them can also
be obtained, and the dependency of the values r∗ at which the closing occurs can be found in
Fig. 3.14.
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Figure 3.14.: Values of the points r∗ at which the function L = 0 for a given coupling constant α = 1.1
with respect to the value of the condensate at the core f(0).

3.4. Conclusions and Discussion
In this Chapter we have studied field theoretical models for cosmic strings with flat directions in
curved space-time. Specifically we have considered the effects of the coupling to gravity on the
models with semilocal, axionic and tachyonic strings, which were known to have flat directions
in flat space-time. In this research we have focused on solutions of a single static cylindrically
symmetric string with invariance under boosts along the axis of symmetry. Although the models
studied here are very different in character, some of the solutions obtained are quite similar. We
have proven that the zero mode survives the coupling to gravity in all three cases. We have found
numerical solutions to the Bogomol’nyi equations for the three types of strings, paying special
attention to the space-time metric, and in particular, we have characterised its dependence on
the value of the family-parameter and the string energy.

The cosmic string solutions have been found using a Bogomol’nyi-type of argument, which
consists in minimising an energy functional appropriate for static cylindrically symmetric field
configurations in a gravitational theory. The field configurations saturate the corresponding Bo-
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gomol’nyi bound when the fields satisfy a set of first order differential equations, similar to those
found for Minkowski space. We have shown that, if these conditions are met, then the energy
momentum tensor acquires a very simple form, which allows to find a first integral to the Einstein
equations. This result is also interesting in the context of supergravity theories, where this first
integral is known as the gravitino equation, and it is known to exist whenever the cosmic string
configuration preserves a fraction of the supersymmetries. However, since the derivation we have
presented here makes no reference to supersymmetry, our results show that cosmic string solutions
saturating a Bogomol’nyi bound can satisfy a gravitino-type of equation, regardless of the fraction
of supersymmetries of the model that is broken by the string.

We have seen that the free parameter related to the zero mode changes where the fields acquire
their vacuum expectation value. This is, the bigger the value of the free parameter at r = 0 the
further the fields acquire their vacuum expectation value, increasing the width of the string. Due
to this behaviour the shape of the energy density also depends on the value of the free parameter,
that is, the energy density is more spread for wider strings. However, the free parameter does not
change the total energy, and therefore, neither the deficit angle of the string.

Since gravity depends on energy density (not only on the global value of it), the energy distri-
bution changes the metric function L. Basically, this change happens near the core of the string,
because, as we just said, the slope of the metic function L at infinity is closely related with the
deficit angle and it does not vary. That is, the metric function L will reach its asymptotic value
farther away from the string center when the string is wider but its slope, at this asymptotic value,
will be always the same. Thus, we show that different values of the zero mode do change the
local metric properties, even though they do not change the global characteristics.

The change created by the parameter related with the zero mode in the metric properties
becomes very apparent when the string is massive enough to have a deficit angle larger than 2π.
In those cases the L function turns around and becomes zero at some finite value of the radial
coordinate, rendering the spatial directions transverse to the string closed. As the free parameter
associated with the zero mode changes the shape of the L function, the value acts as a modulus
which fixes the size of the compact space-time dimension.
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4 Measuring Global Monopole Velocities

4.1. Introduction
In Section 2.3.4 we have described two different ways to analyse the networks of topological
defects: numerical simulations, which solve the discrete equations of motion of the system under
different levels of approximation; and VOS type analytical models, which describe the system
using evolution equations for macroscopic quantities. This two approaches are complementary,
as we will show in this Chapter: we study global monopole networks using the largest and most
accurate field theory simulations, and use the data obtained to determine the parameters of the
VOS model.

In Section 2.4.1 we have described the VOS model for global monopoles which was presented
in [97]. The careful analysis of this model shows that there are two different branches of solutions.
One of this branches is related with luminal velocities of monopoles, while the other is related
with subluminal velocities. In order to use the correct branch in the analysis of global monopoles
networks their velocity has to be determined. This determination must be done by numerical
simulations. The first attempt to estimate the velocities of monopoles using numerical simulations
was made by Yamaguchi [139], where he obtained vr = 1.0±0.3 and vm = 0.8±0.3 for radiation
dominated era and matter dominated era, respectively. Clearly, the method used had a large error,
big enough that the luminal and subluminal branches cannot be distinguished. Therefore a more
accurate measurement of the velocities of global monopoles seems to be necessary.

We develop a new method that determines the velocity of each one of the monopoles in the
simulation box at every time-step. We also implement the method proposed by Yamaguchi [139],
and an extension of the method proposed by Hindmarsh et al. [69].

Moreover, the phenomenological terms appearing in the analytical model have parameters that
have to be calibrated using the numerical simulations. We use the data obtained from the
simulations to perform the calibration. All in all, in this work we will determine more accurately
the values of the parameters for the monopole VOS model, and also give a measure of the accuracy
of each velocity estimator, as well as the accuracy of the numerical approximations used for the
simulations.

Before starting the description of the procedure to measure the global monopole velocities it
is desirable to comment that these simulations are not only interesting for networks of global
monopoles. In fact, as we have shown in Section 2.4.2, global monopoles are also present in the
semilocal string model [4, 66, 129]. These strings are non-topological, and thus can have ends.
The field configuration around the ends of the strings could be identified with some sort of global
monopole. Therefore, the new method proposed here can be used to characterise the semilocal
string model, as we will see in Chapter 5.
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The rest of the Chapter is organised as follows. In Sect. 4.2 we describe the field theory
simulations that we performed. We then present three different velocity estimators in Sect. 4.3,
including our new estimator. We report the results obtained from those methods in Sect. 4.4.
In Sect. 4.5 we use the results obtained to calibrate the analytical model for global monopoles.
Finally we conclude in Sect. 4.6.

4.2. Field Theory Simulations of Global Monopoles

4.2.1. Simulations and Scaling
The defects that we will analyse in this section are global monopoles which are created in an
O(3) model when the O(3) symmetry spontaneously breaks down to O(2). In Section 2.4.1 we
have analysed the properties of this model in detail, where we have said that this model can be
described by the following Lagrangian (2.67),

L = 1
2∂µΦi∂µΦi − 1

4λ(|Φ|2 − η2)2, (4.1)

where |Φ| ≡
√

ΦiΦi and λ and η are real constant parameters. In the monopole case i = 1, 2, 3
and Φi are real fields. Since our aim is to study the dynamics of a network of global monopoles
in an expanding universe, we consider, as in the AH case, a flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker
space-time with comoving coordinates:

ds2 = a(τ)2
(
− dτ2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2

)
, (4.2)

where a(τ) is the cosmic scale factor and τ is conformal time.The equations of motion can be
derived from the Lagrangian (4.1) for global monopoles and they are,

φ̈i + 2 ȧ
a
φ̇i −∇2φi = −a2λ(φ2 − η2)φi, (4.3)

where the dots represent derivatives with respect to the conformal time τ .
It is also convenient to perform rescalings to reduce the number of parameters governing the

behaviour of the model,

Φi → Φ̃i = Φi

η
,

xµ → x̃µ =
√
λ0η2xµ . (4.4)

Substituting (4.6) in (4.3), we now have:

φ̈i + 2 ȧ
a
φ̇i −∇2φi = −a2(φ2 − 1)φi. (4.5)

At this point we can observe that the monopole size δ ≈ (
√
λη)−1, which is a fixed physical

length scale, rapidly decreases in comoving coordinates. Thus, in order to obtain a representative
network, extreme care is needed when setting the parameters controlling the evolution of the
simulations. Otherwise the monopole size could be too small to be resolved during the simulation,
or too large initially and monopole cores could be overlapping. As we have pointed out in
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s Cosmology τdif τini τend τs
0 Mat&Rad 12.5 150 510 5 for τ < 200, otherwise 10

1 Rad 25 210 510 10

1 Mat 25 250 510 10

Table 4.1.: Description of the time parameters for every different simulation, as explained in the text.

Chapter 2, this is a well-known issue in lattice simulations, and that difficult is overcome by the
use of the Press-Ryden-Spergel algorithm [115]. The algorithm proposes to turn the coupling
constant into a time-dependent variable:

λ = λ0a
−2(1−s). (4.6)

In order to perform numerical simulations of this model we use the procedure we have described
in Section 2.3.4. We have simulated the system in 20483 lattices for radiation and matter domi-
nated eras, with two different values of the s parameter: s = 0 and s = 1. We have performed
five production simulations for each case which, given the high number of monopoles in each
simulations, give us appropriate statistics. As a good compromise, for the computing power avail-
able to us, we chose ∆x = 0.5 and ∆t = 0.25, where ∆x and ∆t are lattice and time spacings
measured in units of [η−1], respectively.

We found that Vachaspati-Vilenkin [130] type initial conditions are a good choice in our case
to obtain the scaling regime as fast as possible: the scalar field velocities are set to zero and scalar
fields are chosen to lie in the vacuum manifold, but have randomly chosen orientations. This field
configuration has to relax into a network of scaling monopoles and we achieve this by using a
period of diffusive evolution, with the second derivatives removed from the equations of motion.

Depending on the nature of the simulation (cosmological era and value of s) the system needs
to undergo different periods of diffusion τdif in order to aid in reaching the scaling regime. After
the diffusion regime, the equations of motion are solved. The scaling regime is obtained at
different stages in each case, and bearing that in mind, we start extracting data from time τini
until τend. It is numerically very expensive to analyze the system every single time-step, but it
needs to be analysed often enough to obtain meaningful results. The compromise between these
two situations is reached by analyzing the system every τs time-units. The parameters and details
of each case can be found in Table 4.1.

It is of great importance to test the scaling regime of the system before starting to acquire
meaningful results. We test it by monitoring that a characteristic length of the network grows
linearly in time. In fact, we use two different characteristic lengths in this work:

On the one hand, we can define a velocity-one-scale (VOS) type length-scale [98, 99]

( V
N

)1/3
= γmτ , (4.7)

where V is the volume of the simulation box, N is the number of monopoles1 in the simulation
box, and γm is a proportionality constant. In Fig. 4.1 we show that, after a burn in period, the
simulation reaches a regime where (V/N )1/3 is approximately linear with respect to τ .

On the other hand, we can obtain the characteristic length scale of the network from the

1We will refer to monopoles and antimonopoles as just monopoles, for simplicity, unless the distinction is mean-
ingful, where we will revert to distinguishing them.
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Figure 4.1.: Scaling regions computed using the monopole number (N ) and the Lagrangian density (L)
as the characteristic lengths of the network. The two extreme cases are shown: radiation
era with s = 0, where the system reaches a smooth scaling regime in a comparatively long
period of time; and Matter era with s = 1, where the scaling regime is not so smooth and in
a shorter time interval.
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γm γL
s Radiation Matter Radiation Matter

0 0.72 ± 0.06 0.65 ± 0.04 0.1± 0.05 0.20 ± 0.05

1 0.76 ± 0.03 0.58 ± 0.03 0.1±0.05 0.25 ±0.05

Table 4.2.: Values of γm and γL for matter and radiation eras. Note that for a given era, the values
obtained for different s are compatible.

Lagrangian [29], ( η2

−L

)1/2
= γLτ , (4.8)

where γL is another proportionality constant. Fig. 4.1 shows also that the quantity (η2/−L)1/2

reaches a region where it is approximately linear in τ . The two proportionality constants, γm
and γL, refer to two different quantities in the simulations: the former refers to the number of
monopoles in the network while the second refers to the typical intermonopole distance. The
values of γm and γL for each different type of simulation are shown in Table 4.2.

We achieve scaling for all different cases simulated, though at different stages. The cases
with s = 0 are the ones which reach scaling fastest, and therefore, have the longest dynamical
range simulated. For the s = 1 case, the radiation simulations achieve scaling earlier than the
matter case. Besides, in the matter s = 1 case, the lagrangian measure of scaling has much
more structure than the other cases, i.e., there are some small spikes along the straight line. As
an example, we plot the scaling regime for the two extreme cases in Fig. 4.1: radiation era with
s = 0, which reaches scaling fastest and the scaling line is rather smooth, and the Matter era
with s = 1, which has the latest onset of a bumpier looking scaling. In the other two cases the
scaling regime is as smooth as in radiation era with s = 0 but in the case of radiation era with
s = 1, scaling is reached later.

Note that the s = 1 case is the closest to the real equations of motion, but the dynamical range
obtained is shorter than that of the s = 0 case. Therefore, we have more ’realistic’ data with
s = 1, though with shorter dynamical range and less statistics; and data obtained from modified
equations of motion with s = 0 (and therefore with a higher level of modelling), but with higher
dynamical range and more statistics. We will show in the following sections that both approaches
give compatible results. This can also be seen in Table 4.2, where the values of γm and γL for
each different types of simulation are shown to be compatible within the same cosmological era.

Once the system reaches scaling, quantities of interest can be measured: for example, monopole
velocities. There are several systematic errors that the reader should be aware of. On the one
hand, there are numerical errors inherent to the simulation of the dynamics of the system. By
these we mean errors arising form the discretisation of the equations, errors due to the limited
dynamical range and errors coming from the Press-Ryden-Spergel algorithm. On the other, there
will be errors coming from the procedure used in tracking each monopole’s trajectory, as explained
in the next section.

4.3. Monopole velocity estimators
The magnitude of interest in this work is the averaged network velocity of the monopoles. There
are two procedures proposed in the literature to obtain the network velocity, which we will revisit
momentarily. But first, we will describe in detail the novel procedure proposed in this work, called
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the Monopole–Tracking Method.

4.3.1. Monopole-Tracking Velocity
In this method we calculate the monopole velocity by measuring directly the distance traveled
by a monopole in a specific period of time. In order to do so, we need to pinpoint where each
monopole is at every time step, we need to determine where it moves to at the following step and
we need to track all the steps of each monopole.

Note that we are evolving field values in each lattice point, and not point-like global monopoles.
For this reason every time step we have to identify monopole positions within the lattice; that
is, we have to translate the information from field values to monopole positions. In this case the
translation is done by working out the topological charge in each one of the lattice points. The
topological charge of monopoles is given by the surface integral [137]

N = 1
8π

∮
dSij |Φ|−3εabcΦa∂iΦb∂jΦc. (4.9)

Thus, in order to determine the location of a monopole, we calculate whether the integral (4.9)
has a non-zero value. Actually, since we are in a discretized environment, we do not use directly
formula (4.9), but rather a discrete version of it. We identify monopoles in a lattice by generalizing
the well known ”geodesic rule” used in most cosmic-string lattice based simulations [130].

Figure 4.2.: The monopole charge in a cubic cell is identified by projecting the field-vectors at every corner
onto a unit sphere. Each triangle on the faces of the cube is thus mapped into a spherical
triangle (the one with the smallest surface is chosen). The sum of the surface of all these
triangles, divided by 4π, is then taken as defining the monopole charge inside cubic cell.
Picture courtesy of M. Kunz [18].

We count the winding of the field-vectors around each unit cell in our grid by using a ”smallest
area” assumption. For this we triangulate the faces of each lattice cube and then map the O(3)
field-vectors at all corners onto the unit sphere. We can do this due to the fact that the presence
of a monopole depends only on the orientation of the field and not on its norm. Each triangular
element in the cube’s surface defines a solid angle on the unit sphere, see Fig. 4.2, where the
sign of the solid angle is taken according to the handedness of the corners. Its value Θ can be
calculated thanks to a formula that relates the area of the spherical triangle, defined by three
vectors on a unit sphere, to the angles between the geodesic sides of the triangle:

|Θ| = α+ β + γ − π. (4.10)
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Adding the solid-angles corresponding to all 12 triangles in the cube’s surfaces, we obtain
∑

Θ =
4πn where n is an integer taken to be the charge of the monopole inside the lattice cube.

Using this method we are able to detect positions in the lattice with non-zero topological
charge; i.e., we detect the positions of both monopoles (positive topological charge) as well as
anti-monopoles (negative topological charge). As mentioned before, the monopole number N
will be given by

N = m+ m̄, (4.11)

where m refers to the number of monopoles and m̄ to the number of anti-monopoles in the
simulation.

The detection of monopoles is performed during run-time, together with the evolution of the
equations of motion. In principle one would like to detect monopoles every time step. However,
the topological charge calculation is very time consuming, and instead of computing it for every
time step, we only computed it for every τs time interval. Table 4.1 shows the values of τs for
every case. At early times a finer τs is necessary because the density of monopoles is higher, and
at later times a coarser search is enough. We have checked in a few simulations that the results
obtained using these τs gives the same result as performing it at every single time step.

Once all monopoles in all time steps have been detected, we start the reconstruction of the
world line of each monopole. In order to do so, we need to identify where each monopole has
travelled from time τ1 to time τ2; or in other words, we have to identify all monopoles at time τ1
with all monopoles at time τ2. This matching procedure is achieved by computing the distances
between monopoles at time τ1 and those at time τ2; and pairing the ones that are closest to each
other. We are aided by these two considerations: first, we check that the topological charge of the
two monopoles to be paired is the same, that is, a monopole does not turn into an antimonopole
as it moves, or viceversa. The other consideration is that of maximum distance: we do not want
a monopole to travel much faster than the speed of light.

This second consideration needs some explanation. Imagine the following situation: a monopole
just met an antimonopole in the simulation just after time τ1. Thus, in the next time step to be
analyzed (τ2) they have both annihilated each other. However, our procedure is unaware of the
annihilation and would still find the monopole at time τ2 that is closest to the monopole at τ1
under consideration. Since that monopole is nowhere to be found in τ2, it will pair it with another
monopole, with the one that is the closest, even though that would be another monopole. If we
did not account for this kind of event, we would obtain extremely high velocities when annihilation
events happen. In order to avoid these, we suppress all monopole pairings that mean velocities
higher than 1.5 times the speed of light2. We allow for speeds higher than the speed of light since
previous works [139] measured velocities compatible with superluminal velocities.

Once the monopoles (and antimonopoles) have been paired, we then start reconstructing their
path. First we match all monopoles at time τ1 with those at time τ2; then we match those at
time τ2 with those at time τ3; and so forth. This way we can obtain the whole worldline of each
monopole in the simulation box. In Fig. 4.3 the whole process to obtain a worldline of one specific
monopole in the simulation box is shown.

There is, however, another subtlety: since we are in a discretized situation, there are instances
when a monopole is not inside a dx3 cube, but it is moving through the face that divides two dx3

cubes (see Fig. 4.4), and the algorithm fails to detect it. In those instances, the corresponding

2We also checked the results with a cutoff of c, 2c and 3c. We found out that a cutoff of c gave the same
results as 1.5c, but decided to keep the higher cutoff to show explicitly that we were allowing for superluminal
velocities. In the higher cutoff cases (2c and 3c) the velocities obtained were higher, but in all cases it was due
to monopoles being matched to the wrong monopole; not because their actual velocity was superluminal.
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Figure 4.3.: In this figure we show the procedure to obtain the traveling path of a monopole. In the left
figure the box is shown as we output it from the simulation. This means that we only have
information of the fields and not of monopole positions. In the middle figure one can see the
simulation box after computing the topological charge in each lattice site using (4.9), where
blue the dots represent monopoles and red ones antimonopoles. Finally in the right figure a
path described by a single monopole is shown. In order to obtain this worldline we have to
analyse every time step and match the positions of the same monopole in each one of them.

monopole at a previous time-step remains unmatched, and the monopole at the following time-
step may seem to have appeared from thin air. In order to account for this problem, whenever a
monopole failed to be matched with a monopole from the previous step, we looked at two time
steps back to match it with a monopole there. With this method we observe that all instances
of monopoles coming out of nowhere were solved.

Figure 4.4.: In this set of images a monopole moving through the face that divides two dx3 cubes can
be seen. In the left figure we will measure a topological charge of one unit in the left cube
and zero charge in the right cube. In the right figure we will have zero topological charge in
the left cube and a unit topological charge in the right one. The monopole will be located in
both cases. But, in the middle image the monopole is crossing through the face that divides
both of the dx3 cubes and in this case we will have zero topological charge in both of them
and the monopole will not be detected.

Once we have the paths of all the monopoles in the simulation box, the velocities can be
obtained straightforwardly by dividing the distance traveled by the monopole by the time lapsed
to travel that distance. Then we can average over all the velocities of the monopoles to obtain a
network average velocity. This number can be used for the calibration of the effective model of
global monopoles; and it can also be used to compare with the velocities obtained with the other
network velocity estimators explained below.

4.3.2. Local Velocity Estimator
This method was proposed by Yamaguchi [139] to estimate global monopole network velocities
using field values. It relies on the fact that all the information about the global monopoles
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is included in the scalar fields. We summarize the method, that we will refer to it as the Local
Velocity Estimator (LVE), in the following lines and direct the interested reader to [139] for details.
Then we will explain a change we made to the original method.

Let us assume that the monopole at τ0 is located at x0, and at a sufficiently close time τ is at
x. Let us expand the scalar fields φi(x, τ) around φi(x0, τ0) up to first order,

φi(x, τ) ' φi(x0, τ0) +∇φi(x0, τ0)(x− x0) + φ̇i(x0, τ0)(τ − τ0) . (4.12)

Bearing in mind that the position of the monopole means that the scalar fields vanish, we have
that at times τ0 and τ both φi(x0, τ0) = 0 and φi(x, τ) = 0, which lead us to

∇φi(x0, τ0)(x− x0) + φ̇i(x0, τ0)(τ − τ0) = 0 . (4.13)

These equations can be solve by Cramer’s formula [139]. Let us first define the matrix M as

M =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
A1
x A

1
y A

1
z

A2
x A

2
y A

2
z

A3
x A

3
y A

3
z

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (4.14)

where Ai = ∇φi(x0, τ0). Defining Bi = φ̇i(x0, τ0) we have that

(x− x0)j
τ − τ0

= −det(Mj)
det(M) , (4.15)

where Mj is the matrix formed by replacing the j-th column of M by the column vector B. For
example M2 takes the following form:

M2 =

A1
x B

1 A1
z

A2
x B

2 A2
z

A3
x B

3 A3
z

 . (4.16)

The velocity of global monopoles can thus be estimated as

v = |x− x0|
τ − τ0

. (4.17)

As explained in [139], one main source of errors for LVE comes from the fact that a monopole
does not generally lie just on the lattice point in a simulation, but the actual zero of the fields is
between lattice points, and therefore the LVE approximation is not accurate. Thus, the monopole
detection algorithm used in [139] was prone to errors, and at some lattice points the velocities
obtained were extraordinarily large, even at points that had nothing to do with a monopole core
[139].

In order to reduce these errors we have refined Yamaguchi’s approach. Since we do have the
information (at run-time) of the location of the monopoles via their topological charge, we only
compute velocities using LVE at the eight vertices of the cubic cell where the monopole is located.
We then average the velocity over the eight points. This improves the prediction, but still the
error in the velocity of each individual monopole is quite significant, and we still get situations
with velocities that are very high. We then disregard instance where the value is greater than 1.5
and average over all monopoles to obtain a meaningful estimate. Thus, we will report only the
average velocity of the monopole network.
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4.3.3. Average Velocity Field Estimator
This method was originaly proposed by [69, 73] for Abelian Higgs cosmic strings, but it can readily
be used for global monopoles [65]. As LVE, the Average Velocity Field Estimator (AVFE) uses
the values of the fields at each lattice point to estimate network velocities. In the AVFE, the
velocity is obtained directly by the local values of the derivatives of the fields, more precisely, using
the fact that in a moving defect solution, the canonical scalar momentum Π = ∂0Φ is given by
Lorentz boost of the static field configuration.

In order to compute the velocity from the expression of the Lorentz boost we will consider
that all the energy in the field is in the form of a global monopole. We will denote with the
subscript s all the variables measured in the local rest frame, for example, xs will be the rest
frame coordinates. Under this considerations the fields of a monopole moving with velocity ẋ are

Π(x, τ) = γẋ∂Φs(xs), (4.18)

∂Φ(x, τ) = γv̂(v̂∂Φs(xs)) + ∂̂Φs(xs), (4.19)

where v̂ is a unit vector in the direction of the velocity, γ = 1/
√

1− ẋ2 is the boost factor, and
∂Φ(x, τ) and ∂̂Φs(xs) are 3-vectors. The components of ∂̂Φs(xs) are,

∂̂iΦs(xs) = (δij − v̂iv̂j)∂jΦs(xs). (4.20)

Once we know the expressions for the boosted field configurations we can use them to write
the kinetic, (EΠ) and gradient, (E∂) energies in the following way:

EΠ =
∫
d3x|Π|2 =

∫
d3xs
γ
|γẋ∂Φs|2, (4.21)

E∂ =
∫
d3x|∂Φ|2 =

∫
d3xs
γ
|γv̂(v̂∂Φs(xs)) + ∂̂Φs(xs)|2, (4.22)

where we have used xs = x + v̂γ(v̂x− vτ) (v = ẋ). These expressions can be rearranged,

Eπ = ẋ2γ

3

∫
d3xs|∂Φs|2, (4.23)

E∂ =
∫
d3xs

(γ2 − 1)
γ

|v̂∂Φs|2 +
∫
d3xs
γ
|∂Φs|2 = (γ2 + 2)

3γ

∫
d3xs|∂Φs|2. (4.24)

So, if we divide Eπ with E∂ we can obtain the following expression,

EΠ
E∂

= ẋ2γ2

γ2 + 2 = ẋ2

3− 2ẋ2 . (4.25)

From the expression above one can directly obtain the velocity. Since we are interested in the
velocities of the monopoles, we want our estimator to pinpoint regions with monopoles. In order
to do so, we weight the derivates of the fields with the potential energy, since the potential energy
peaks at sites where the fields are close to zero, denoting (mostly) the core of the monopole. We
denote the weighting of a field X with respect of the potential energy V as

XV =
∫
d3x X V∫
d3x V

. (4.26)
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Using this definition for a weighted average, the ratio RV = EΠV/E∂V read

RV = EΠV
E∂V

=
∫
d3xEΠV∫
d3xE∂V

(4.27)

Thus, using the expression for RV , we can obtain our AVFE 〈ẋ2〉 as:

〈ẋ2〉 = 3RV
1 + 2RV

. (4.28)

We can obtain a visual confirmation that this algorithm indeed succeeds in selecting the regions
where there are monopoles. In Fig. 4.5 a configuration of monopoles as detected by calculating
topological charge is plotted, and also the values of the potential energy that are greater than a
threshold. It is clear that the potential energy mimics the monopole positions satisfactorily. We
observe, however, that even though all the monopoles are recovered, there are some regions that
do not correspond to a monopole (in cyan, in the figure). Those points would correspond to,
for example, a monopole-antimonopole pair that have annihilated, and there is still considerable
potential energy in the region, even though there is no topological charge. It could also be the
case that the monopole is crossing a face of a cube, and thus we do not detect it by the topological
charge, but the potential energy is able to pinpoint it. In any case, we will see in Section 4.4 that
the effects of these regions are very small.

4.4. Velocity Results
We have used the previously described three methods to estimate the velocity of the network of
monopoles. Two of the methods, the Local Velocity Estimator and the Average Velocity Field
Estimator are able to give us a network average velocity only; whereas our new estimator, the
Monopole–Tracking Velocity estimator, is able to obtain velocities of single monopoles, which can
be obviously averaged over to obtain a network velocity estimator.

We used Monopole–Tracking Velocity to compute the velocities of each one of the monopoles
in the simulation box for every time step. This information can be presented in two different
manners. In Fig. 4.6 we have depicted the case for radiation era and s = 0 as an example; the
behaviour is similar for the other case. In the left panel we consider the average velocity of each
monopole, and plot a histogram where the bins are 20 equally spaced bins in the [0, 1] range. To
obtain the velocity of each monopole, we track the path of each monopole and divide the total
length of the path of each monopole by the time it took to cover that distance. In the right panel,
we average over the instantaneous velocity of all the monopoles for every time step, i.e., at every
time-step we calculate the velocity of each monopole, and take the average of all monopoles in
the box.

The values of the velocities obtained for every case can be found in Table 4.3. We have included
the velocities obtained by a) the average velocity of each monopole, as obtained by dividing the
total length travelled by the time taking to cover it (Total-length) and b) the average of all
instantaneous velocities (Instantaneous). We also take two types of averages: a) averaging over
the absolute value of the velocities (

∑N
i=0 |vi|/N ), and b) using the root mean square (RMS) of

the ensemble (
√∑N

i=0 v
2
i /N ).

Our results show that the global monopole velocity is sub-luminal; not a single monopole
velocity (in any of the cases studied) was measured to be higher than 1. The average velocity
is consistent with a constant velocity, and that velocity coincides with the mode of the velocity
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Figure 4.5.: In the left pane the simulation box is shown after working out the topological charge in each
point of the box: red dots represent antimonopoles (points where the topological charge is
-1), and blue dots represent monopoles (points where the topological charge is 1). The right
pane show the same simulation at the same time, but in this case regions where the value of
the potential energy is high are shown. It is clear that all the monopoles and antimonopoles
in the left pane have been recovered (red dots). There are few regions (in cyan) that do
not correspond to a monopole detected by measuring the topological charge. These can
be regions where a monopole-antimonopole pair has just annihilated, or monopoles that are
crossing the face of a lattice cell, and even though they are not detected by the topological
charge, they are detected by the potential energy.

distribution (see the histogram in Fig. 4.6). The values of the velocities obtained for every case
can be found in Table 4.3, both averaging over the absolute value of the velocities, and also by
the RMS velocity of the ensemble.

The errors quoted include statistical errors as well as an estimation of the systematic errors.
These systematic errors come mainly from the identification method: we are assuming that the
monopole is at a specific point in the lattice, whereas in reality it can be anywhere inside the dx3

cube specified by that lattice point; therefore, there is an error in the length of the path due to the
discretization of the lattice. Another possible ingredient that might be included into the errors
is the correlation between the measurement of individual monopole velocities. Monopoles are
interacting with each other, and it is not surprising to think that there might be some correlation
between the errors; but we expect this to not change drastically the error budget.

The monopole–tracking method also allows to study the velocity history of individual monopoles,
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Figure 4.6.: Values of the velocities for radiation era with s = 0. In the left plot the number of monopoles
is divided in velocity intervals: the intervals are 20 equally spaced bins in the [0, 1] range.
These velocities are obtained by dividing the total length travelled by the time it takes. In
the right plot we show the average of the instantaneous velocity over all monopoles in each
time step. Note that even though we allow for monopoles to have velocities up to 1.5c, we
have not observed any monopole with v > 1 in any of the simulations we have performed.

Radiation Matter
s = 0 s = 1 s = 0 s = 1

Average of absolute velocities

Total-length 0.70± 0.05 0.70± 0.05 0.62± 0.05 0.55± 0.05
Instantaneous 0.70± 0.09 0.70± 0.09 0.62± 0.09 0.55± 0.09

Root mean square velocities

Total-length 0.71± 0.07 0.70± 0.09 0.63± 0.07 0.55± 0.09
Instantaneous 0.72± 0.07 0.72± 0.07 0.65± 0.07 0.59± 0.06
Total 0.71± 0.05 0.72± 0.06 0.64± 0.05 0.57± 0.05

Table 4.3.: Values of the velocities for matter and radiation eras, and for s = 0 and s = 1 cases, using the
Monopole–Tracking method (Track) estimator. We report velocities obtained by considering
the average velocities of the monopoles obtained by the time spent in travelling the length of
their path (total-length) and by the average of the instantaneous velocities of the monopoles
in each time-step (Instantaneous). We also report the average of the absolute value of the
velocities, and RMS velocity value. We can see that the values given by the different methods
are compatible with each other, including the values for s = 0 and s = 1. The last row shows
the combined RMS velocities, combining both averaging and instantaneous velocities. Typical
velocities during matter domination are somewhat slower, consistent with the higher Hubble
damping.

showing that the situation is much richer than a single network average can show. For example,
Fig. 4.7 shows the path of a typical monopole, with the value of its velocity in each time step. It
can be seen that the velocity history of the monopole is highly non-trivial. The monopole travels
in a more-or-less straight line, then reduces its velocity to change directions, and then continues in
another straight line. This can be understood by considering that the monopole may be travelling
to meet an antimonopole, but before it gets there, the antimonopole has annihilated with another
monopole. The field configuration around the first monopole then reorganises and the monopole
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heads towards another antimonopole.
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Figure 4.7.: The left pane shows the path described by a monopole during its evolution. The initial time
step is located at the bottom of the box, so the path travelled by the monopole has to be
understood to go from bottom to top. The color indicates the velocity of the monopole at
each time step, which can be better viewed in the right pane, showing the non-trivial velocity
history of the monopole.

We also used our improved version of the Local Velocity estimator (LVE) and the Average
Velocity Field Estimator (AVFE) to obtain an average network velocity. Table 4.4 shows the
values of velocities obtained with all different methods and configurations. The errors for the LVE
and AVFE methods are just statistical errors. As in the previous case we are assuming that the
measurements are independent, though clearly there may be some correlation between them.

s=0 s=1
Track LVE AVFE Track LVE AVFE

Radiation 0.71± 0.05 0.7± 0.1 0.85± 0.06 0.72± 0.06 0.7± 0.1 0.90± 0.09
Matter 0.64± 0.05 0.6± 0.1 0.76± 0.08 0.57± 0.05 0.6± 0.1 0.80± 0.09

Table 4.4.: Values of the RMS velocities for matter and radiation eras using the methods described in
the text: the Monopole–Tracking method (Track), the Local Velocity estimator (LVE) and
the Average Velocity Field estimator (AVFE). The monopole–tracking values quoted here are
the average of the RMS velocities obtained by a combination of ’average’ and ’instantaneous’
averages (see Table 4.3). We can see that the values given by the different methods are
compatible with each other, including the values for s = 0 and s = 1.

We see that the results obtained using the three different methods are compatible with each
other (within 1−σ for s = 0 and 2−σ for s = 1); and in all cases the velocities are subluminal.
We also see that the velocity of monopoles in the radiation era is higher than in the matter era,
consistent with the lower Hubble friction in radiated–dominated expansion.

The agreement between the Tracking and the LVE methods is remarkable. The Average Velocity
Field Estimator, however, tends to overestimate the velocity of the monopoles, but this is not
surprising since the weighting method encapsulates points in the simulation which have some
velocity but are not monopoles. For example, the AVFE includes regions where a monopole-
antimonopole have annihilated and have left some temporary residual potential energy, before it
decays away like radiation. It is reasonable to think that those regions would contribute with high
velocity to the average.
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We can also see that the results obtained using the s = 0 and s = 1 cases are very similar.
Bear in mind the dilemma in deciding what procedure to use: either we simulated for a longer
dynamical range with modified equations of motion; or we simulated the equations of motion
but for a shorter dynamical range. Our results show that both methods render results that are
compatible with each other. Therefore, it seems appropriate to take advantage of both the larger
dynamical range and the fact that the true equations of motion can be simulated to report the
velocity of the global monopoles combining all simulations together.

The average velocities of a network of global monopoles, combining the s = 0 and s = 1
simulations, together with the three velocity estimation methods described above, for radiation
and matter dominated epochs, respectively, are

vr = 0.76± 0.07 , vm = 0.65± 0.08 . (4.29)

The errors are obtained by averaging over all the data (three methods, five simulations and
both values of s). We have been conservative in the errors quoted, bearing in mind that the
measurements may not be totally uncorrelated, and that there may be some (small) changes due
to correlations.

4.5. Calibration of the VOS model for global monopoles
Using the data obtained from our simulations we can determine the phenomenological parameters
in the analytical model for global monopoles we have describe in Section 2.4.1. First of all, we
will remind the reader how the length scale, L, and the RMS velocity, v, are described by the
following equations

3dL
dt

= 3HL+ v2L

ld
+ cv, (4.30)

dv

dt
= (1− v2)

[ k
L

( L
dH

)3/2
− v

ld

]
. (4.31)

The parameters H and dH are the Hubble parameter and the Hubble horizon size, and t is the
physical time (as opposed to the conformal time in Eq. (4.3)). The overall damping length
which includes both the effect of Hubble damping and of friction due to particle scattering is
parametrised by ld. Finally, c and k are the parameters governing the phenomenological terms,
and these are the parameters that we will calibrate using our data.

We are interested in identifying the scaling solutions for this model. In order to do so, we first
observe that in our simulation the characteristic length of the network (see Eq. 4.7) is proportional
to time3 and that the velocities are constant:

L = εt , v = v0 = const. (4.32)

As shown in [97], for expansion rates of the form a(t) ∝ tλ with λ < 3/4 (which includes
matter– and radiation–domination), the equations (4.30) - (4.31) admit two branches of scaling
solutions: an ultrarrelativistic one with v0 = 1 and a subluminal one with v0 < 1. We will not
study the values of the parameters for the luminal branch, since our simulations show no evidence

3Note that the parameter ε is the analogous to the parameter γt in Eq. 4.7, but time is now physical instead of
conformal.
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of its existence. For the subluminal branch we can read off the values of c and k4,

ε = cv0
3(1− λ)− λv2

0
, k = λv0

(1− λ)3/2ε1/2
. (4.33)

s=0 s=1
ε c k ε c k

Radiation 1.42± 0.09 2.5±0.2 0.76 ± 0.02 1.53 ± 0.04 2.6±0.2 0.92 ± 0.02

Matter 1.97 ±0.09 2.2± 0.2 1.55 ± 0.04 2.00 ±0.06 2.7± 0.2 1.42± 0.02

Table 4.5.: Values of the analytical parameters for matter (λ = 2/3) and radiation (λ = 1/2) and for
s = 0 and s = 1.

In Table 4.5 we show the results obtained using equations (4.33) and our numerical results.
To obtain the values for ε we have used the slopes of the scaling curves, as given in Table 4.2.
As for the values for the velocity, we have used the velocity obtained by averaging over all three
methods of RMS velocity estimation discussed in section 4.4 and shown in Table 4.4.

Since the velocity results for both s = 0 and s = 1 are compatible with each other, and they
complement each other, we could also try to combine all simulations with different s to obtain an
estimate of parameters c and k. This way we obtain a more conservative value of the errors on
the parameters. The values obtained averaging over all simulations, both with s = 0 and s = 1,
can be seen in Table 4.6.

ε c k

Radiation 1.47 ± 0.09 2.6 ± 0.3 0.9 ± 0.1

Matter 1.98 ± 0.07 2.5 ± 0.3 1.6 ± 0.2

Table 4.6.: Values of the analytical parameters for matter and radiation averaging over all simulations
with s = 0 and s = 1. We first average over all velocities, and then use that average (with
errors) to obtain the value of c and k.

We see that the values of c in radiation and matter are compatible with each other, but even
when treating the errors conservatively, there is tension on the value of k from the radiation and
matter simulations. We will discuss this further in the next section.

We can compare our results with the values of the parameters previously given in [97], where
they used two different sets of simulations to determine the value of their parameters. On the
one hand they use the results due to the work by Yamaguchi [139], to obtain both the values of
ε and the velocity:

εr ∼ 1.3± 0.4 , cr ∼ 1.3± 0.7 ,
εm ∼ 1.6± 0.1 , cm ∼ 1.2± 0.6 . (4.34)

On the other, they use the values of ε from the work by Bennett and Rhie [26], combined with

4In the first version of the paper related with this Chapter there is an error on the expression of c. We gratefully
thank the authors of [125] for pointing out the mistake.
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the velocities obtained by Yamaguchi (Bennett and Rhie do not give estimates for the velocities):

εr ∼ 1.3± 0.2 , cr ∼ 1.3± 0.5 ,
εm ∼ 1.9± 0.2 , cm ∼ 1.4± 0.7 . (4.35)

The uncertainties in v0 were such that it was not possible to determine whether monopoles
move subluminally or luminally. Likewise, due to the uncertainties it was not possible to determine
the k parameter (from Eq.(4.33)) in [97].

4.6. Conclusions and discussion
In this work we have obtained the most accurate values of the average network velocity of a network
of global monopoles to date. These values have then been used to complete the characterization
of the phenomenological ”velocity–dependent one-scale” (VOS) model proposed by [97]. This
model admits two branches of scaling solutions, one with v0 = 1 (luminal) and one with v0 < 1
(subluminal). The velocities measured in our work make it possible to determine, for the first
time, that only the subluminal branch is physically realized.

In order to obtain the velocities, we have implemented a new method (the monopole–tracking
method) to measure global monopole velocities in a network. This method has two main steps:
first, we translate from field values to monopole positions, i.e., we calculate the topological charge
in field space, and translate it into a position in space. The second step identifies monopoles in
each time slice, thus following the evolution of each monopole in time. This last step can be
applied to any evolution of point like particles in the lattice, so our method is not specific for
global monopoles and it can be used in many other situations.

The monopole–tracking method has been used to calculate the average velocities of global
monopoles in a network. Nevertheless, since we can obtain the behaviour of each one of the
monopoles in the box throughout the whole evolution, this method can also be used to analyse and
understand the complex mechanism governing annihilation (and choice of annihilating partner) in
global monopole models. We have observed how a monopole travels to meet with an antimonopole,
but this antimonopole annihilates with a third monopole before the first one reaches it. Then,
the monopole slows down, changes direction, and starts speeding up towards another monopole.
These peculiar behaviours are interesting and are left for future work.

We have also implemented two other methods previously proposed in the literature. One of
them was introduced to measure global monopoles using local variables in [139], and we call it
Local Velocity Estimator (LVE). It was known that that method was prone to have high errors.
We have improved the approach, as well as perform simulations in bigger lattices, to obtain
results with more reasonable errors. The other method was proposed in [69, 73] (the Average
Velocity Field Estimator (AVFE)) for the case of cosmic strings and uses weighted averages of
field quantities to estimate directly the average network velocity. We have adapted it for the case
of global monopoles and we used it in our simulations.

It is interesting to compare these two types of methods. The monopole–tracking method
follows the position of the monopole over their evolution; it is a method in spacetime. The other
methods, the LVE and AVFE, extract the information from field-space at every time-step. These
two approaches are in principle very different, but we have showed that the results coming from
LVE and AVFE agree with the results obtained using our new monopole–tracking method.

Actually, the (improved) LVE method agrees surprisingly well with the results obtained from our
methods. The other method, the AVFE, also agrees, but only within 1-σ or 2-σ. The differences
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come from systematic errors that can be understood from physical considerations. For example,
regions that contribute to the velocity estimation in AVFE may not be from monopole position,
but can be from the remnants of a monopole-antimonopole annihilation. In any case, this is a
good test to show that the approaches made by considering field-theory information, and which
are much easier to implement, work well.

We were also able to compare the results obtained using the so-called Press-Ryden-Spergel
algorithm [115] with the true simulations for the case of global monopoles. The former allows
for a rather larger dynamical range, but does not evolve the true equations of motion; instead
it evolves some artificially modified equations. In the latter one has to pay the price of a short
dynamical range for the benefit of simulating the true equations of motion. We show that in
both cases the results obtained are compatible. This result could be extrapolated to cases where
unfortunately the true equations of motion cannot be solved, and gives some reassurance that
the Press-Ryden-Spergel algorithm is a reasonable approximation.

Finally, with the data obtained from the different velocity estimations, we obtain the average
network velocity for global monopoles to be (4.29)

vr = 0.76± 0.07 , vm = 0.65± 0.08 ,

for radiation and matter domination epochs, respectively.
We can compare the results obtained in this work with the velocities obtained in the literature.

For example, Yamaguchi [139] used the LVE to obtain the velocity values for global monopoles
as:

vr = 1.0± 0.3 , vm = 0.8± 0.3 , (4.36)

where r stands for radiation era and m for matter era. Our results are compatible with those of
Yamaguchi’s, but with much smaller errors. Note how Yamaguchi’s numbers were not accurate
enough to discard the ultrarelativistic branch.

The fact that we get such an improvement on the velocity estimation has many reasons. Our
monopole–tracking method is much more accurate than those previously in the literature. Also,
our simulation is much bigger than those previously used. Besides, we also use combined the
monopole–tracking methods with an improved version of the LVE and with the AVFE. Actually,
had we used just the improved LVE method, we would have got much smaller errors than in the
original work by Yamaguchi, since the improved version tries to minimize the known sources for
errors, and also, as mentioned above, because we used bigger simulations, increasing the statistical
significance.

Our new velocity estimations allow us to determine that the physical branch of solutions of the
analytical model presented in [97] is the subluminal one. Actually, we have not found any monopole
going close to or above the speed of light in our simulations. We can use our velocity numbers,
together with the network scaling numbers reported earlier, to calibrate the analytical model for
global monopole networks in radiation and matter domination, respectively (see Table 4.6):

cr = 2.6± 0.3 , kr = 0.9± 0.1 ,
cm = 2.5± 0.3 , km = 1.6± 0.2 . (4.37)

The values of c are compatible within 1σ and 2σ with those previously reported, but the errors have
been reduced. The values of k were never reported before, due to the uncertainties in previous
simulations to determine whether the subluminal or the luminal branch was the one preferred by
monopoles.
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Maybe more interestingly, the values of c we obtain for radiation and matter domination are
compatible with each other, even with the reduced error bars. However, there is tension on the
values of k from radiation and matter domination simulations. Already in the original paper for
global monopole VOS model [97] the authors comment on the different physics involved in the
approximations, and how the term involving c is more robust than the one involving k. Our
simulations support their conclusions.

The reason why the values of k depend on the simulation may be due to the approximations
about the force between monopoles. The VOS model supposes the field configuration of a
monopole to be spherically symmetric, and thus the mass of the monopole to grow linearly
with distance. The model also asumes that the force between monopoles is independent of
distance. Moreover, the presence of other monopoles in the vicinity is factored in by adding and
ad hoc 1/

√
N factor. These assumptions should be revisited: the typical field configuration of

a monopole in a network is unlikely spherical; the force between monopoles is independent of
distance only if the monopoles are far from each other, it is not clear what the force is when the
cores are involved; and the fact that there are other monopoles and antimonopoles distort the field
configuration substantially. Our results point at a possible direction where the VOS model could
be improved. In any case, one should also be cautious and bear in mind that there are different
numerical errors in the simulations: there are errors due to the Press-Ryden-Spergel algorithm,
due to our algorithms to detect and estimate velocities, or even due to the inherent errors of the
discretization.

The method described in this Chapter can be used also to characterize other types of defect
networks. For example, a direct application will be to calibrate the analytical models for semilocal
strings, as we will do in Chapter 5, where the knowledge obtained in this work about the treatment
of the evolution of point like particles will be invaluable to track the velocities of the string ends.
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5 Evolution of Semilocal String Networks

5.1. Introduction
In the previous Chapter we have seen that numerical simulations are essential in order to build a
reliable VOS type analytical model for cosmological defect networks. The detailed characterisation
of defect properties that one can obtain from the numerical simulations is very important to analyse
the behaviour of the network of defects, as well as the behaviour of individual defects. Moreover,
the analysis of this behaviour can be used to decide which are the characteristic scales of the
network that the analytical model has to describe or which assumptions have to be made in order
to build a reliable model. Once the analytical model is constructed the free parameters related to
the phenomenological terms have to be calibrated using the data obtained from the simulations.

In Section 2.4.2 we have seen that the strings arising from the semilocal model have some
peculiar features. Due to the fact that this kind of strings are not purely topological they can
have ends that behave like global monopoles, and the networks of this kind of strings can be
understood as networks of local strings attached to monopoles. Furthermore, taking also into
account that in the semilocal model there are two complex scalar fields, it is not clear which field
winds or whether the windings actually gives the position of the string. Therefore, the magnetic
field has been used to detect the positions of the strings in numerical simulations. This algorithm
gives a three dimensional representation of the strings making very difficult the detail analysis of
the behaviour of segments in the network.

Therefore, in this work we give the description of the detailed characterisation of the semilocal
string properties we have made. Now we are able to give a one dimensional representation of the
semilocal segment cores and we are also able to detect the segment ends as monopoles. Using this
representation, we measure the lengths of the segments and we calculate the velocities of string
segments as well as the velocities of the string ends (global monopoles) using the similar procedure
we have presented in Chapter 4. Moreover, the one dimensional representation of segments lets
us to analyse the behaviour of each one of the segments in the box.

In [104] the VOS-type analytical models for semilocal strings were presented. The authors
of this work used the fact that the semilocal string networks can be seen as networks of local
strings attached to global monopoles and the analytical models they have presented are mixtures
of the VOS type analytical models of local strings and global monopoles. Using this mixture two
different models were presented. Each one of these models uses a different approach to account
for the phenomenological terms as we can see in Section 2.4.2. The analysis of the behaviour
of the segments presented in this Chapter will be used in a future work to study if the initial
assumptions made to construct the VOS-type analytical models hold. In such case we will then
calibrate the parameters of the model.
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5.2 Field Theory Simulations and Scaling

At this point it is worth to mention that this Chapter is based on two different articles:

• Evolution of semilocal string networks: Large-scale properties

A. Achúcarro, A. Avgoustidis, A.M.M. Leite, A. Lopez-Eiguren, C.J.A.P. Martins, A.S.
Nunes and J. Urrestilla, Phys. Rev. D89 (2014) no.6, 063503. arXiv:1312.2123.

• Evolution of semilocal string networks: II. Velocity estimators

A. Lopez-Eiguren, J. Urrestilla, A. Achúcarro, A. Avgoustidis and C.J.A.P. Martins,
arXiv:1704.00991, Submitted to Phys. Rev. D

In the first one, the large-scale properties of the semilocal networks were studied and in the second
one, the new characterisation, as well as the length and velocity data is introduced.

The rest of the Chapter is structured as follows. In Section 5.2 we describe the field theory
simulations of semilocal string networks that we have performed. We then, in Section 5.3, present
the algorithms to measure the segment lengths and velocities as well as the monopole positions
and their velocities. Some of these algorithms have already been used in the literature and some
are introduced here for the first time and are specific to semilocal strings. In Section 5.4 the
caveats and difficulties of the algorithms are explained. We report the results obtained from these
algorithms in Section 5.5. Finally we conclude in Section 5.6.

5.2. Field Theory Simulations and Scaling
The defect networks that we will analyse in this Chapter are semilocal string networks. As we
have seen in Section 2.4.2 (where a detailed description of the model is given), semilocal strings
can be seen as a minimal extension of the Abelian Higgs model with two complex scalar fields
that make the SU(2) doublet. This leads to U(1) flux-tube solutions even though the vacuum
manifold is simply connected. Taking the Lagrangian (2.72) and appling suitable rescalings to it,
the simplest semilocal string model lagrangian has the following form,

L = (DµΦ)†(DµΦ)− 1
4FµνF

µν − β

2 (Φ†Φ− 1)2, (5.1)

where DµΦ = (∂µ−iAµ)Φ and Fµν = ∂µAν−∂νAµ. As one can see the only parameter governing
the behaviour of the model is β and as we have seen in Section 2.4.2 the stability of the strings
depends on it. Since our aim is to characterize the dynamics of a network of semilocal strings in
the early universe, we consider a spatially flat Friedmann-Lemâıtre-Robertson-Walker space-time
(see Section 1.3) with comoving coordinates:

ds2 = a(τ)2
(
− dτ2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2

)
, (5.2)

where τ is conformal time and a(τ) is the cosmic scale factor.
The equations of motion for the semilocal model in temporal gauge (A0 = 0) read

Φ̈ + 2 ȧ
a

Φ̇−D2Φ + a2β(|Φ|2 − 1)Φ = 0,

∂µFµν − ia2(Φ†DνΦ−DνΦ†Φ) = 0, (5.3)

together with
∂iF0i = ia2(Φ̇†Φ− Φ†Φ̇), (5.4)
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which is Gauss’s law. Note that the equations of motion we have just obtained are almost equal
to (2.18). In (5.3) Φ represents two complex scalar fields while in (2.18) φ represents just one
complex scalar field.

As we have seen in Section 2.3.4, simulating a network of defects in expanding backgrounds
has another problem: the physical size of the defects is fixed throughout the simulation, but the
size of the box is growing in time. The same argument would be that the comoving box size is
kept constant, but the actual (physical) size of the defects shrinks. Again this would point to
the necessity to simulate the system in bigger lattices, which is not feasible. Instead, there is an
algorithm by Press-Ryden-Spergel (PRS) [115] (see Section 2.3.4) by which the defect cores are
made to grow comovingly during the simulation. As we have seen, this is achieved by promoting
the parameters of the model into time varying variables [101], and the (continuum) equations of
motion (5.3) get modified to:

Φ̈ + 2 ȧ
a

Φ̇−D2Φ + a2sβ(|Φ|2 − 1)Φ = 0,

∂µ
(
a2(1−s)Fµν

)
− ia2(Φ†DνΦ−DνΦ†Φ) = 0, (5.5)

where the parameter s gives the level of modelling with the PRS algorithm: s = 1 corresponds
to the true equation of motion, whereas s = 0 correspond to defects whose core size is constant.

In order to perform numerical simulations of this model we use the procedure we have described
in Section 2.3.4. We have simulated the system in 10243 lattices for radiation and matter eras
with s = 0. As a good compromise for the computing power avalilable to us, we chose ∆x = 0.5
and ∆τ = 0.2, where ∆x and ∆τ are lattice and time spacings measured in units of [η−1],
respectively. The simulations were performed at the COSMOS Consortium supercomputer and
i2Basque academic network computing infrastructure.

We found that the initial conditions used in [9] are a good choice in our case to obtain the
scaling regime as fast as posible: the gauge field, gauge field velocities and scalar field velocities
are set to zero. The scalar fields are chosen to lie in the vacuum manifold, but have randomly
chosen orientations [130].

We want to simulate strings that are stable and long enough, such that we can get a statistical
ensemble of them in our simulations. As mentioned in Section 2.4.2, semilocal strings are stable for
values of β < 1, and our simulations are performed for β = 0.04, 0.09, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30, 0.35.
Higher values of β show a much more scarce network [8], and it would be much harder to get a
numerous ensemble of semilocal strings. Lower values of β are also not optimal, since the scalar
string cores start to be too big for our simulation parameters.

For every value of β, and for both cosmologies (radiation and matter), we have performed 7
different simulations, in order to increase our statistics. It is very expensive to analyse and output
the simulation at every time-step; instead, the information is output every 20 time steps once
the network has reached scaling. The times chosen to output the data range from τ = 96 until
τ = 256; times earlier than τ = 96 the system has not setteled into scaling well enough, and
τ = 256 is our limit due to the boundary conditions1.

In this case the scaling regime, the regime where the characteristic scale grows with time, can
be analysed using two different VOS-type characteristic scales. On the one hand, we can use the

1For a couple of cases the information has been output more frequently also, in order to check that the time
spacing between outputs was correct, and also to pinpoint some issues that we will discuss later.
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characteristic scale related to the segment length

ξs ≡

√
V

L
= γLτ, (5.6)

where V is the horizon volume and L is total string length. γL is a VOS-type length scale
parameter (see Section 2.3.4). The total string length can be measured in two different ways.
Firstly, an estimation of L can be obtained using local field theory estimators, where using the 00
component of the energy momentum tensor, T00, and the energy per unit length of the string,µ,
the length can be obtained in the following way,

L = T00/µ. (5.7)

Secondly, the total string length can be derived by directly measuring the comoving length of
each string.

On the other hand we can also use the characteristic scale related with the number of string
ends (monopoles),

ξm ≡
( V
N

)1/3
= γMτ, (5.8)

where V is the horizon volume and N is the total number of monopoles. In this case the VOS-type
length scale parameter, γM, is related with the number of string ends (monopoles).

In Section 2.3.4 we have seen that an accurate measurement of segment lengths, segment
velocities and monopole velocities is of great interest to obtain the correct analytical model
describing semilocal string networks, and as we have just seen some of those quantities are also of
great interest to measure the scaling of the network. Therefore, in this Chapter we will introduce
algorithms for estimating string length, string velocities and monopole velocities; some of these
algorithms have already been used previously in the literature and some are introduced here for
the first time.

The fact that semilocal strings are not topological makes it much more difficult to numerically
detect their location in a simulated lattice compared to the AH strings. As we have seen in
Section 2.3 three different procedures can be used to detect the position of the strings in the AH
case. However, the procedure related to the winding of the fields was widely used in the literature,
because, among other reasons, it gives a one dimensional characterisation of the string.

In the semilocal case, there are twice as many scalar fields, and just one gauge field. It is
not clear then which field one has to choose to follow the windings, or whether these windings
actually give the position of the string. Besides, the field does not have to be zero when there is
a winding. Unlike in the AH case, one field can be winding around a site, but the other field may
still fulfil the requirements to be in the vacuum of the potential energy. Therefore, we can have
a field winding, but no concentration of potential or magnetic field.

5.3. Algorithms to measure lengths and velocities

In previous works [7–9, 104], the criterion used to decide whether a point in the lattice belongs to a
semilocal string was based on the concentration of magnetic field (we will describe this method in
more detail below). The procedure gives a collection of points that can be grouped into segments
by proximity, i.e. we end up with a volume of points, which is subsequently used to estimate
length. Moreover, the number of segments is also a good estimator for the number of monopoles,
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i.e. segment ends. It has always been understood that this was just a first approach to obtain
the length of strings, and will shall show later that this estimator was seriously underestimating
the string length.

Instead of a volume characterization of the strings, one would rather get a one-dimensional rep-
resentation of strings, using, for example, the position of the core of the string. We will introduce
a new estimator using field windings that will produce such a one-dimensional characterization of
the string. This will be invaluable for the estimators of velocity we will describe later, and will
enable us to determine individual segment velocities for semilocal strings for the first time.

We have also detected monopoles directly from the simulation for the first time. The number
and velocity of monopoles are also important quantities for characterising our system. For example,
from the total number of monopoles, N , an independent measurement of the number of segments
can be inferred.

In the following we will describe the algorithms used to obtain lengths of segments, number
of segments, number of monopoles; velocities of segments, monopoles and the network velocity;
and magnitudes to monitor scaling.

5.3.1. Estimation of segment lengths using the threshold of the magnetic field
One criterion for deciding whether a lattice-point in the simulation is part of a semilocal string
is the following: points where the magnetic field density is higher than a given threshold are
considered to belong to a semilocal string. In order to get a meaningful threshold, for a given β,
we consider the corresponding Abelian Higgs string, and calculate the maximum of its magnetic
field Bmax. We also calculate the radious of the Abelian Higgs string rAH, defined as the radious
at which the magnetic field Bthreshold (absolute value) drops to 30% of Bmax. Armed with the
value Bmax, the whole simulation grid is scanned at every time-step, the value of the magnetic
field is calculated at each grid point, and if the magnetic field is higher than 30% of Bmax, the
position of that point is output. One typical snapshot of the network after scanning the rid points
with magnetic field greater than the threshold is shown in Fig. 5.1.

Once all the points have been output, they are distributed into segments. In order to do that,
the points that are in contact with each other are grouped into one segment. Thus, a collection
of points forming the volume of a segment is obtained. Dividing that volume by the cross-section
area of the string (calculated from rAH assuming a circular cross-section), the length of the
segment is estimated. From this procedure a distribution of segment lengths is obtained at every
time step. In Fig. 5.1 one can see the network after the segment rearrangement, where different
segments are plotted with different colour. Adding up all the segments, the total length of string
in every time step L(t) can also be obtained.

The segments in the network are mostly tube-like, but some are sphere-like instead of tube-like,
i.e., they are blobs of energy. These can be formed, for example, after a segment has collapsed
into itself. We do not wish to count these blobs as part of our network, so another cut-off can
be introduced: those segments that are not longer than a given factor (α) times the typical
radius of a string are considered to be blobs, and are discarded. In Fig. 5.1 can also be seen the
differentiation between structures that we consider blobs and proper semilocal string segments.

As mentioned earlier, the number of monopoles can be directly read from the number of
segments. Some of the segments will in fact form a closed loop, so monopoles would be slightly
overcounted by this procedure. Besides, even though we tried to factor out the energy blobs,
some of them escaped the algorithm, and we are still counting those blobs as segments, and thus
overcount monopoles again. Finally, the definition of segment is somewhat arbitrary, since those
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Figure 5.1.: Semilocal string network, in matter domination with β = 0.04. The top figure shows two
types of structures: on the one hand we have tube-like structures (proper strings) and on
the other short blobs. These blobs we disregard in our analysis. The bottom figure shows
the network without blobs, and also each segment has been identified and plotted with a
different color. As there number of segments is large, the colours are unfortunately used for
more than one string segment. Note also that the blob removal procedure does sometimes
fail to identify some sphere-like structures, since their volume is large.
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Radiation Matter

β γL γM γL γM
0.01 0.29 ± 0.04 0.6 ± 0.2 0.30 ± 0.05 0.56 ± 0.08

0.04 0.30 ± 0.04 0.5 ± 0.1 0.30 ± 0.03 0.5 ± 0.1

0.09 0.33 ± 0.05 0.5 ± 0.1 0.33 ± 0.06 0.46 ± 0.08

Table 5.1.: Values of the VOS-type length estimators for the total length of segments γL and the total
number of monopoles γM (5.6, 5.8) obtained in [9].

segments that are not longer than α times the typical radius of a string are discarded. Different
choices for α can give different number of segments.

In the paper we have analysed the large-scale properties of the semilocal networks [9], we anal-
ysed the scaling regime of semilocal string networks for β = 0.01, 0.04, 0.09 using this procedure.
In that work we have shown that values of α between 3 and 8 give compatible results. Moreover,
for values of α lower than 3 we are still counting to many blobs and for values greater than 8 we
start discarding to many proper segments. We have also obtained the values for the VOS-type
scaling parameters that can be seen in Table 5.12.

5.3.2. Estimation of segment lengths using the windings of the scalar fields
This is a new length estimator which allows us to obtain a one-dimensional characterization of
the segments. In order to do so, it uses the windings in either or both of the scalar fields (φ1 and
φ2) in the model.

The procedure is defined as follows: During the simulation, the winding of fields φ1 and φ2
is calculated at every point, and if this winding is different from zero, that position is output
together with the value of the magnetic field at that point. The value of the magnetic field is
needed because having the fields winding around some plaquette does not necessarily mean that
that point belongs to a string segment; it is only when the non-zero winding happens in a region
with a high concentration of magnetic field that the position is regarded as the core of a string.
The position of the core is given by the non-zero winding of either (or both) of the scalar fields
(within the cloud of points with magnetic field), and following the points with winding one can
map the 1-D array of points defining the centre of the string.

Actually, since there is no topological constraint, as we are following the points with non-zero
windings of one of the fields, the points may stop belonging to a semilocal string segment (because
there may not be a high concentration of magnetic field), or the sequence of points with windings
may abruptly stop. It is worth noting that, in principle, for a point to be part of a semilocal string
it is enough that one of the fields winds in a region with high magnetic field. It is not necessary
that the second field winds3. On the other hand, sometimes both fields may be winding inside a
cloud of magnetic field, but (due to discretization issues) not exactly on the same plaquette and
they may be displaced by one lattice unit. In order to overcome these two nuisances, the points of
non-zero windings of both fields are combined, and those that are in contact are grouped to obtain
segments. Every segment is thus formed of a (1 dimensional) collection of points where either
(or both) of the scalar fields have a non-zero winding and magnetic field is above some threshold.

2In this table we give the values for γL and γM that will be useful for compare with the data in the work we
analyse the velocity estimators.

3Although we will show later on that both fields seem to wind inside the string core.
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Figure 5.2 shows the string positions, taking into account the concentration of magnetic field
(blue) and the points where the fields are winding (φ1 with red, φ2 with cyan and both with
black).

Since our fields are discretized in a lattice, the determination of the centre of the string suffers
from the Metropolis effect: the center of the segment is not a a smooth curve, but it is actually
formed by a collection of unit steps. A smooth version of the position of the cores would be
beneficial as the estimation of both the length and the velocity of the segment would improve.
Thus, the points in the string segments are smoothed by averaging the position over nearest
neighbours. After trials using different number of neighbours, averaging over 4 neighbours at
each side seems optimal: the position of the core is smooth enough, and the structure of the
segment is not lost (as would happen by averaging over too long distances).

The outcome of this procedure is a collection of segments, given by a one-dimensional list of
the smoothed position of their core. The right panel of Fig. 5.2 depicts a zoom into a portion of
a segment, showing how the averaged version of the core of the string, obtained by smoothing,
nicely interpolates between the points with non-zero windings.

Figure 5.2.: In the left panel, the string segments in a typical simulation boxed are shown; the blue points
are points with a magnetic field higher than the threshold described in the text. The right
panel is a zoomed portion of one segment. The blue dots correspond again to points with
high magnetic field, and the red, cyan and and black points correspond to points where the
windings of the scalar fields φ1, φ2 or both (respectively) are non-trivial. Notice how these
dots are not nicely aligned in a smooth curve, but jitter around (this is the Metropolis effect).
Performing the smoothing over four nearest neighbours on each side of each point renders the
black line, which is the smoothed version of the centre of the core of the segment. Actually,
the black line is also formed of points, but here those points have been joint by a line to show
how they interpolate between the lattice–points with winding.

5.3.3. Estimation of the velocity of the segments
Once the segments have been characterized by a smooth one-dimensional array of positions, this
set of data can be used to track the history of each segment in time, and also estimate its
(transverse) string velocity.

Consider a string segment at time τ1, and the same segment at a later time τ2. If one is able
to estimate where each point in the segment has moved from τ1 to τ2, we can get an ensemble
average. This can be done in the following way: choose a point x1 in the core of a segment at
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time τ1, and find its distance to all points belonging to the segments’ core at τ2. The point at
time τ2 that is closest to x1 is identified as the point where x1 has moved to from τ1 to τ2. The
velocity of point x1 is then estimated by merely dividing the distance it has travelled by the time
interval τ2 − τ1. Performing this with every point belonging to a given segment at every time
step allows us to obtain a segment velocity (an average of |v| over all the points in the segment).
The average of all the segment velocities would then be the network average velocity.

Although this procedure has some subtleties, which we will describe in the next section, the
benefits are manifold: one can obtain individual segment velocities at every time step. We can
thus record the history of the velocity evolution of each segment in the simulation. Moreover, a
by-product of this procedure is that one can create a map of which segments merge with which.

It is clear that for this procedure to work a one-dimensional characterization of the string
segment is necessary, and therefore the velocity determination of segments relies on the string
length characterization given by the windings.

5.3.4. Estimation of number and velocity of string-ends (monopoles)
As explained in Section 2.4.2, the field configurations at the ends of the segments can be under-
stood as global monopoles [4] and, as such, they can be detected in a simulation directly from
the fields. The whole simulation lattice is scanned point by point to check whether monopoles
are present. In order to do so, following [4], the field configuration at the string ends are recast
from the 4 real scalar fields with SU(2) symmetry into three scalar fields, establishing an analogy
to O(3) global monopoles, through

Ψ ∼ Φ†~σΦ, (5.9)

where ~σ are the Pauli matrices. Actually, the field configuration thus obtained is still quite noisy
to clearly detect monopoles, and we clean it further by

Ψ −→ Ψ̃ = Ψ−∇× (∇×Ψ) .

Once the field configuration has been treated, the location of a monopole is determined using the
procedure we have described in Section 4.3.1.

When spanning the simulation box, if the topological charge is different than zero, the position
of the monopole together with its topological charge is output. One can then directly obtain
the number of monopoles (or string ends) in the simulation lattice, which is an independent way
of measuring the number of string segments: the number of segments would be roughly N/2;
not exactly because some segments can be closed loops and thus have no ends. Moreover, the
number of monopoles is another estimator for checking the scaling regime.

Since the position of the monopoles (and their topological charge) is known at every time-step,
the velocity of monopoles can also be estimated following the procedure we have described in
detail in Section 4.3.1: A monopole M1 is chosen at time τ1, and its distance with respect to all
monopoles at the next time τ2 is calculated. Then, M1 is identified with the closest monopole at
time τ2. Repeating this procedure at all times, the history of M1 can be tracked and an estimate
of its velocity can be obtained by merely diving the distance it has travelled by the corresponding
time interval.

Monopole velocity estimations also have their issues (see Section 4.3.1), but once again the
benefits are manifold: one can obtain individual monopole velocities, both at each time step
and as the average velocity during the life of the monopole. By averaging over all monopoles, a
monopole-network velocity can be obtained too.
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5.4 Caveats and difficulties of the algorithms and the numerical setup

5.3.5. Estimation of the network velocity using local lattice variables
There are also other types of velocity estimators for the whole network, based on local field
quantities as described in [69, 73]. As we have seen in Section 4.3.3, these estimators are
computed by considering a defects at rest, and performing a Lorentz boost to it. For the global
monopole case we have just one estimator, but in the semilocal case due to the presence of gauge
fields another estimator can be added. Using a similar procedure as in Section 4.3.3 we can obtain
the following estimators:

〈v2〉F = E2
W

B2
W
,

〈v2〉G = 2RW
1 +RW

, (5.10)

where,

RW = EΠW
E∂W

. (5.11)

The subscript W denotes weighting by some appropriate physical quantity (see Section 4.3.3).
In the present case, a magnetic energy weighting was used, because this automatically ensures that
only regions with non-vanishing magnetic energy contribute to velocities. Regions with semilocal
strings have higher concentration of magnetic energy, and thus those regions contribute most
to the above integrals. During the simulation, the quantities needed to obtain these velocity
estimators are output.

Note that these field velocity estimators give information of the network as a whole, whereas
the previously described methods for segments (and monopoles) give information about each
individual segment (or monopole). Besides, the estimators (5.10) average over all regions with
some magnetic energy, and thus both segments and monopoles contribute, as well as regions
where a segment may have disappeared (or is it about to disappear) and a temporary magnetic
field density is left-over.

5.4. Caveats and difficulties of the algorithms and the numerical
setup

In this section we will describe some caveats and difficulties we encountered in the simulations.
These, on the one hand, have to be dealt with in order to obtain physically valuable solid results,
and on the other, are really interesting to give us an insight into how to reformulate the analytical
model for semilocal strings in a more realistic way.

5.4.1. Comparison between the two length estimators
In the previous sections, two different procedures for obtaining the length of string segments have
been described: one using the threshold of the magnetic field and the other using the windings of
the scalar fields. We did expect some mismatch between these two procedures, mostly because
the method of obtaining segment lengths by counting points above a magnetic field threshold
and diving the volume by the cross-section area was a rather crude algorithm. This algorithm was
used in previous works [8, 9, 104] due to the difficulty of defining a semilocal string otherwise
(with windings or zeros of the scalar field), and was believed to be a good first approximation.
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Figure 5.3.: In this figure the relation between the two length-measuring approaches is shown. In the x
axis the lengths measured with the magnetic field approach, and in the y axis the lengths
measured with the winding approach, are shown. Every diamond represents a segment in a
simulation box for β = 0.20 at time t = 256. It is clear that the proportionality is almost the
same for all the segments in the network.

Fig 5.3 shows the relation between the lengths of the segments measured by using the magnetic
flux (α = 5) and the winding approach for β = 0.20 at t = 256. The ratio between these two
procedures is almost the same, and it is roughly a (surprisingly large) factor of 1.5 for most values
of β both in the matter and radiation cases. The factor is a bit different for shorter segments,
which is presumably due to the fact that the segment ends play a stronger role for shorter segments,
but this is not relevant for the whole network length, which is dominated by long segments.

There are several possible sources of uncertainty that can help us understand the difference in
the string length obtained with the different procedures. There are two possible physical effects
to take into account: one is Lorentz contraction of the segments due to their velocities, making
segments narrower than the estimated cross-section of the string; the other is that segments are
not straight, and when they bend the strings can be considerably narrower.

There is also a clear numerical uncertainty in the procedure of obtaining the cross-section of
the string. Remember that the cross-section of the semilocal strings in the simulations are defined
to be the same as those of a straight AH string at rest. The typical radius for AH strings range
from r04 = 2.36 for β = 0.04 to r35 = 1.71 for β = 0.35. The lattice spacing we are using
is ∆x = 0.5 which already gives us a considerable error on the string radius: we consider that
points with magnetic field higher than 30% of the maximum magnetic field belong to the string.
Imagine a string centered at a lattice-point, with radious, say, 1.4. The string radious is then shy
of reaching 3 lattice units (3 ∗ ∆x > 1.5), and therefore there are only 2 lattice points which
qualify as points of strings, but the volume of strings obtained like that will nevertheless be divided
by the true radious, clearly underestimating the string length. Moreover, a string will typically not
be centered around a lattice–point, but it will be located anywhere within a lattice–cell, making
this effect more important. Thus, the points that we numerically decide that belong to the string
are fewer than what a more sophisticate procedure would get. We can get an estimation of the
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Radiation Matter

β Lwinding Lmagnetic Lwinding Lmagnetic
0.04 6166.44 3895.33 12303.07 8014.28

0.09 6903.84 4673.61 10780.82 7266.59

0.15 5246.97 3476.99 9267.51 6099.45

0.20 5221.27 3546.95 7447.93 4865.46

0.25 4450.95 2948.52 6147.42 3853.46

0.30 2546.31 1585.21 4562.78 2901.85

0.35 2095.5 1173.86 3405.10 2119.90

Table 5.2.: The total lengths in τ = 256 for every β we simulated and for Radiation and Matter
epochs. Lwinding denotes the length estimator using the windings of the scalar fields, whereas
Lmagnetic denotes the length estimator using a threshold of magnetic field.

maximum errors for the two extreme β as follows:

r2
04

(r04 −∆x)2 = 1.60 , r2
35

(r35 −∆x)2 = 1.99 .

This numerical bias seems to account for most of the discrepancy between the two length
estimation procedures, and the Lorentz factor and the fact that strings are not straight do not
seem to be so important. Actually, the Lorentz contraction of the segments is clearly not a factor
to take into account since the velocity values we obtain later on are rather low to obtain a Lorentz
factor capable of explain the difference. In Table 5.2, the total length in segments for every β
is shown. We conclude then that the string segments length we estimated in previous work has
been overestimated by roughly a factor of 1.5 (the average ratio between the values in Table 5.2
are 1.56 for Radiation and 1.55 for matter).

Moreover, with the new winding approach, the problem of how to remove blobs has disappeared.
In any case, we have checked that the number of monopoles obtained by the winding approach,
and by the magnetic field approach (removing blobs) is very similar.

One very nice check that our new length estimators work fine can be found in Figure 5.4. There,
we plot the positions of the strings obtained by the winding procedure, and the positions of the
monopoles obtained by calculating the monopole charge. In principle, these two procedures are
independent, but the positions of the strings and monopoles (string–ends) are aligned very nicely.

As we have seen in (5.6,5.8) from the length estimators (of both monopoles and strings) two
different VOS-type lengthscale parameters can be obtained, γL and γM. We show the values of
those parameters in Table 5.3 in Section 5.5, but we would like to point out that these values are
compatible (within errors) with the values obtained in [9] and shown in Table 5.1, for both γL
and γM. Note that for γL the values in Table 5.1 should be corrected by a 1√

1.5 coming from the

factor 1.5 difference in the length estimator, but even without the factor, the values lie within the
1-σ errors of the values.

In the rest of this work, we will only use the length estimator which uses the windings approach.
The reason for calculating segment lengths using the threshold of the magnetic field was for ease
with comparing with previous works, and it will be of no use for the rest of this paper.
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Figure 5.4.: In this figure one can see the box after the characterization. The black lines represent the
string segments detected using the windings, where each point is smoothed using the four
nearest neighbours in each direction. The red dots represent the antimonopoles and the blue
ones the monopoles.

5.4.2. Identification of semilocal segments
As it has been already explained, the position of a semilocal string is difficult to pinpoint because
there is no topological obstruction for the string to acquire a non-zero value around a winding (one
field may wind and the other may climb the potential) and there is no requirement for semilocal
strings to be closed or infinite. Actually, it is finite semilocal string segments that we are studying.

One way of detecting the strings, explained above, is by following the windings of both scalar
fields φ1 and φ2, and checking where those windings happen within regions of high magnetic
field. In the top panel of Fig (5.5) we show the windings of both fields in the simulation box,
without taking into account the values of the magnetic field: windings of φ1 in blue and of φ2 in
green. Actually, there are several regions where the two fields wind in the same plaquette (or at
a difference of 1 plaquette), and those are plotted in red.

The first thing we notice is that each of the fields, φ1 and φ2, creates a network of closed or
infinite ‘strings’, very much like an Abelian Higgs network. But unlike in the Abelian Higgs case,
a winding of a scalar field does not necessarily mean that there is a string forming; there is not
necessarily a corresponding concentration of magnetic or potential energy. Where do semilocal
strings form then? In the bottom panel we plot the same windings, but also the regions where
there is a high concentration of magnetic field. This shows that semilocal strings are actually the
regions where both fields wind, which makes sense because in that case the scalar field has to be
approximately zero there and therefore the magnetic field can be large in those regions.

One could consider this network as formed from points with windings of φ1, points with windings
of φ2 (both with no corresponding physical concentration of energy associated with them), and
semilocal strings. This could be reminiscent of a p-q string network, where the Y-junctions actually
correspond to monopoles.
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Figure 5.5.: In the left pane the windings of both fields are shown, without taking into account the
magnetic field: blue for windings of φ1, green for windings in φ2 and red for windings in both.
As one can see each one of the fields creates a network of closed or infinite strings. On the
right panel, we plot the same windings, but also the regions where there is concentration
of magnetic field (orange). This figure shows that semilocal strings are actually the regions
where both fields wind.
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5.4.3. Apparent superluminal velocities
The preliminary results on velocities (for both segments and monopoles) obtained by most of the
direct algorithms, as well as from estimators based on local field quantities (5.10) give rather
modest velocities. However, on a few occasions, we obtained values higher than the speed of
light c; on some very few extreme cases as large as 10c. It is clear that this is a numerical issue
or a breakdown of the approximations used in the algorithm, as the dynamics is local and causal
at the level of the fields.

This prompted a more detail analysis, and we found out that the superluminal values for
velocities were only obtained when using the estimators (described above) which try to track the
segments and the monopoles in each time step as the network evolves. We also found out that
the procedure needed some more careful handling, due to the following caveats:

• Segment velocities:

Imagine a segment that has closed into a loop at time τ1, and disappears before the next
time τ2 when the box will be re-analysed. Then, all the points belonging to the loop
at time τ1 will not have a close-by point to match with at τ2. However, our code will
find the closest segment at time τ2, even though that will correspond to another segment,
presumably further than causality allows. Therefore, the calculated velocity for the loop will
be very high, but clearly it is not physical; it is a shortcoming of the procedure. One way
of dealing with this is by applying a cut-off, and disregarding all velocities higher than that
cut-off, but this has the danger of possibly losing some dynamics (if the cutoff is too strict),
or considering too many unphysical cases (if the cutoff is too weak). Another possibility
to avoid these problems is by performing the identification between segments at different
times backwards, i.e., choosing a point at τ2 and looking at all points at τ1 to match it to.

However, if we revert to the backward identification, we may run into another problem:
Imagine now a segment that is going to join to another segment, and for the sake of ex-
plaining this issue assume that with the exception of the segments ends (which are traveling
towards each other) the string is at rest. At time τ1 the two segments are separated by
some distance, but at time τ2 all that distance is filled with string. All the points that have
filled that gap at time τ2 will have their closest point at the ends of the segments at time
τ1 and therefore the velocity we get for those points is not the velocity of the segment. If
at all, that velocity will be related to the segment end (monopole) velocity. This is avoided
by calculating velocities forward (from τ1 to τ2).

Clearly, choosing the forward or backward approach may solve one of the two previous
problems, but not both.

• Monopole velocities4:

Throughout the simulation monopole-antimonopole pairs annihilate: if a monopole M1
annihilates with an antimonopole between times τ1 and τ2, our procedure will not have the
information to know that monopole M1 has annihilated. Instead, the procedure will try to
match it to another monopole (the one nearest to it), and the velocity obtained will be
incorrect (and possibly supeluminal).

Other types of mis-identification issues may also occur occasionally: There are some detec-
tion problems when a string segment collapses into itself, as the fields are reconfiguring to

4Note that these caveats are analysed in detail in Section 4.3.1, but we are explaining them here for completeness.
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the new situation and radiating energy away. In this case, the field configuration at the
string ends is related to the merging of a monopole and an antimonopole, and our detection
algorithm fails (both by detecting spurious monopoles, or failing to detect any charge at
all).

Moreover, if at the moment when the identification algorithm is run a monopole passes
through a face of the lattice, the algorithm may miss to detect it, because the topological
charge will be divided into two different cells of the lattice. The way we have chosen to
overcome this difficulty is by checking whether the monopole can be matched to a monopole
in a subsequent time-step τ3, and to compare the distances obtained. If the distance to the
monopole at τ3 is smaller than to that at τ2 (and is actually physical), the intermediate
step is by-passed. The fact that the charge of the monopole is recorded is of help when
there are monopoles and antimonopoles nearby: the topological charge of a monopole does
not change during its evolution, i.e. a monopole does not become an antimonopole, and
therefore the number of possible candidates to match to a given monopole is halved.

After this refinement of segment and monopole velocity estimators, most of the instances where
superluminal velocities were obtained have been cured. However, there remains some cases where
superluminal velocities appear, still corresponding to the same merging of segments as mentioned
above; but not too all cases, just a few.

We pinpointed those cases, in order to determine whether those high velocities where physical or
had their origine only on the shortcomings of our algorithms, and found that the reason for these
apparently superluminal velocities was the following: on these occasions, the field configuration
between the two monopoles that are about to merge is such that it is energetically favourable for a
new segment to form in-between the two advancing ones. In some sense, a new segment appears
out of thin air, such that it seems that the monopole has instantaneously moved considerably.
The monopole does not pull from the string and creates string as it moves; instead, a chunk of
string has been formed and the monopole has made a jump forward. One way to understand this
is to think about the field dynamics in the plane orthogonal to the string that is about to form (see
[6]). Consider the extreme case of a z-independent field configuration that is going to become
a straight string in the z axis. Initially the magnetic field in the x − y plane is dispersed over
a relatively large area, so its value is below the threshold where our algorithm would recognize
the presence of a string, and it is accreting into a smaller area around the z axis –a region with
a lower value of the scalar field than the surroundings. At some point the magnetic field grows
above the threshold and we see the whole string appear in a single timestep.

In other words, the points of windings of φ1 and φ2 are almost parallel, and it is favourable
for a collection of points to become part of a string all together. Since our simulation only takes
snapshots every 20 timesteps, this process can remain unnoticed, and the end result is that the
segment has apparently grown superluminaly, whereas the reality is that a new segment has been
formed.

It is worth reminding the reader at this stage that we are not simulating segments and monopo-
les, we are simulating fields, and the monopoles and segments are consequences of them. Thus,
a monopole does not really move, it is the movement of the fields which render the apparent
movement of the monopole. When a new segment forms, the physics of the fields are causal, but
the consequence may seem to be a monopole moving ultrarelativistically, when, in essence, it is a
different monopole.

Figure 5.6 shows one such situation. The two fragments showed belong to segments that were
behaving nicely (i.e., not ultrarelativistically), until they get ready to merge. When they are close
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to each other, the dynamics of the fields try to perform the merging as soon as possible: on the
one hand, that segment-ends grow by creating small segments in the ends, and even in between
the segments a new string is formed (shown as single points in the figure). Our algorithm is not
able to catch these instances, and instead, velocities faster than light are reported.

Figure 5.6.: In this figure we show the mergining of two string segments, in what our algorithm would
report as ultrarelativistic velocities. Initially the separation between both string-ends is d = 30
and in less than ∆τ = 10 both segments have merged. This process can be understood as
small string segments being formed both close to the string ends, as well as in between both
strings (depicted by those single points in between strings).

The question remains now on how to automatically factor out those instances, which would
clearly corrupt the estimator and give much higher velocities than the true physical one. Learning
from our previous experience on segment velocities, we apply the following method to disregard
those unphysical velocities: For points that move very fast (in practice we chose velocities faster
than 0.5c), the velocities obtained by going ”forward” (from τ1 to τ2) and ”backward” (from τ2
to τ1) are compared. If the difference is higher than 50% of the value of either of the velocities, we
disregard it. This is preferable than setting a hard cut-off, because the results clearly do depend
on the cutoffs, and we do not want to artificially enforce that the velocities be sub-luminal in case
this should result form the physics.

5.5. Numerical results
In this section we report on the results obtained from our simulations, after carefully filtering out
the caveats described in the previous section.

We first checked that the simulations reached the scaling regime. Scaling can be checked by

the evolution of the energy of the system, as mentioned earlier, by checking that T
−1/2
00 is linear

with time τ . This is a measure that depends only on the values of the fields as simulated, without
further treatment. We show the scaling on our simulations using the energy as a measure of
scaling in Fig. 5.7.

There are also two other ways that check for scaling that depend on the total length of string L
and the total number of monopoles N . One can obtain a VOS-type length scale by the following

combinations
√

V
L and on

(
V
N

)1/3
. These two magnitudes are derived magnitudes, meaning that
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Figure 5.7.: This figure shows that our simulations reach a scaling regime. The left panel shows the case,
for all β, of radiation domination; and the right panel the case of matter domination.

one has to extract this information from the simulation using estimators, and therefore, in some
sense, they are more indirect than using the Energy to check for scaling. We show the behaviour
of those parameters in Figure 6.1 for two extreme cases (radiation and β = 0.04) and (matter and
β = 0.35). These curves show that the system does indeed reach scaling fairly early. The slope
of the curves related to L and N is what was used above (5.6, 5.8) to determine the VOS-type
scaling parameters. The values of γL and γN can be found in table 5.3 for every β studied.
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Figure 5.8.: Scalings in total string length and monopole number for β = 0.15 in radiation era (left) and
for β = 0.35 in matter era (right).

One main result obtained in this work is the values of the velocities of the semilocal network,
both for strings and for monopoles, using our different estimators. In Table 5.4 we show the
velocity values for every β in Radiation and Matter epoch obtained by following the positions of
each string segment and monopole, and averaging over all cases (the errors given are statistical
errors). Overall one can see that the velocities in radiation are somewhat higher than the velocities
in matter, as expected due to a lower damping term in the former. More interestingly, there does
not seem to be a strong dependency on the velocities on β; one can try to hint some tendency,
but all those numbers are equivalent within the errors.

In Table 5.5 we show the velocities obtained by local field estimators (5.10). Note that these
estimators do not distinguish between string and monopoles, and give one number for the average
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Radiation Matter

β γL γM γL γM
0.04 0.38 ± 0.05 0.48 ± 0.04 0.28 ± 0.02 0.41 ± 0.02

0.09 0.40 ± 0.04 0.43 ± 0.02 0.33 ± 0.02 0.38 ± 0.02

0.15 0.47 ± 0.09 0.40 ± 0.02 0.40 ± 0.04 0.35 ± 0.03

0.20 0.52 ± 0.08 0.41 ± 0.04 0.46 ± 0.04 0.37 ± 0.02

0.25 0.61 ± 0.09 0.42 ± 0.05 0.54 ± 0.06 0.37 ± 0.02

0.30 0.81 ± 0.09 0.46 ± 0.05 0.65 ± 0.09 0.37 ± 0.03

0.35 1.06 ± 0.09 0.49 ± 0.05 0.78 ± 0.09 0.41 ± 0.03

Table 5.3.: Values of the VOS-type length estimators for the total length of segments γL and the total
number of monopoles γM (5.6, 5.8) in the box for every β.

Radiation Matter

β vL vM vL vM
0.04 0.345 ± 0.010 0.574 ± 0.010 0.266 ± 0.010 0.505 ± 0.010

0.09 0.338 ± 0.010 0.583 ± 0.010 0.265 ± 0.010 0.510 ± 0.010

0.15 0.337 ± 0.010 0.600 ± 0.012 0.262 ± 0.011 0.509 ± 0.010

0.20 0.337 ± 0.010 0.591 ± 0.010 0.260 ± 0.010 0.519 ± 0.010

0.25 0.337 ± 0.010 0.591 ± 0.010 0.261 ± 0.010 0.520 ± 0.010

0.30 0.342 ± 0.014 0.596 ± 0.010 0.259 ± 0.010 0.524 ± 0.010

0.35 0.337 ± 0.013 0.600 ± 0.012 0.262 ± 0.011 0.521 ± 0.012

Table 5.4.: Velocities for segments (vL) and monopoles (vM) obtained by following the positions segments
and the monopoles during the simulation. The error are statistical errors obtained by averaging.
The velocities in radiation are somewhat higher than in matter; but there does not seem to
be a strong dependence on β for the velocities.

network velocity for semilocal strings as a whole. Once again, we obtain that velocities during
radiation are faster than in matter; and we also note that both local field estimators give equivalent
velocities. In this case there seems to be a trend, and velocities seem to decrease for increasing
β.

The procedure of following the positions of the string segments and of the monopoles does not
only allow us to obtain a network velocity, but it also allows us to obtain the velocity of each
segment and monopole, and to follow the history of each segment and monitor whether they
merge with another segment, they disappear, or they just continue to flow in the network. This
is very interesting information from the point of view of the VOS model, because we can now tell
if there is a correlation between string segment size and its velocity, for example.

We show in Figs. 5.9 and 5.10 the velocity versus length distribution for some time-steps and
β = 0.04 in radiation domination. The situation with other β and matter domination is analogous;
figures for other values of β can be found in Appendix A. In those figures, each point corresponds
to a segment, which are distributed according to their length-per-time (x axis) and velocity (y
axis) for three different times (τ =116, 176, 236). Those segments have been divided into two
groups: On the one hand, in Fig. 5.9 we plot the segments which do not interact with other string
segments in the next time step, i.e., segments which flow through the network. On the other
hand, in Fig. 5.10 we show the segments that do merge with other segments before the next time
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Figure 5.9.: This plot shows the distribution of segments with respect to velocity for simulation in radiation
domination and β = 0.04. Each point represents a segment in the network, where in the
x-axis the length of the segment divided by time is shown and its velocity in the y-axis. This
is the case where segments flow through the network, i.e., they do interact with any other
segment in the next time step.
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Figure 5.10.: This figure is similar to Fig. 5.9, but in this case the segments that are plotted are those
that merge with other segments before the next time step.
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Radiation Matter

β vF vG vF vG
0.04 0.57 ± 0.02 0.55 ± 0.02 0.41 ± 0.01 0.41 ± 0.01

0.09 0.57 ± 0.02 0.56 ± 0.02 0.42 ± 0.01 0.41 ± 0.01

0.15 0.55 ± 0.02 0.55 ± 0.01 0.41 ± 0.01 0.41 ± 0.01

0.20 0.53 ± 0.02 0.53 ± 0.02 0.40 ± 0.01 0.40 ± 0.01

0.25 0.51 ± 0.02 0.51 ± 0.02 0.39 ± 0.01 0.39 ± 0.01

0.30 0.49 ± 0.02 0.50 ± 0.02 0.38 ± 0.01 0.38 ± 0.01

0.35 0.47 ± 0.02 0.48 ± 0.02 0.36 ± 0.02 0.37 ± 0.02

Table 5.5.: Velocities obtained from local field estimators (5.10) for all β and radiation and matter
dominations. Velocities in radiation domination are higher than in matter domination. There
are stronger hints that the velocity of the network decreases for increasing β.

step.
It is worth mentioning that the points are scattered around a central value, which is roughly the

same for all times and all lengths. The scatter is larger around short segments, mainly because
there are many more short than long segments. This is rather clear in the flow case, because
there are more segments in this case than in the merge case; though we could say that this is
generic for all cases.

This information can be shown also, maybe in a more compact way, in form of histograms;
which are in some sense the marginalized distribution functions of Figures 5.9 and 5.10. For
example, in the top panel of Fig. 5.11 we show distribution of the length-per-time of the number
of segments during the evolution for β = 0.04 in radiation domination. The segments are binned
in 10 bins with uniform width, and we show together three cases: in blue we depict the segments
which are flowing, in green the ones that are merging and in yellow we show the segments that
collapse before the next time step. Note that in the last time step we have no information
whether the segments which flow, merge or collapse, so we just choose to show them as flow
segments. In the bottom panel we show the same histogram, but instead of showing the number
of segments in each bin, we also account for the length-per-time of the strings; we add up the
total length-per-time of the segments in each bin, and show that length-per-time in each bin.

The histograms with information about velocities can be seen in Fig. 5.12. The top panel
shows the distribution of number of segments per velocity, for β = 0.04 in radiation domination.
The bottom panel shows the corresponding distribution for monopoles. This velocities are com-
puted instantaneously, i.e., they are the velocities obtained by measuring the distance traveled
by monopoles between two adjacent time-steps (not by averaging over the whole history of the
monopole). Note that there is no information for time τ = 256 because we have no “next time
step” to compute the velocity with. The color-code is the same is in the previous figure: in blue
we depict the strings (segments or monopoles, correspondingly) which are flowing, in green the
ones that are merging and in yellow we show the strings that collapse before the next time step.

The histograms show a scaling behaviour, where roughly the segment distribution follows the
same pattern independently of time. The length distribution show that, logically, only short
segments collapse before the next time step; but mergings happen for all string lengths. There
is no preference on the velocity of the collapsing segments; there are collapsing segments with
a wide variety of velocities. The velocity distribution have some kind of Gaussian distribution,
centered in the average velocity, corresponding to the velocities of Table 5.4.
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Figure 5.11.: These histograms show the distribution of the segments during the evolution for β = 0.04
in radiation domination, where the segments are binned in 10 bins with uniform width. The
top figure shows the distribution of the number of segments with respect to length-per-time,
whereas the bottom figure shows the same distribution, but where the total length-per-time
of the segments in each bin has been added. The colors represent different type of segments,
depending on their future behaviour: in blue segments which are flowing, in green segments
that are merging and in yellow segments that are collapsing before the net time-step. We
write arrows to remark that in those instances, there are a few (one or two) segments in
that bin, which are hard to see in the top plot, but can be seen in the bottom plot. Note
that in the last time step we have no information whether the segments will flow, merge or
collapse, so we just choose to show them as flow segments. 113



5.6 Conclusions and discussion

The monopole-velocity histograms show also a (wider) gaussian-like distribution, with instances
in which monopoles approach v = 1 (though this may be an artefact of our algorithms, as explained
in Section 5.4.3). It is easy to convince oneself that the average of these velocities agree with the
ones in Table 5.4. It is worth noticing that the velocities of monopoles that are about to collapse
are rather high, most of the times higher than the average velocities of the segments. Therefore,
even though the segment velocities for collapsing segments have no preference, the monopole
velocities do. This could be understood by realizing that the monopole velocity only takes into
account the string-ends, whereas in the segment velocity, the whole segment contributes; and
apparently only the segment ends get high velocities in collapse.

Finally, it is interesting to investigate what the pattern of merging of different segments is. In
order to do so, we chose one of the largest segments at the last time-step for β = 0.04, and
traced back its history to see what where its “constituents”. This information can be found in
Fig. 5.13, in the form of a “family tree”. This shows that at very early times, many mergings
happen. This does not mean that many segments have joined at the same time; most likely the
segments have been joining by pairs, but our choice time-step to measure the network is too
coarse to distinguish all these mergings. The sum of the length of the constituents does not
match the final segment; clearly, this is because segments can grow or shrink in their evolution.
Also, there are some segments that remain quite solitary for most of their life. This exercise of
following the family history of a segment highlights once more the complicated dynamics that
semilocal strings have.

5.6. Conclusions and discussion
In this work we have investigated a network of semilocal strings using field theoretical simulations.
We have estimated the length and velocity of the semilocal strings (including the string-ends,
that can be understood as global monopoles) using different estimators; coming from both direct
field theory based estimators and by estimators that use the position of the strings. As well as
characterizing the network of defects, these measures are indispensable to obtain a VOS-type
effective model for semilocal strings. Before this work, the velocities of semilocal strings (both as
a network and as individual segments, as well as the monopoles) were unknown.

The VOS-type length estimators for string segments and monopoles (5.6, 5.8) can be found
in Table 5.3. These values had already been computed in a previos work [9] using a different
technique. In [9] the semilocal string segments were defined as collections of points in contact
with a magnetic field higher than some threshold, and that volume of points was divided by an
estimate of the cross-section of the strings to get a length. In this work we reproduced those
calculation, and compared it to the new length estimator, which is based on following the points
with windings in the simulation. We found that these two length estimators do not match, and
that there is roughly a factor 1.5 difference between the two length estimators. We identified the
source of error as a numerical error on the estimation of the string cross-section, and therefore the
values for the length estimators that we obtain in the present work can be considered as corrections
to the ones in [9]. However, the differences obtained lie within the 1-σ error level. It should also
be noted that the length corresponding to the monopoles γN is roughly equivalent in both works,
since the number of segments (monopoles) does not depend on the error corresponding to the
cross-section of the strings.

One big advantage of being able to characterize the semilocal strings by the points (plaquettes)
with winding is that we get a one-dimensional description for the position of the strings. This
allows us to follow string segments and monopoles throughout the simulation, map their history,
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Figure 5.12.: These histograms show the velocity distribution of the segments (top) and monopoles (bot-
tom) during their evolution, for radiation and β = 0.04. The velocities are binned in 10 bins
with uniform width. The color code is analogous to the previous figure: blue corresponds
to strings that do not interact with other strings before the next time-step (flow), green is
for strings which merge with other segments and yellow is for strings that disappear before
the next time-step because the segment collapses. Note that in the last time step we have
no information whether the segments will flow, merge or collapse, so we just choose to
show them as flow segments. Note also that in the monopole velocity case we do not have
information to compute the velocity at the last time step.
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Figure 5.13.: The “family tree” of a segment for β = 0.04 in radiation. The number inside the box
denotes the length of each segment, and time runs upwards.
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and get an estimate on the velocity. Table 5.4 shows the network velocities of segments and
monopoles for radiation and matter eras, for all β under study. The velocities for radiation
domination are higher than the corresponding velocities in matter domination, for all β. It is
worth pointing out that there is little dependence on β for these numbers, specially for the
velocity of the segments. Even though some trend could be hinted, bearing in mind the errors for
the estimates makes it hard to claim any such trend.

The velocities can also be estimated using field-theoretical estimators (5.10), and the result can
be found in Table 5.5. The velocities obtained with both local-field estimators agree with each
other, and as in the previous case, the velocities in radiation are higher than in matter. These
values obtained from the field-estimators are somewhat different from the ones obtained form
the positions of the defects. In fact, the field-estimators do not distinguish between strings and
monopoles, and they give a single number for the whole network. It is not surprising, maybe, that
in all cases the values lie in between the velocities of strings and monopoles.

Contrary to the velocities obtained from the positions, the values in Table 5.5 show a trend
with β. One cannot but speculate that this difference is the result of several magnitudes in the
simulation box: the ratios of densities of strings and monopoles depend on β (for lower β strings
are longer), the mass of the strings (for lower β strings are lighter), the tendency of strings
to collapse or merge... Moreover, it has been noted before that the estimation of velocities of
defects using directly the position of the defects underestimates the velocities [73, 96, 101], and
the reason for this is not completely clear.

Even though there are some discrepancies in the values of the velocities, one huge advantage
of being able to follow the positions of the strings is that we can obtain the history and the
velocities for individual segments. Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show the scatter plot of segment length
versus segment velocity, for cases when the segments do not interact with other segments in the
following time-step, and for cases where the segments merge with other segments, respectively.

It was somewhat surprising to see that the values of the velocities where scattered around a
central value for all values of the length of the strings. In other words, we found no correlation
between the length and the velocity of the segments. This is a hint that the VOS effective model
may need to be revisited to take this into account. Moreover, one could have wondered whether
it is more preferable for short segments to collapse and for longer ones to merge. These plots
show that mergings happen for all segment sizes, not only for longer ones.

The histograms where the length of the strings per bin are depicted (Figure 5.11 bottom) shows
that actually most of the string length is not in the shortest segments; there is more length in
the second and/or third bins. This histogram also shows more clearly that there are very long
segments which do merge with other ones. This interesting behaviour is also shown in the family
tree-like figure Fig. 5.13. There we can se many mergings at the beginning of the simulation, then
some quiet period, before mergings happen also towards the end of the simulation. The lengths
of the segments that take part in mergings are very varied, and there is no correlation between
segments size and their future behaviour.

Monopole velocities show, however, that segments that are going to collapse do it generally at
somewhat higher velocities. The distribution is not so clearly gaussian, there is more noise, and
some monopoles are very fast. One has to be cautious here and remember all the caveats we have
to overcome to obtain velocities of segments. The instances where monopole velocities were very
close to one (and sometimes faster than one) are due to the merging/collapsing of segments, and
the shortcomings of our algorithm or interpretation of those event.

One of the most challenging aspects in this work has been, actually, the correct estimation of
the velocity of segments and monopoles close to mergings. The näıve estimators of velocity gave
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instances of extremely high velocities. After we corrected for the obvious caveats (such as trying
to get the velocity of a segment that had collapsed by trying to find the (collapsed) segment
in the next time step and obviously failing) many of those very fast segments disappeared. But
there were still some cases where the velocity was too high, higher than what one would naively
expect from the causality of the field equations, and from what the field-estimators for velocities
were showing.

The reason for this apparently superluminal behaviour is that, close to segment mergings, if
the field configuration was favourable, new string segments appeared ’out of the blue’. It was
not a case of a monopole moving towards an antimonopole and creating string as it evolved;
it was rather a new segment appearing, and giving the illusion of a very fast movement of the
monopole/segment; whereas in reality it was a new monopole altogether, and the old monopole
had annihilated with the newly formed antimonopole. This behaviour is completely consistent
with causal dynamics; it is the effect of the magnetic field accreting to form the new string
segment. It has been studied in two-dimensional simulations in [5, 6] and is also seen in the case
of a global monopole whose cores are pinned down while letting the radial field gradients bunch
into a string-like region that subsequently decays and disappears, taking the monopole with it
[3, 26, 57].

This is something that may prompt revisiting the VOS analytical model for semilocal strings:
if we consider that network velocities are subliminal, the effective model has to account for the
possibility of segments growing out of thin air, because otherwise the speed at which segments
merge and collapse may be underestimated.

Another possible idea prompting some revision on the VOS analytical model for semilocal
strings comes from the realization that semilocal strings happen roughly when both fields are
winding; even though in theory it would be enough that one of them wind and the other was
not in its vacuum value, so as to allow for some concentration of magnetic energy. This picture
is reminiscent of a network of p-q strings [39, 51], with monopole playing the rôle of the Y-
junctions. However, the analogy might end there, since the ”constituents” of either p- or q-
strings are actually massless (they are virtually formed of field configurations in their vacuum
manifold), spoiling the analogy between semilocal string networks and p-q networks.

This work about characterization of semilocal string has highlighted even more how rich the
dynamics of this model is, and how complicated the life of a semilocal network can be.
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6 Cosmic Microwave Background
constraints for global strings and global

monopoles

6.1. Introduction
As we have seen in Section 1.6, the evolution of a defect network perturbs the background space-
time; and those perturbations evolve and affect the contents of the universe, eventually creating
CMB anisotropies. In contrast to the inflationary perturbations, which were seeded primordially
and then evolve “passively”, defects induce perturbations actively during their whole existence.

The analysis of the CMB gives a good opportunity to study early Universe models. Therefore the
CMB signature of cosmic strings in gauge theories has been widely analysed. In these analyses
different approaches were used. Some approaches computed full-sky maps of defects [17, 87,
88, 109]. Many other approaches, however, relied on the use of Green functions or of unequal
time correlators (UETC) [110], where the knowledge of the defect stress tensor evolution during
the cosmological expansion is required. Using the UETC approach, CMB signatures of cosmic
strings have been analysed for different levels of modelling, that is, using effective models [14, 15,
24, 89, 90] or using the field-theory model describing the defect [29, 31, 128]. In the last few
years significant advances in the study of the CMB power spectrum using the UETC approach
for Abelian-Higgs strings were performed; using the biggest simulation boxes up to date [45]
and, among other improvements, studying the behaviour of the correlators cross cosmological
transitions [95]. However, there are other defect models that have also been studied but they
have attracted less attention. For example, the imprints of semilocal strings were studied in [127].

In the same way, global defect models, O(N), have been also studied. For the analysis of the
CMB power spectrum of these kind of models the large-N limit and the non-linear sigma model
were used [28, 50, 109]. Using this approaches gravitational wave imprints were also calculated
[54, 78]. However, in [56], where the GW imprints for O(N) models using field-theory simulations
were analysed, was showed that for N > 4 the large-N prediction worked rather well, but it failed
to capture the dynamics of lower Ns.

Global string and monopole networks have been analysed for other reasons, but the CMB
signature for O(2) and O(3) models have never been studied, even though the analysis of the
CMB power spectrum generated by global strings and monopoles would be of great interest. For
example, in [101] the evolution of global string networks in large-scale numerical simulations were
studied and in Chapter 4 of this Thesis the network velocities of global monopoles are studied
in detail. As we have previously mentioned the large-N predictions for GW does not fit with
O(2) and O(3) direct calculations. Therefore it is important to perform O(2) and O(3) field
theory simulations to check whether they follow the CMB predictions from O(N) with large-N .
Moreover, due to the difference in behaviour between global defects and local defects that we
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have mentioned in Section 2.4.1 this analysis will bring different results.
In this work we perform field-theory simulations of O(2) and O(3) global models and using the

UETC approach we calculate the CMB power spectrum. This power spectrum will be used to
compare with the predictions given by the large-N limit and also with the spectrum coming from
the analysis of the Abelian-Higgs model. We perform a Monte Carlo analysis using Planck data
[12] and the results obtained in this Chapter.

The rest of the Chapter is structured as follows: In section 6.2 we give an overview of the
model. Then, we describe the procedure to obtain the UETCs from the simulations in section 6.3
and the computation of the source function in section 6.4. Once we have the source functions we
present the power spectra in section 6.5. Finally, in section 6.6 we show the fits and constraints
and we conclude in section 6.7.

6.2. Model overview
The defects that we will analyse in this section are global strings and global monopoles. These
defects are created in a global O(N) model when the O(N) symmetry spontaneously breaks down
to O(N − 1), where N = 2 for global strings and N = 3 for global monopoles. The properties of
these models are analysed in detail in Section 2.4.1, where we have said that these models can
be described by the following Lagrangian (2.67),

S =
∫
d4x
√
−g
(1

2∂µΦi∂µΦi − 1
4λ(|Φ|2 − η2)2

)
, (6.1)

where |Φ| ≡
√

ΦiΦi and λ and η are real constant parameters. Φi are real fields where i = 1, 2
for global strings and i = 1, 2, 3 for global monopoles. Since our aim is to study the dynamics
of a network of global defects in an expanding universe, we consider a flat Friedmann-Lemaitre-
Robertson-Walker space-time with comoving coordinates (see Section 1.3):

ds2 = a2(τ)(−dτ2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2), (6.2)

where a(τ) is the cosmic scale factor and τ is conformal time. The equations of motion derived
from (6.1) are

φ̈i + 2 ȧ
a
φ̇i −∇2φi = −a2λ(φ2 − η2)φi, (6.3)

and the dots represent derivatives with respect to the conformal time τ .
Since the size of the defect is given by their mass (δ ∼ m−1

s ), it is a fixed length in physical
units, which means that in comoving coordinates the size of the defects rapidly decreases. Thus,
as we have done in Chapters 4 and 5, we will use the Press-Ryden-Spergel algorithm [115], where
the width of the defect transforms into controllable by turning the coupling constant into a time-
dependent variable, λ = λ0a

−2(1−s). That is, when s = 0 the defect size is fixed in comoving
coordinates and when s = 1 we obtain the true case where the size of the defect is fixed in
physical length.

6.3. UETCs from the Simulations
In this section we present the details of the numerical simulations from which the UETC data
were collected. The scaling UETCs are the inputs for the next section, in which the eigenvector
decomposition method is described.
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O(2) O(3)
τini 50 0
τdiff 70 20
τref 150 60
τend 300 250
nout 50 60

Table 6.1.: The values of the time-related parameters, given in units where η = 1. The simulations start
at time τini and there is a period of diffusion until τdiff ; the data are taken from τref until τend
every nout time-steps.

6.3.1. Simulation details
In order to simulate the evolution of the global defects in a discrete box we use the procedure
described in Section 2.3.4. Our simulation lattice, which is a 10243 lattice, has a comoving spatial
separation of ∆x = 0.5 and time steps of ∆τ = 0.1, in units where η = 1. The simulation volume
therefore has comoving size L = 512. The coupling was chosen to be λ = 2, and thus the
mass of the scalar fields ms =

√
2eη. These simulations were performed in Sisu, a Massively

Parallel Processor (MPP) supercomuter managed by CSC-IT center for science. We performed
5 individual runs in pure radiation and in pure matter dominated eras with s = 0 to determine
the scaling form of the UETCs. We also performed runs across the radiation-matter cosmological
transitions using the same parameters and initial conditions.

For the radiation and matter simulations we are interested in the scaling regime of the defect
network, not on the details of the phase transition. Thus, the initial condition (at time τini) used
in the numerical simulation is not used to extract data; its mere functionality is to drive the
system to scaling as soon as possible in order to get as large as possible dynamical range. We
have found that for the present work a satisfactory initial field configuration is given by the scalar
field velocities set to zero and the scalar fields set to be stationary Gaussian random fields with
power spectrum

Pφ(k) = A

1 + (kLφ)2 , (6.4)

with A chosen so that 〈|φ2|〉 = η2, and Lφ = 5η−1.
The UETCs cannot be calculated until after the defects are formed and reach their scaling

configuration. These early phases contain a huge amount of excess energy induced by the random
initial conditions, therefore we smooth the field distribution by applying a period of diffusive
evolution, with the second derivatives removed from the equations of motion and with time steps
of ∆τ = 1/30, in units where η = 1. Depending on the model we are simulating we have to
impose the diffusive evolution in a different time period (τdiff).

After the diffusion period, the system relaxes into scaling, and we start to collect data from
τref until the end of the simulation τend. We measure the UETC by recording the mean value of
Cab(k, τref , τ) for wavevectors binned in the range 2π(n − 1)/L < |k| ≤ 2n/L (1 ≤ n < Nb),
with Nb = 886, and nout logarithmically-spaced times between τref and τend. The wavenumber
of the nth bin kn is set to the mean value of |k| in that bin. Table 6.1 shows the values of these
parameters.

We also record the equal time correlators (ETCs) at each time the UETC is evaluated, with
which we can monitor the quality of scaling. Perfect scaling would mean that the ETCs collapse
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to a single line when plotted against x = kτ .

6.3.2. Scaling
In order to track both the state of the system and scaling, it is convenient to define a length scale
of the network. We will define two different length scales, one for each case of defect under study,
i.e. one for strings and another one for monopoles.

For the case of strings the comoving string separation ξs has been identified as a useful quantity
to determine compatible simulation stages [45]. The string separation is defined in terms of the
mean string length `s in a horizon volume V as

ξs =
√
V
`s
. (6.5)

The mean string length, `s, is usually derived by directly measuring the comoving length of each
string (see details in [29, 31, 79, 120]). One way of obtaining the length of strings is by summing
the number of plaquettes pierced by strings [79]. Such plaquettes are identified calculating the
winding of the field in each plaquette of the lattice. We denote the string separation computed
in this way as ξs

w.
An alternative way is to use local field theory estimators to get the above ratio [45]. In our

case we use the energy weighted by the potential V (EV) and the energy per unit length (µs,V)
also weighted with the potential,

`s = EV
µs,V

, (6.6)

to obtain ξs
L.

In order to obtain the potential weighted energy per unit length of global strings, µs,V, we have
solved numerically the equations of motion for a static straight string lying on the z-axis [137].
From the values of the profile functions we have calculated the weighted energy per unit length.

As we can see in Fig. 6.1 the scaling information given by both approaches (i.e. length estima-
tions counting windings or using field estimators) are compatible. However, the computational
cost of the field estimators is considerably lower.

Monopole networks can be characterized using the comoving monopole separation ξm. The
monopole separation is defined in terms of the monopole number in a horizon volume V as

ξm =
( V
N

)1/3
(6.7)

where N is the monopole number in the volume V1. The monopole number can be computed
by directly obtaining the topological charge in each lattice cell of the simulation box [18] (see
Section 4.3.1) and also using local field theory estimators the number of monopoles can be obtain
in the following way,

N = EV
µm,V

, (6.8)

where µm,V is a energy of a monopole weighted with the potential V and EV is the energy
weighted with the potential. The weighted energy is computed in a similar way in which we have
computed the weighted energy per unit length of global strings. That is, we have solved the

1We will not make any distinction between monopoles and antimonopoles in this work, since for our purposes they
are equivalent. Therefore, we will denote as N the sum of monopoles and antimonopoles.
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Figure 6.1.: In the left column: String separation ξs from simulations in radiation era (top figure) and
matter era (bottom figure), with ξs

w obtained from the winding length measure and ξs
L from

the Lagrangian length measure. In the right column: Monopole separation ξm
L from simula-

tions in radiation era (top figure) and matter era (bottom figure), obtained using Lagrangian
separation measure.
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6.3 UETCs from the Simulations

βs
w βs

L ζ βm
L

Radiation 0.36 ± 0.01 0.38 ± 0.01 1.7 ± 0.1 0.63 ± 0.03
Matter 0.36 ± 0.02 0.39 ± 0.02 0.72 ± 0.08 0.60 ± 0.02

Table 6.2.: Numerical values of the slopes of different length estimators in scaling. βs
w is the slope related

with the length estimator for strings computed using the length of strings obtained from the
number of windings , βs

L is related with the length estimator for strings computed using the
weighted energy and βm

L with the length estimator for monopoles computed using the weighted
energy.

equations of motion for a static monopole [137] using a relaxation method and then, using the
profile functions we have calculated the weighted mass.

In order to compute number of monopoles directly one has to solve a surface integral which
involves the information of the fields in the eight corners of each simulation cell (and all this have
to be done during runtime) [18] (see Chapter 4). Therefore, considering the compatibility of both
approaches for global strings, we restrict the analysis of the scaling regime to the study of the
information provided by local field estimators.

As it was found in previous works, the asymptotic behaviour of the separations for both type
of defects is very close to linear,

ξ → β(τsim − τoffset), (6.9)

where τoffset is the time offset of the ξ curve (see Fig. 6.1). We have managed to choose initial
conditions such that the time offset is almost zero in all realisations. Although the ξ are almost
equal in all runs, we define the mean slope β as the average of all different slopes from different
realisations. Numerical values of the slopes can be found in Table 6.2.

The Table 6.2 shows clearly that the values of β for strings obtained using both procedures are
compatible. Moreover, we can translate these values to the form of parameters used in [101]. In
this paper the authors used the parameter ζ to analyse the scaling behaviour of the simulations,

ζ = EV
µs

t2 (6.10)

where t is the physical time. The translation of our values of β to ζ can be seen in Table 6.2.
These values are compatible with the values given in [101] where they obtained ζ = 2.0± 0.5 for
the radiation era.

The values for the slope, βm
L , for the monopole case can also be seen in Table 6.2. These values

are compatible with the values obtained in Chapter 4 where we found that βr = 0.72 ± 0.06 in
radiation era and βm = 0.65± 0.04 in the matter era.

As an alternative test of scaling we can use the ETCs. In Fig. 6.2 we show the ETCs for global
strings and global monopoles in radiation era for the whole period of time recorded: the ETC at
reference time in black, the ETC at τend in blue and the rest between those two limits in green.
The behaviour in the matter era is similar to the behaviour in the radiation era. The figures show
that at small scales the ETCs collapse to a single line, though this behaviour is not so clear at
low-kτ ’s.

All in all, since the offset is zero in our simulations, we can directly average the UETCs obtained
from different realizations, without the need of correcting each run with its own offset. Figure 6.3
shows the averaged Matter UETCs for global strings, and Fig. 6.4 shows the corresponding one
for global monopoles.
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Chapter 6. Cosmic Microwave Background constraints for global strings and global monopoles

Figure 6.2.: ETCs for global strings and for global monopoles in radiation era, where we have plotted ETC
at reference time in black, the ETC at τend in blue and the rest between those two limits in
green.

Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show that the amplitudes of the correlators of O(2) strings are much bigger
than the amplitude of O(3) UETCs. Similarly, if we compare global string correlators with the
UETCs obtained from simulations of the Abelian-Higgs model presented in [45], we observe that
the general shape is similar while the amplitude is slightly higher for the global case. In both
cases the normalisation used is the canonical normalisation; however, note that the normalisation
is applied differently for complex and scalar fields.

6.4. Computation of source functions
It has been established in the previous section that global strings and monopoles evolve in the
scaling regime for most of the time reproduced by our simulations. As it is known, and also
mentioned in Section 2.3.2, the scaling can be used to extrapolate results derived from numerical
simulations of different type of defects to the required cosmological scales. The universe undergoes
two transitions during times of interest, the transition from radiation-dominated era to matter-
dominated era and the transition from matter-domination to Λ-domination. In this work we will
not consider the transition from matter-domination to Λ-domination, since its effect is rather
small, as shown in [95]. Therefore, perfect scaling is not a feature of networks evolving in our
universe, this is why the scales imposed by the transitions must be also considered.

UETCs must also depend on the scales imposed by the transitions. This means that in general
the correlators will depend explicitly on τeq, in other words, the true (non-scaling) UETCs are
functions of three different dimensionless variables, e.g. Cab(kτ, kτ ′,

√
ττ ′/τeq). One has to

determine a method which captures the information of the transitions and includes it in the
computation of the source functions. There are several proposals in the literature for performing
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6.4 Computation of source functions

Figure 6.3.: Full set of scaling O(2) UETCs for the matter era, calculated averaging over 5 runs.
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Figure 6.4.: Full set of scaling O(3) UETCs for the matter era, calculated averaging over 5 runs.
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6.4 Computation of source functions

this estimation [31, 45, 54, 95], all of which were compared in [45].
In this work we will follow the Fixed-k interpolation method proposed in [45]: the UETCs are

thought of as symmetric functions of τ and τ ′ for a given k. This approach has several advantages:
it preserves orthogonality of the source functions during defects’ whole existence and reproduces
better the UETCs at cosmological transitions. Moreover, it also fits very well into the scheme
used by Einstein-Boltzmann codes, which solve the perturbation equations with an outer loop
over k and an inner time integration for fixed values of k. For further details we refer the reader
to [45].

The true UETCs Cab(k, τ, τ ′) are constructed from the mixture of the scaling matter and
radiation correlators, extracted from our simulations, at each value of k. The relative mixture of
matter and radiation UETCs is determined by τ/τeq and τ ′/τeq. An explicitly symmetric proposal
for the UETCs which models this behaviour across the radiation-matter transition is the following
[45]:

Cab(k, τ, τ ′) = f

(√
ττ ′

τeq

)
C̄Mab (kτ, kτ ′) +

(
1− f

(√
ττ ′

τeq

))
C̄Rab(kτ, kτ ′). (6.11)

It approximates the UETC in the entire region by the linear combination of pure radiation and
pure matter era scaling correlators balancing the contribution of each by an interpolating function
f . At extreme values of τ/τeq we recover functions that correspond to matter (τ/τeq � 1) and
radiation (τ/τeq � 1) dominations.

We note that the source functions for the EB integrators at a given k are now just the eigen-
vectors of these model UETCs, multiplied by the square root of the associated eigenvalues, and
so they are indeed orthogonal, see Eq. (2.65).

In order to establish the form of the interpolating function, we perform numerical simulations
of O(2) and O(3) defects at cosmological transitions. The interpolating function can be defined
in the following way in terms of the equal-time correlators (ETC) Eab(k, τ) = Cab(k, τ, τ) [54]:

fab(k, τ) = ERM
ab (k, τ)− ĒM

ab(kτ)
ĒR
ab(kτ)− ĒM

ab(kτ)
∀k, (6.12)

where ĒR(kτ) and ĒM(kτ) are the scaling ETCs in the radiation and matter eras respectively,
and ERM(k, τ) is the true ETC measured from the simulations performed during the transition.

We extracted ETCs from the simulations with τeq = 3, 10, 40, 150 and 300 (see Table 6.3), and
used Eq. (6.12) to compute the function. Fig. 6.5 shows the results obtained for E11 correlators
for global strings (left panel) and global monopoles (right panel), the transition functions for the
rest of the correlators are similar to those shown in the figure. The five grey shaded regions
represent the raw transition functions obtained during the five transition periods simulated. The
two grey levels indicate 1σ and 2σ deviations from the mean value calculated averaging over a
set of wavevectors: 1.5 < |k| < 3.5 and 3 < |k| < 5 respectively.

The interpolating functions derived from our simulations confirm what previous analysis of
the behaviour of the energy-momentum correlators at cosmological transitions showed: scale
independence of the interpolating function. The deviations from the mean value represented by
two grey levels, though they are somewhat bigger for monopoles, are not significant in either case.
This demonstrates that the interpolating functions can be considered to be dependent only of
time (f(τ)) to a very good approximation. The rest of the correlators (not shown) support the
scale independence statement.
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τeq 300 150 40 10 3
τref/τeq 0.5 1.0 3.75 15 50
τend/τeq 1.00 2.0 7.5 50 100
α(τref) 1.09 1.17 1.44 1.76 1.91
α(τend) 1.17 1.29 1.60 1.86 1.95

Table 6.3.: Selected parameters for simulations across the radiation-matter transition. The parameters
are the conformal time of matter-radiation equality, τeq, in units of η−1, the ratio of the
reference time τref for UETC data taking and the simulation end time τend to τeq, and the
expansion rate α = d ln a/d ln τ at τref and τend.
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Figure 6.5.: UETC interpolation functions derived from simulations performed during the radiation-matter
transition corresponding to global strings (left panel) and global monopoles (right panel)(thick
grey line). The five patches correspond to simulations with τeq = 3, 10, 40, 150 and 300.
The shaded regions represent the 1σ and 2σ deviations from the mean value of the function
obtained from Eq. (6.12) calculated from averaging over k, while the red line corresponds to
the best-fit given by the function expressed in Eq. (6.13). In both panels the correlator used
is E11.
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6.5 Power Spectra

γ κ

O(2) 0.26 ± 0.03 -1.15 ± 0.02
O(3) 0.23 ± 0.05 -1.4 ± 0.2

Table 6.4.: Mean values together with the standard deviations for parameters γ and κ of Eq. (6.13)
needed to reproduce the radiation-matter transition.

We fit the data using the same form used in [45, 54], which reads as:

f(τ) =
(

1 + γ
τ

τeq

)κ
, (6.13)

where γ and κ are the parameters to be determined by the fitting process.
Table 6.4 shows the mean values and standard deviations for the parameters of Eq. 6.13. The

mean and standard deviations are obtained averaging over different realizations and over different
correlators, since it has been observed that in a good approximation the interpolating function is
the same for all correlators. The best-fit obtained fitting data is also included in Fig. 6.5.

Comparing the interpolating function we have obtained here with the ones previously obtained
in [54] and [45] we can confirm that the interpolation function is not universal across defect
models. Although in [54] it was said that the interpolation function should be universal, in [45]
the first hints of its non universality were given. The form is the same but the values of the
parameters differ. The values of the parameter γ we have obtained are compatible with the
values obtained in the two previous analysis, but the values of the exponent κ differ from numbers
obtained in previous works. None of the values of the exponent are compatible with the values
obtained for the Abelian-Higgs strings or for the large-N limit. However for bigger N ’s the value
of κ is bigger, which might be a sign of a trend. It would be interesting to test whether increasing
the value of N we eventually get the value proposed in [54].

Finally, having determined how the transitions has to be performed for the two defects anal-
ysed in this paper, we diagonalise the true non-scaling UETCs Eq. (6.11) and obtain the source
functions Eq. (2.65) that will be used for the CMB power spectra calculation, as we describe in
the next section.

6.5. Power Spectra
In the previous section we have defined the source functions for the global strings and monopoles.
Inserting these functions into a source enabled Einstein-Boltzmann (EB) solver we can compute
the contributions to CMB power spectra due to the presence of global defects. In our case the
EB solver we have used is the source enabled version of CMBEASY [49], i.e. the code has been
additionally modified to handle source functions as we have explained in Section 2.3.5.

The cosmological parameters used for these calculations are the best-fit values obtained by
the Planck collaboration [12] (see Section 1.6): h = 0.6726, Ωbh

2 = 0.02225, ΩΛ = 0.6844
and reionization optical depth τre = 0.079. After diagonalisation, the total contribution of
defects to temperature and polarization anisotropies is calculated summing the contribution of
each individual source functions, where 130 source functions are summed in each case.

Fig. 6.6 shows the temperature and polarization power spectra obtained for the global string
case (black lines). Moreover, in the same figure we have plotted the power spectra obtained for
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N peak (L-N) peak (S) peak Ratio (S/L-N) l10 (L-N) l10 (S) l10 Ratio (S/L-N)

2 40.99 799.34 19.5 32.01 373.61 11.67

3 18.22 37.88 2.08 14.23 22.75 1.60

Table 6.5.: Values of l(l+ 1)CT T
l for N = 2 and N = 3 where l = 10, l10, and at the peak of the power

spectra. S means the values obtained from our simulations and L-N values obtained in [54]
using the large-N limit.

Abelian-Higgs strings in [95] (red lines). Note that µ is the following one:

µ = πη2, (6.14)

where η is the vacuum expectation value of the scalar fields. However, in each case µ has a
different meaning. For the AH case it represents the string tension, while in the global string case
it can be seen as the tension in the core of the string. The figure shows that the amplitude of
the signal of global strings is bigger, whereas the shape of both are very similar.

Fig. 6.7 in turn shows the temperature and all polarization power spectra obtained for global
monopoles. For global monopoles µ is related with the mass in the core of the monopole. Com-
paring with the O(2) case we can see that the signal given by the O(2) model is much bigger
than the one given by O(3) monopoles. Furthermore, although the overall shape is similar in both
cases, the O(3) case shows a more bumpy distribution.

The power spectra for global strings and monopoles can be compared with that obtained in
[54] for O(N) defects, in the large-N limit. It can be noted that all spectra share a similar
overall shape. Nevertheless, the spectrum obtained from the large-N limit shows a clearer bumpy
distribution, which evidences the oscillatory behaviour for models with bigger N ’s. Moreover,
comparing the values of the power spectra we have obtained with the ones obtained in [54] we
can say that the large-N limit underestimates the values. In table 6.5 we show the values of
the power spectra obtained in our analysis (S)and using large-N (L-N), at the peak of the power
spectra and at l = 10. In those values we can see that for N = 2 the ratio between our values
and the ones obtained in [54] is bigger than 10, while the ratio for N = 3 is greater than 1.6.
Note also that the ratio is not the same in both points showing that the large-N limit does not
capture well the details of the shape of the power spectra. In these values we can see a similar
behaviour to the one shown in [56]; that is for bigger values of N the ratio between the measured
value and the theoretical one tend to agree more.

Fig. 6.8 shows the contribution of scalars, vectors and tensors to the temperature channel
for the both cases O(2) and O(3). In this figure we can see that the contribution of scalars is
the dominant one for temperature, followed by the vector contribution and lastly by the tensor
contribution. The contribution scheme in both models, O(2) and O(3), is almost the same.

6.6. Fits and constraints
The CMB anisotropy predictions obtained from field theoretical numerical simulations of global
string and global monopoles are compared with the latest CMB data released by the Planck
collaboration [12], in order to put limits on the allowed fraction of those defects. We consider the
whole Planck CMB dataset and analyzed them using the publicly available likelihoods (TT, TE,
EE + lowTEB) provided by the collaboration [13]. The Monte Carlo analysis has been performed
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Figure 6.6.: Temperature and all polarization channels for the CMB of O(2) (black line) and Abelian-Higgs
(red line). Black lines (red for AH) correspond to the mean spectra while grey regions (pale
red for AH) represents 1σ and 2σ confidence limits obtained by bootstrapping 10 times over
5 radiation and 5 matter realizations for UETCs (over 7 radiation and 7 matter realizations
in the UETC merging process for AH) [95]. Note that µ = πη2, where η is the vacuum
expectation value of the scalar fields. However, in each case µ has a different meaning. For
the AH case it can be seen as the string tension, while in the global string case it can be seen
as the tension in the core of the string.
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Figure 6.7.: Temperature and all polarization channels for the CMB of O(3). Black lines correspond
to the mean spectra while grey regions represents 1σ and 2σ confidence limits obtained by
bootstrapping 10 times over 5 radiation and 5 matter realizations for UETCs. Note that in
this case µ is related with the mass in the core of the monopole.

Figure 6.8.: The CMB temperature power spectrum for O(2) (left) and O(3) (right). The plot shows the
total (black region) plus the decomposition into scalar (red region), vector (blue region) and
tensor (green region). In those regions the bright lines correspond to mean spectra while the
pale regions represents 1σ and 2σ confidence limits obtained by bootstrapping 10 times over
5 radiation and 5 matter realizations for UETCs.
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Dataset Planck 2015 CMB

Defect O(2) O(3)

Model PL+Gµ PL+Gµ PL
f10 < 0.017 < 0.024 −

1012(Gµ)2 < 0.031 < 0.73 −
− lnLmax 6472 6470 6472

Table 6.6.: 95% upper limits for (Gµ)2 and f10 as well as best-fit likelihood values for different cosmo-
logical models for O(2) global strings and O(3) global monopoles, fitting for the Planck 2015
TT, TE, EE and low TEB data.

using cosmomc [91], which uses camb [92] as the Einstein-Boltzman solver for the primordial
perturbations.

We vary the 6 base parameters of the standard ΛCDM model (see Section 1.6): ωb (Ωbh
2), ωc

(Ωch
2), ΘMC , τ (κ), ns, As

2; which we call the Power-Law model (PL). In order to construct
models with defects, we add to the basic PL model the possible contribution of the global defects
individually. However, we do not consider both type of defects simultaneously in any case.

The contribution of the defects is incorporated using the power spectra presented in previous
sections. We allow only to vary the amplitude of the spectra, since as for other defects their
contribution is expected to be of order of about 1% of the temperature power spectrum at
angular scales. The fraction of global defects and monopoles is described by the usual pair of
parameters: Gµ and f10. As we have mentioned in (6.14), in the case of global strings µ is the
tension in the string core and in the global monopole case it is related with the mass in the core of
the monopole; in both cases µ ∼ η2, where η is the symmetry breaking scale. On the other hand,
f10 measures the relative contribution of defects to the total (defects + inflation) at multipole
` = 10 in TT.

We show the results for the 95% upper limits for the string fraction for O(2) and O(3) defects
in Table 6.6. We only show the parameters related to models with defects, since base-model
parameters do not suffer considerable variations as they are already highly constrained by Planck.
We find that the addition of the defects to the PL model does not improve the fit to the data.
Even though O(3) are able to improve slightly the likelihood, the improvement is not significant.
In all cases the scenario with no defects Gµ = 0 is totally compatible with the measurements.

Comparing the fits obtained here with the fits obtained in [95], where the Abelian-Higgs case
was analysed, we observe that global strings give a slightly bigger contribution at l = 10, f10,
compared with the Abelian-Higgs with the same symmetry-breaking scale, while the contribution
that global monopoles give is the biggest. However, even though global monopoles slightly improve
the global fit to the data, the fitting process in general does not show any significative preference
for models with defects.

2It has to be noted that we also vary the nuisance parameters inherent to the experiments used in the analysis,
27 in this case. They are not shown in this work due to their lack of physical significance in terms of our
investigations.
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6.7. Discussion and conclusions
In this paper we have computed for the first time the CMB power spectra for global strings
and monopoles using field theory simulations. In order to obtain the power spectra, we have
computed the source functions obtained from UETCs extracted from our simulations, which also
capture the effect of transition from radiation dominated cosmology to matter dominated one.
The source functions were used to obtain CMB temperature and polarisation anisotropy power
spectra. Finally we compared our predictions with the latest Planck data [12] so as to put limits
on models that include O(2) or O(3) defects.

We investigated the scaling regime with simulations performed in pure radiation and matter
eras. We computed length estimators of defect networks using global field estimators as well as
direct length measurements. The results obtained for the slope of the correlation length of the
scaling networks show that both method are compatible (see Table 6.2). Moreover, the values
of scaling parameters for global strings as well as for global monopoles can be compared with
scaling parameters obtained by other analysis (in [101] for local strings and in Chapter 4 for global
monopoles). Our results for the scaling parameters which are obtained using bigger simulations
and have smaller errors validate the values of scaling parameters obtained in the previous analysis.

The UETCs obtained in matter dominated era for global strings and global monopoles can be
seen in Figure 6.3 and 6.4. The amplitudes of the UETCs for global strings are somewhat higher
than those for the Abelian-Higgs strings, which is a direct consequence of more energy per horizon
volume in the global case. Due to the same reason, the amplitudes for global monopole UETCs
are much lower compared with the local string case. Nevertheless, the overall shape is similar in
all cases.

The radiation-matter transition is particularly important for the accurate computation of CMB
perturbations at around the degree scale. On the contrary, the effects of matter-Λ transition are
rather small [95], and we do not consider them. The fixed-k UETC interpolation method [45]
ensures that the effect of the radiation-matter transition is well modelled. However, it requires the
calculation of the interpolating functions for each defect type considered. Therefore, in order to
compute those interpolating functions, we have performed simulations at cosmological transitions,
using 5 different patches that covered most of the transition period. We have obtained that the
form of the transition function (see Eq. 6.13) coincides with previous analysis and the value of γ
is compatible with the values found for AH strings [45] and for global defects in the large-N limit
[54]. Nevertheless, the value of the exponent, κ, differs from model to model, which confirms
that the transition function is not universal for every kind of defect. As we have pointed out,
however, it would be interesting to determine from which N on this parameter κ will reach the
value proposed in [54].

After obtaining the source functions that capture the radiation-matter transition we have com-
puted the CMB power spectra. We have compared the power spectra with the power spectra
obtained for the Abelian-Higgs case [95] and for the large-N limit [54]. The overall shape for
all the cases under study is fairly similar. The signal coming from the global string case has a
somewhat higher amplitude than the signal coming from the Abelian-Higgs strings, whereas the
amplitude of the power spectra of global monopoles is the smallest. The origin of this difference
comes from the energy per horizon volume for each defect network, which is the biggest for global
strings, while smallest for global monopoles. Although the overall shape is the same, the power
spectra for global monopoles show a more bumpy shape which is more similar to the shape of the
power spectra obtained in the large-N limit. However, comparing the values we have obtained
with the values obtained in the large-N limit at two points of the power spectra, we have shown
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that the large-N limit underestimates the values of the power spectra and that the details of the
shape are not well described (at least for so low N). From Table 6.5 we can observe a tendency
that for bigger values of N the ratio between the measured power spectra and the one obtained
using the large-N approaches one. Even so, we have demonstrated that the large-N limit fails to
correctly capture the dynamics of the system for N < 4, validating the result obtained in [56]
using GW predictions.

Finally, comparing the power spectra predictions with the latest CMB data released by the
Planck collaboration [12] we put limits on the allowed fraction of those defects. We have seen
that the global strings could give a slightly bigger contribution compared with the Abelian-Higgs
case, while global monopoles could give the biggest contribution between these three models.
Nevertheless, none of the models studied in this work improved significantly the fit to the data.

Using these constraints we can also estimate the amplitude of the gravitational wave spectrum
created by global strings and global monopoles following the calculations presented in [56]. Using
the upper limits on (Gµ)2 that we have found (see Table 6.6), we obtain that the upper limit for
the amplitude of the GW spectrum is similar in both cases (global strings and global monopoles),
which is ΩGW ∼ 10−15. Comparing this value with the expected sensitivity curved of eLISA
[23, 37] we can say that the gravitational wave backgrounds created by global strings and global
monopoles lay below the observability window of eLISA.
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7 General Conclusions

The central objective of this Thesis has been to characterise the properties of cosmic defects and
explore their observational effects. In order to accomplish this task we have performed both static
and dynamical analysis of properties of different types of cosmic defects.

In Chapter 3 we have investigated field theoretical models for cosmic strings with flat direc-
tions in curved space-times. More precisely, we consider minimal models with semilocal, axionic
and tachyonic strings, respectively. In flat space-time, isolated static and straight cosmic string
solutions in the Bogoml’nyi limit admit a uniparametric family of solutions with the same energy,
which is related with the zero mode. We have shown that the zero modes survive the minimal
coupling to gravity. Moreover, we have also shown that the variation of the free parameter related
with the zero mode affects the energy density distribution but the total energy remains constant.
In other words, the variation of the parameter changes the field solutions due to the fact that
Einstein equations depend on local quantities. But as the total energy is the same, the deficit
angle remains constant.

After the static analysis of the gravitational properties we have started the dynamical analysis
of defect networks. Firstly, in Chapter 4 we have measured the global monopole velocity using
field theory simulations. Before our novel procedure was introduced the velocities were measured
using local-field estimators which only give average network velocities. However, our method lets
us measure velocities of individual monopoles. In our work, we have implemented three different
procedures to measure monopole velocities. On one hand, we have used two different local-field
estimators, and on the other hand, we have used our new method that follows each one of the
monopoles in the box. We have shown that our method validates the procedures that use local-
field values to compute an average network velocity. We have been able to determine that the
global monopole velocities are vr = 0.76 ± 0.07 and vm = 0.65 ± 0.08 for radiation and matter
dominated eras, respectively. For the first time we have shown that global monopole velocities
are subluminal. The detailed characterisation of global monopoles we have performed gave us the
opportunity to calibrate the VOS-type analytical model for global monopoles in detail, where the
subluminal branch of solutions is favoured. We have hinted directions in which to improve the
VOS-type analytical model.

In the same way, in Chapter 5, we have characterised in detail the network of semilocal strings.
Using what we had learned form the global monopole case and introducing some new algorithms,
we have been able to give a one dimensional representation of the semilocal segments, where
the segment ends have been located as monopoles. This new characterization has allowed us
to measure the segment length and velocities, as well as monopole velocities, directly from the
evolution of the network. For the first time we have measured the segment length in a specific
time following the one dimensional path from one segment end to another. Moreover, we could
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follow each one of the segments in the box during its evolution, as well as each one of the segment
ends. Thanks to the possibility to track segment evolutions we could analyse in detail the peculiar
behaviour of the semilocal segments. We have obtained information to build the whole history
of each one of the segments on the box. This information can be used to analyse the VOS-type
analytical models. In a future work we will use this information to analyse the viability of the
already presented models, and in the case that the hypothesis used to construct them are correct
we will use the data obtained here to calibrate them.

Finally in Chapter 6 we have presented the cosmic microwave background (CMB) power spectra
from numerical simulations of cosmological defects in the global O(N) model, with N = 2, 3. In
order to compute the CMB power spectra we have obtained source functions from UETCs that
capture the radiation-matter transition. We showed that the interpolation function that mimics
the transition is not the same as for other defects models, confirming the non universality of the
interpolation function. The CMB power spectra for global strings and global monopoles have the
same overall shape as the power spectra obtained for Abelian-Higgs strings and obtained in the
large-N limit. However, the amplitudes for global strings power spectra are much bigger than
the ones for global monopoles. In the same way, the amplitudes for global strings power spectra
are somewhat bigger than those for Abelian-Higgs strings. A detailed comparison of the power
spectra for global strings and global monopoles with the one obtained in the large-N limit have
shown that this limit with N < 4 fails to correctly capture the dynamics of the system. Finally
we have compared the CMB power spectra with the latest CMB data in order to put limits on the
allowed fraction of these defects. We found that even though the addition of global monopoles
improves slightly the likelihood, the improvement using global strings or global monopoles is not
significant.
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A Semilocal String Network figures, at
different β

Figures analogous to the ones in the main part of the text of Chapter 5, but for different β:
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Figure A.1.: This plot shows the distribution of segments with respect to velocity for simulation in radiation
domination and β = 0.20. Each point represents a segment in the network, where the length
of the segment divided by time is shown in the x-axis and its velocity in the y-axis. This
is the case where segments flow through the network, i.e., they do interact with any other
segment in the next time step. Note that the segments are shorter on average, as expected
for higher β.
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Figure A.2.: This figure is similar to Fig. A.1, but in this case the segments that are plotted are those
that merge with other segments before the next time step.
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Figure A.3.: These histograms show the distribution of the segments during the evolution for β = 0.20
in radiation domination, where the segments are binned in 10 bins with uniform width. The
top figure shows the distribution of the number of segments with respect to length-per-time,
whereas the bottom figure shows the same distribution, but where the total length-per-time
of the segments in each bin has been added. The colors represent different type of segments,
depending on their future behaviour: in blue segments which are flowing, in green segments
that are merging and in yellow segments that are collapsing before the net time step. We
write arrows to remark that in those instances, there are a few (one or two) segments in that
bin, which are hard to see in the top plot, but can be seen in the bottom plot. Note that in
the last time step we have no information whether the segments will flow, merge or collapse,
so we just choose to show them as flow segments.152
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Figure A.4.: These histograms show the velocity distribution of the segments (top) and monopoles (bot-
tom) during their evolution, for radiation and β = 0.20. The velocities are binned in 10 bins
with uniform width. The color code is analogous to the previous figure: blue corresponds to
strings that do not interact with other strings before the next time step (flow), green is for
strings which merge with other segments and yellow is for strings that disappear before the
next time-step because the segment collapses. Note that in the last time step of segment
velocities we have no information whether the segments will flow, merge or collapse, so we
just choose to show them as flow segments. Note also that in the monopole velocity case
we do not have information to compute the velocity at the last time step.
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Figure A.5.: The “family tree” of a segment for β = 0.20 in radiation. The number inside the box denotes
the length of each segment, and time runs upwards.
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Figure A.6.: This plot shows the distribution of segments with respect to velocity for simulation in radiation
domination and β = 0.35. Each point represents a segment in the network, where in the
x-axis the length of the segment divided by time is shown and its velocity in the y-axis. This
is the case where segments flow through the network, i.e., they do interact with any other
segment in the next time step.
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Figure A.7.: This figure is similar to Fig. A.6, but in this case the segments that are plotted are those
that merge with other segments before the next time step.
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Figure A.8.: These histograms show the distribution of the segments during the evolution for β = 0.35
in radiation domination, where the segments are binned in 10 bins with uniform width. The
top figure shows the distribution of the number of segments with respect to length-per-time,
whereas the bottom figure shows the same distribution, but where the total length-per-time
of the segments in each bin has been added. The colors represent different type of segments,
depending on their future behaviour: in blue segments which are flowing, in green segments
that are merging and in yellow segments that are collapsing before the net time-step. We
write arrows to remark that in those instances, there are a few (one or two) segments in that
bin, which are hard to see in the top plot, but can be seen in the bottom plot. Note that in
the last time step we have no information whether the segments will flow, merge or collapse,
so we just choose to show them as flow segments. 157
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Figure A.9.: These histograms show the velocity distribution of the segments (top) and monopoles (bot-
tom) during their evolution, for radiation and β = 0.35. The velocities are binned in 10 bins
with uniform width. The color code is analogous to the previous figure: blue corresponds to
strings that do not interact with other strings before the next time-step (flow), green is for
strings which merge with other segments and yellow is for strings that disappear before the
next time-step because the segment collapses. Note that in the last time step of segment
velocities we have no information whether the segments will flow, merge or collapse, so we
just choose to show them as flow segments. Note also that in the monopole velocity case
we do not have information to compute the velocity at the last time step.
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Figure A.10.: The “family tree” of a segment for β = 0.35 in radiation. The number inside the box
denotes the length of each segment, and time runs upwards.
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